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Q1 How often do you visit the Park?
Answered: 596

Skipped: 9
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Daily

25.34%

151

Weekly

44.13%

263

Monthly

16.44%

98

Seasonally

13.59%

81

Never been to the Park

0.50%

3

TOTAL

596
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Q2 How much time, per visit, do you typically spend in the Park?
Answered: 591

Skipped: 14

More than 2 hours
More than 2 hours

Under 1 hour
Under 1 hour

1 to 2 hours
1 to 2 hours
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Under 1 hour

38.07%

225

1 to 2 hours

44.67%

264

More than 2 hours

17.26%

102

TOTAL

591
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Q3 What activities bring you to the park throughout the year? (please
check all that apply)
Answered: 587

Skipped: 18
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Baseball/Softball

3.07%

Birdwatching

18.06%

106

Coffee/Snack/Meal at Golf Clubhouse

21.12%

124

Coffee/Snack/Meal at Rec Centre

0.34%

2

Community Meetings

12.95%

76

Golf - playing a round

25.04%

147

Golf lessons

5.62%

Passing through/community on foot (East/West connection)

18.57%

109

Passing through/community on bicycle (East/West connection)

18.91%

111

Photography

12.10%

71

Recreation Centre Programs or Facilities

40.03%

235

Running/Jogging

24.53%

144

Visiting the Arts Centre at Cedar Hill

25.38%

149

Visiting King's Pond (duck pond)

37.31%

219

Volunteering with the Pulling Together Program

3.75%

Walking (with dog)

25.04%

147

Walking (without dog)

65.42%

384

Walking (with stroller/walker, etc.)

16.87%

99

Saanich Volunteer Services

2.04%

12

Total Respondents: 587
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

Squash

8/21/2017 3:56 PM

2

Note: I actually run the course 3 times a week but none of your categories under "How often do
you visit the park?" captures this.

8/6/2017 10:44 AM

3

picking berries

8/5/2017 5:36 PM

4

live beside King's Pond

8/2/2017 10:10 AM

5

gymnastics/soccer

8/2/2017 9:21 AM

6

putting green

8/2/2017 9:11 AM

7

Volunteer Leader for Walk & Talk with Diabetes Canada

7/29/2017 5:24 AM

8

I walk around the chip trip once to three times a week, with my husband, and with friends for a
great combination of socializing and exercise. I have done this ever since we moved to the area,
which is now 14 years. It's great to have the trail for walking and running.

7/27/2017 8:20 AM

9

Pickleball events such as tournaments

7/17/2017 11:16 AM

10

We're there more than once a week but not daily. Usually 3x weekly.

7/15/2017 1:34 PM

11

Ducks

7/15/2017 11:20 AM

12

I normally play three rounds of golf per week as a member of the Cedar Hill Golf Club. I would
prefer to be able to get breakfast at the restaurant Saturday and Sunday if it was open by 7am on
the weekends.

7/13/2017 5:17 PM

13

Walking with dog

7/4/2017 6:27 PM
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14

I wish I were going to the Clubhouse for coffee but I'm not... I continue to wish for a viable coffe
shop in that beautiful space, with a barista who actually made lattes (please, no automatic
machines!), and delicious fresh baked goods. Or a lunch place with fresh wholesome food. I hear
golfers complaining about that non- restaurant all the time.

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

15

Observation of ecosystem and biospheric elements (including flora, fauna, rocks, soil, water,
wind), life cycles, changing the biosphere over seasons, listening, sitting quietly, contemplating the
past and future of the ecosystem in the area, thinking about and imagining pre-colonial and prehuman life in the area.

7/4/2017 11:59 AM

16

nature appreciation

6/28/2017 4:15 PM

17

Play special Olympics softball there

6/28/2017 12:33 PM

18

I live 5 minutes away and have never been to the park.

6/24/2017 7:13 AM

19

Just to get out and enjoy nature

6/22/2017 7:30 PM

20

Walking accounts for 99 percent of my time in the park; I have also enjoyed visiting the arts centre
and am dependent on the rec centre and golf club for the use of their facilities five or six times a
month

6/19/2017 1:26 PM

21

Sketching

6/19/2017 11:18 AM

22

tobogganing

6/18/2017 8:24 AM

23

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:08 PM

24

Walk around Cedar Hill with my kids.

6/17/2017 8:18 PM

25

Our kids attend lessons at the rec centre, we visit the ducks at kings pond and we often walk the
chip trail. We love it!

6/17/2017 7:09 PM

26

Meeting up with other friends and their kids to enjoy the park

6/17/2017 9:29 AM

27

Duck Pond!

6/17/2017 7:27 AM

28

Stargazing Snow games Berry Picking

6/16/2017 9:58 AM

29

Foot golf

6/15/2017 10:57 AM

30

Annual meeting dinner.

6/15/2017 10:48 AM

31

Enjoying wide vistas and green space.

6/15/2017 10:37 AM

32

I'm a 66 year old female senior who walks the chip trail for 1 hour and a half, 4 to 5 times a week. I
earnestly hope the trail remains the way it is today. The trail is so well maintained with fresh cedar
chips being added regularly. It's one of a very few places in Victoria where I feel safe walking at
any time of day.

6/15/2017 8:03 AM

33

Work in the park. Employed by the golf course.

6/15/2017 7:41 AM

34

Tobogganing! We did this several times this past winter, and even went skating once. We also
enjoy sitting on the various benches around the loop trail.

6/14/2017 8:52 PM

35

accompany young grandchildren to and from Doncaster School, daily, both directions, from their
home on Maplewood Road side of golf course.

6/14/2017 8:41 PM

36

Walk the full chip trail several times a week...not every day of the week

6/14/2017 3:46 PM

37

plein air painting

6/14/2017 1:08 PM

38

work

6/14/2017 11:38 AM

39

nature walks with community members and students

6/14/2017 9:41 AM

40

Tennis

6/13/2017 7:29 PM

41

Tennis courts

6/13/2017 3:39 PM

42

TENNIS

6/13/2017 12:49 PM

43

Volunteering with the Greater Victoria Green Team once to twice per year. Also visiting park when
I visit the Recreation Centre.

6/12/2017 10:36 PM

44

Tennis

6/11/2017 9:56 PM
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45

Park offers the opportunity to get out in nature... to see wildlife, the amazing landscape, the vast
array of flowers, shrubs, trees. It's a fantastic natural asset and environment for Saanich. It's a
wonderful social asset... great to meet people.

6/11/2017 12:32 PM

46

Park offers the opportunity to get out in nature... to see wildlife, the amazing landscape, the vast
array of flowers, shrubs, trees. It's a fantastic natural asset and environment for Saanich. It's a
wonderful social asset... great to meet people.

6/11/2017 12:31 PM

47

Park offers the opportunity to get out in nature... to see wildlife, the amazing landscape, the vast
array of flowers, shrubs, trees. It's a fantastic natural asset and environment for Saanich. It's a
wonderful social asset... great to meet people.

6/11/2017 10:53 AM

48

Geocaching

6/10/2017 8:06 PM

49

Volunteering with Friends of Cedar Hill Park.

6/9/2017 7:36 PM

50

meetings at the rec centre in the cafeteria

6/9/2017 1:36 PM

51

Bowker Creek cleanup

6/9/2017 10:35 AM
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Q4 How do you typically get to the park?
Answered: 591

Skipped: 14

Public Transit
Public Transit

Walk
Drive (vehicle,
motorcycle, etc.)
Drive (vehicle,
motorcycle, etc.)

Walk

Bicycle
Bicycle
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Walk

44.33%

Bicycle

6.09%

Drive (vehicle, motorcycle, etc.)

48.22%

Public Transit

1.35%

262
36
285
8

TOTAL

591

#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

But drive if golfing to carry clubs and cart.

8/7/2017 6:31 AM

2

I also skied over last winter!

8/6/2017 10:44 AM

3

Mostly walking, but i bike as well, to or thru, at Derby and other spots.

7/31/2017 9:50 PM

4

Also drive

7/22/2017 7:36 AM

5

Also sometimes drive to golf course car park

7/4/2017 3:57 PM

6

When biking to area east of the park, I take the side streets and use the park connector or the
upper half mile of the trail above the Club House, always yielding to pedestrians as I recognize this
is primarily a walking and jogging trail - but it saves me some killer hills:))))

6/30/2017 9:47 PM

7

Jog/run

6/26/2017 12:07 PM

8

Walk, bike and drive

6/26/2017 11:36 AM

9

I drive by it

6/24/2017 7:13 AM

10

I drive to Pilates class but walk there if going to walk the trail.

6/23/2017 6:56 AM

11

I walk or use public transit. I am new to BC having just arrived from the Montreal area. Green
spaces and climate along with family members already established in the area brought me here.
Love it so far. I am an avid walker and golfer

6/19/2017 9:42 PM

12

or bike

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

13

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:08 PM
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14

varies between car and bicycle

6/15/2017 6:51 PM

15

Walk with dog, drive to rec program

6/15/2017 10:30 AM

16

Visit parents who live on Doncaster and then walk over.+

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

17

walk or drive, depending on weather and activity

6/15/2017 7:25 AM

18

Varies - all of these options

6/15/2017 6:57 AM

19

Sometimes walk, sometimes drive.

6/14/2017 6:03 PM

20

Sometimes drive and park at Kings Pond

6/14/2017 3:46 PM

21

Mobility scooter

6/14/2017 12:23 AM

22

often walk as well

6/13/2017 3:08 PM

23

Walk (could only select one above, but I walk or cycle)

6/9/2017 2:49 AM

24

Also by bicycle

6/8/2017 6:28 PM
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Q5 The following are a possible set of key values to help inform the future
of the park. How do you support these values? Rate 1 to 4 (1 = DO NOT
SUPPORT and 4 = STRONGLY SUPPORT)
Answered: 522

Skipped: 83

100%
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Preserving the
Natural Environment

1 Do Not Support

Building Community

2

3

4 Strongly Support

1 DO NOT SUPPORT
Preserving the Natural Environment
Building Community
A Place for Physical and Social Well-being

A Place for Physical
and Social Well-being

2

3

4 STRONGLY SUPPORT

TOTAL

0.58%
3

6.76%
35

14.48%
75

78.19%
405

518

2.59%
13

15.94%
80

34.26%
172

47.21%
237

502

0.78%
4

4.87%
25

20.47%
105

73.88%
379

513
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Q6 What other values do you think should form the future of the park?
Answered: 158

Skipped: 447

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Quiet enjoyment includes loud voices in the early morning. No cycling enforcement. Protection of
bird sanctuary from traffic. We lose about 10 ducks to traffic annually.

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

Serenity. Respect for others - some golfers make the air blue with their bad language and
shouting.

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

Recognize that natural ecosystems change and evolve overtimes...don't try to make them static.

8/21/2017 3:58 PM

4

The park is a great community asset

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

5

Not EDPA. #1 point not good w/o background...is golf part of natural environment? Park is for
people and Environmental Sensitive Areas are not primary in defining what the park should be-not that the environmental component cannot be accommodated.

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

6

Less is better. Please don't think that it needs huge upgrades, etc. The natural environment is the
charm at times. Saanich seems to go over the top with upgrades (i.e., washrooms @ Gorge Park
which are lovely but very expensive; unfunctional for events as only 2 washrooms for women,
etc.). Keep it simple and functional.

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

7

A place of serenity

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

8

A greater focus on restoring the Garry oak ecosystem and providing opportunities for a broader
range of activities than just golfing. Less focus on golfing and less use of fertilizers and pesticides
and gas-powered machines to keep the greens.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

9

ENHANCING the natural environment

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

10

protect ecosystem (Garry Oaks), protect wildlife, don't take out any more nature, add space to
park if possible

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

11

A place for community gatherings.

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

12

Do not sell off any land or provide for encroachment by development.

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

13

accessibility

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

14

Increase the health of the Natural Environment Mitigate effects of climate change--more trees

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

15

gathering place for community

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

16

Mixed use--broad community use (not golf)

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

17

Natural beauty --no housing Preserve the natural birds, flowers and waterfowl

8/2/2017 11:11 AM

18

To make sure areas are kept garbage free.

8/2/2017 10:48 AM

19

family-friendly/multi-age, playground/pool?

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

20

A neighbourhood green space, accessible and welcome to all, play space for children and families.

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

21

If by community you mean providing space for kids and families and seniors, then 4. what does "A
Place for Physical and Social Well-being" mean? If this is indoor sports facilities, yoga classes, Tai
Chi, etc, then 4.

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

22

a place to encourage family gatherings

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

23

Cycling paths.

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

24

More free events to encourage social networking and physical activity.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

25

Get rid of the golf players.

7/28/2017 4:31 PM

26

food security - the area where the baseball diamonds are right now should be turned into a
permanent food forest.

7/28/2017 3:05 PM
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27

I would like the park to stay just as it is - a quiet, beautiful area where you can for a walk or run and
hear the birds, be surrounded by nature.

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

28

Nature programs for the schools. Safe bike areas for kids

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

29

Connections

7/26/2017 9:15 PM

30

All ages and abilities access

7/26/2017 11:48 AM

31

Multi-use - I love how its integrated w/ golf course. The diversity of the park is its strength.

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

32

Golf courses aren't the natural environment. It's a giant waste of space and money that should be
converted to something more useful.

7/19/2017 1:20 PM

33

less emphasis on golf and more on multi purpose community use, e.g. playgrounds, nature and
trees, and walking paths.

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

34

Fun free things for new parents and for children. Evening/night events

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

35

Engaging seniors, in particular, in sporting activity such as Pickleball

7/17/2017 11:19 AM

36

Physical fitness stations

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

37

Usable for all family members Seniors, adults, children, dogs,

7/16/2017 1:28 PM

38

We need a community centre hub, for ino or & outdoor activities. Markets, festivals etc.

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

39

Make good use of the clubhouse by turning the upstairs into an excellent, contemporary
coffee/wine bar with entertainment similar to that at Cafe Fantastico. Make better use of outdoor
baseball field space when it isn't being used for baseball. Have outdoor concerts and outdoor
summer events. Put a second story on the rec centre and add a community centre with more
meeting rooms and extended classes similar to the offerings through the Oak Bay system. Build a
community garden on the property if soil conditions are suitable. Saanich needs to complete bike
lanes and sidewalks linking residents to Cedar Hill Park and Rec Centre so that fewer people drive
there. Cedar Hill Road needs good sidewalk and safe bike lanes on both sides of the street...also
more crosswalks. The neighbourhood needs to link up with the rec centre and park.

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

40

The above three cover what I value

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

41

Outside kiosk area for snacks and drinks. Washroom.

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

42

Natural retreat from urban life for citizens

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

43

Ensuring that saanich seniors continue to get their exercise, socializing with others and enjoying a
round of golf with their friends. Certainly saves on medical expenses when one is healthy.

7/13/2017 9:12 PM

44

The main centre of the park for me is the golf course and I wish the restaurant was more
functional.

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

45

a place where Saanich residents can recreate

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

46

Interpretation/education about the importance of green space and "wild" areas not filled with
buildings and about local animals, plants and the inter-dependency of people, animals and green
space.

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

47

Philosophically, Saanich should recognize that golf is an important recreational and wellness
activity, and Council should stop insisting that it be completely self-supporting. The Rec Centres all
receive substantial subsidy...why none for golf?

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

48

Sustainability

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

49

Better food

7/6/2017 7:16 PM

50

Supporting pollinators

7/4/2017 10:10 PM

51

Honesty....from those involved in its future. i have been following the island view park fiasco

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

52

Creating beauty. There was once a gardener who created stunning displays. It's getting leaner and
sadder. Glad that the Victoria hanging baskets are still being displayed though!

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

53

Reconciliation with indigenous peoples Education on ecosystem health

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

54

Disc golf

7/4/2017 7:22 AM

55

Accessibility

7/2/2017 5:46 PM
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56

Enhancing/maintaining Saanich's tree canopy, especially native species such as arbutus and
Garry oak

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

57

Preservation of natural habitat, Garry Oak ecosystem with potential for teaching younger
generations to do same. It would be lovely for small, single-day events as long as these events do
not interrupt frog mating, bird migration, etc. For example, celebrating the arrival of Syrian families
to Saanich; a one-off music performance

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

58

Preserve this space for future generations

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

59

Like focus on the natural environment as we have so little Garry Oak Meadow left.

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

60

Safety and inclusiveness.

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

61

community gardens

6/26/2017 11:38 AM

62

Garry oak conservation

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

63

Recognizing First Nations history and values (earth.nature, etc)

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

64

Inclusiveness

6/24/2017 2:09 PM

65

The ecology of the natural landscape should be foremost in any plans

6/24/2017 7:14 AM

66

Sustainability. Educational gardens would be wonderful. The flora signs are great, a few along the
trail to point them out would be nice.

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

67

A place for all ages

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

68

Safety: out of control off-leash dogs are an issue (chasing wildlife and charging up to
walkers/pedestrians)

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

69

Allowing dogs to be walked off-leash in some areas of the trail.

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

70

More community events.

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

71

Respect for the natural surrounding (animal and plant life).

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

72

services for all age groups

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

73

Easy access for all users

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

74

Accessibility for the handicapped or physically disabled. Concerts in the park in the evenings
during the summer and indoor concerts in the other seasons

6/19/2017 9:46 PM

75

NO more building on site....

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

76

When it is possible, a return to native vegetation (removal of ivy as well as as of broom, in
particular; other introduced vegetation might be removed after that). And preservation of a simple
combination of trails and bush. No further building on or near the park. (Do not develop all
available property close to the park!)

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

77

keep looking ahead a few generations, assume increased urban density = increased value in
preserving inner city natural space

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

78

Continued balance between protecting natural values and providing recreational facilities

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

79

Restoration of the natural environment. Planting many oak trees and other native trees - creating a
demonstration Garry oak meadow restoration program to instruct residents and possibly to have a
camas harvesting area.

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

80

transportation connector

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

81

Multi-use space

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

82

Plant more trees to pickup CO2!

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

83

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:09 PM

84

Safe for both dog-loving and dog-averse

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

85

Families. Play area for kids.

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

86

mix of preserving environment and encouraging sports / recreation

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

87

Family friendly

6/17/2017 1:21 PM
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88

Don't money-around too much with something that isn't broken.

6/17/2017 9:30 AM

89

Natural habitat

6/17/2017 8:11 AM

90

I really love the concept of a library facility integrated at the recreation centres!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

91

Include multigenerational

6/17/2017 6:50 AM

92

safety

6/16/2017 5:58 PM

93

Remain a place of relative solitude and quiet. No bicycles,dogs on leash,a [place of no conflict.

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

94

keep areas undeveloped for possible future food production

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

95

accessibility

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

96

Something for every age group. A gathering/meeting place for community.

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

97

It should also remain an excellent place to walk a dog. On the rare occasions we have snow,
children should be able to sledge there.

6/15/2017 9:16 PM

98

Incorporating activities that will bring more youth into the park.

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

99

Enjoying Nature is a form of community and social Well-Being so not sure what you mean by
these questions.

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

100

Family-based activities

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

101

More natural areas.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

102

Keep it green, keep it natural-looking, leave it alone as much as possible. Resist any new
permanent structures, pavement or "hard-scape".

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

103

public access to trails

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

104

maintenance of public green space. Inclusion of an outdoor playground/ activities for young
children to support and draw young families to the area.

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

105

Restoring it to it's original habitat.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

106

Protect it from the rampant housing development that is encroaching on its edges.

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

107

Day and night use.

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

108

Preserve it in it's current natural state

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

109

Leave things as they are in their current natural state

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

110

Safety for all visitors.

6/15/2017 8:05 AM

111

Incorporate cycling as part of the park by allowing bikes to commute on portions of the trail

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

112

climate change/environmental awareness

6/15/2017 5:23 AM

113

A place for families, a place for recreation.

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

114

More emphasis on education about the indigenous use of this land, prior to contact with incoming
settlers. For example, try to retain, and perhaps expand, (and certainly tell about) some particular
examples of long-ago indigenous use of this area, (eg. controlled burning of underbrush, in
particular areas of this park, to control its growth and also to allow cultivation and harvesting of
certain foods important in the local indigenous diet, such as Camas bulbs).

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

115

We have been walking the chip trail for over 30 years

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

116

Larger gym &more indoor courts,replace ball diamond with pickleball courts;

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

117

Children's outdoor play area needed

6/14/2017 5:11 PM

118

Preserving open spaces which will grow in importance as our population continues to grow.

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

119

Restoring the natural environment.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

120

I believe we should keep access to the park and restore areas of the natural environment that
need assistance while maintaining areas that are in better shape. I would limit the construction of
play or other facilities if they impact the natural environment.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

121

non-commercial social activities (via parks & rec)

6/14/2017 1:17 PM
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122

Non commercial programs through parks and rec.

6/14/2017 1:11 PM

123

demonstration of ecological restoration;

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

124

Child friendly

6/14/2017 6:43 AM

125

Physical sctivity

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

126

Legacy for our future generations - open green space, - a place to view the night sky

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

127

Children's and families area.

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

128

Municipality being pro-active for "well-being" facilities and services

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

129

Meeting the needs of a diverse community, and NOT the political agendas of Saanich council
members

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

130

Preservation and conservation of native species

6/12/2017 8:19 PM

131

Better softball fields

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

132

I chose 3 (and not 4) for Preserving the Nat.Environment because I don't believe it should all be
left to simply grow over. Eg King's Pond has a very long shoreline and so not all of it needs to be
left totally natural and grown over. Please remove growth along the viewing area for ease of
children to safely look out and for the neglected benches to be put into proper use again. (And
wherever benches are not being used due to growth...please respect the donors and keep them
attractive and usable.)

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

133

An emphasis on active physical fitness.

6/11/2017 9:58 PM

134

Understanding that everyone can enjoy the space - the golf course is such a gem and I would hate
to see it closed.

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

135

Gathering place for social time Nature educaton

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

136

For future generations. Conserve and restore. Balance of natural, recreation and 'as built"
infrastructure. Strive for excellence of community engagement. The unique nature of the landscape
(trees, wildlife, plants, shrubs, two watersheds, wetlands). Such areas in a suburban setting are
rare ... this is all we have. Future growth and climate change will place increasing value and
pressure on this and other parks.

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

137

Access to popular recreation facilities in central greater Victoria aligned with the official community
plan

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

138

Family friendly activities

6/10/2017 3:22 PM

139

Financially sustainable.

6/10/2017 11:47 AM

140

Preserve some quiet places in the city for solitude and escape from traffic noise and crowds

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

141

Bird habitat

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

142

Education about the local environment

6/9/2017 9:52 PM

143

Family Bonding / Activities, Getting kids outside and enjoying nature

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

144

Provide community access

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

145

a place for children and parents

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

146

Leaving open, green space that is not ruined with further development, a building or pavement

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

147

Support expansion of Cedar Hill Rec Centre.

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

148

being able to support future population growth in saanich and the region.

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

149

wetland and riparian area maintenance / migratory bird sanctuary

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

150

We loved the full restaurant service that existed at the clubhouse. I'm not sure what is going on
there now, but I would love to have breakfast there again!

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

151

A place for socializing that includes all ages

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

152

The ability to get out in nature is fundamental, and for that to be available, nature needs a healthy
home. The building community is supported by a good natural environment with gathering places.

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

153

A place for physical and spiritual well-being.

6/9/2017 2:18 AM
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154

Ensuring wildlife are not impacted.

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

155

Recreation opportunities

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

156

Children's play area

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

157

anything to do with recycling, teaching about plants, historical info. about the park and old photos
of when it was built.

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

158

Future generations need to be considered. Take a very long view about the importance in every
way of CHP--our gem from peace & quiet, to feeling safe alone, to observing the seasons, to awe
at the vistas and to protection in the watershed of birds, people and insects, and then there is the
marvellous trail. There are mountains to be climbed for the children in unstructured play...

6/8/2017 5:08 PM
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Q7 What three (3) things do you most appreciate about Cedar Hill Park?
Please list them in order of importance.
Answered: 478

Skipped: 127

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1.

100.00%

478

2.

94.56%

452

3.

83.05%

397

#

1.

DATE

1

King's Pond

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

chip trail for walking

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

in our community

9/6/2017 10:45 AM

4

well kept trails

9/6/2017 10:43 AM

5

beauty

9/6/2017 10:41 AM

6

recreation programs

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

7

the green space of nature

9/6/2017 10:37 AM

8

chip trail

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

9

exercise (in nature and inside)

9/6/2017 10:33 AM

10

Cleanliness

9/6/2017 10:27 AM

11

walk around golf course

9/6/2017 10:24 AM

12

natural environment

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

13

location/accessibility

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

14

Cedar Hill Recreation Centre

8/21/2017 3:58 PM

15

Easy to get to

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

16

openness/green

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

17

natural beauty

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

18

Natural surroundings, treed area

8/8/2017 8:58 PM

19

Nature

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

20

it's still a park

8/7/2017 2:12 PM

21

Excellent trail

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

22

Quality and wet weather condition of walking trail.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

23

Beautiful chip trail for waking - feels safe when walking alone

8/7/2017 9:44 AM

24

Tranquility of nature

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

25

Close proximity

8/7/2017 6:47 AM

26

walking trail

8/6/2017 3:11 PM

27

easily accessible natural space

8/6/2017 2:11 PM

28

The "natural" areas of the park and the wide variation of ecosystems and terrain.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

29

Wonderful location

8/6/2017 10:26 AM
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30

It's a good sized green space in the middle of the city

8/5/2017 8:45 PM

31

relative quietude

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

32

Chip trail

8/5/2017 10:49 AM

33

Well maintained trail

8/5/2017 9:44 AM

34

the chip trail and its route through the vast variety of vegetation it holds

8/5/2017 9:29 AM

35

Proximity

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

36

The quiet

8/5/2017 8:10 AM

37

Natural Beauty

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

38

Chip trail

8/4/2017 7:57 PM

39

Very close to where we live (walking distance)

8/4/2017 7:52 PM

40

jogging trail

8/4/2017 3:57 PM

41

Walking trail

8/4/2017 11:07 AM

42

It exists

8/4/2017 9:59 AM

43

Natural environment

8/3/2017 8:11 PM

44

the variety of actitvities

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

45

chip trail

8/2/2017 8:03 PM

46

natural areas

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

47

fitness program

8/2/2017 11:52 AM

48

chip trail

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

49

Garry oak meadow and native plants

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

50

chip trail/nature experience

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

51

chip trail for recreation

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

52

quiet area

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

53

natural beauty

8/2/2017 11:11 AM

54

place to get away from town

8/2/2017 11:06 AM

55

chip trail

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

56

Walking trail

8/2/2017 10:48 AM

57

natural environment

8/2/2017 10:41 AM

58

walk in nature

8/2/2017 10:34 AM

59

The maintenance of the woodchip/gravel trail around the golf course

8/2/2017 9:56 AM

60

bike routes

8/2/2017 9:50 AM

61

walking trail

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

62

natural space: easy access to nature

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

63

park

8/2/2017 9:23 AM

64

chip trail

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

65

Walkable green space, proximate to residential neighbourhoods.

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

66

trees

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

67

Convenient location for driving then and from. Not so sure about Transit...

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

68

maintenance of the walking trail

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

69

Chip trail

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

70

Well maintained chip trail.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM
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71

Multi use

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

72

Walking trail

7/28/2017 4:31 PM

73

walking trail

7/28/2017 3:05 PM

74

Trail

7/28/2017 1:48 PM

75

green space

7/28/2017 12:26 PM

76

Dog friendly

7/28/2017 11:13 AM

77

Green space

7/28/2017 7:56 AM

78

Great green space

7/27/2017 7:22 PM

79

Recreation space

7/27/2017 12:25 PM

80

The chip trail - it's ideal for a good walk with friends

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

81

Arts programs

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

82

Arts programs

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

83

Nature

7/26/2017 9:51 PM

84

Ability to get across town with a beautiful off-road route

7/26/2017 9:15 PM

85

Walking (chip) trail

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

86

A Local golf coursemeans muche less travel therefore green

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

87

golf course

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

88

The plants - trees, flowers, bushes that add some wilderness to the neighbourhood

7/26/2017 3:33 PM

89

Rec centre dance studio

7/26/2017 11:48 AM

90

quiet

7/25/2017 10:26 PM

91

Golf course

7/25/2017 1:10 PM

92

Golf

7/25/2017 12:26 PM

93

The chip trail

7/24/2017 11:44 PM

94

golf course

7/24/2017 4:47 PM

95

well-maintained executive length (shorter) public golf course (the world needs more of these)

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

96

Quiet

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

97

Chip trail

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

98

the walking trail

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

99

Nature close to home, especially the ponds with ducks etc

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

100

Golf Course

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

101

Golf

7/21/2017 8:07 PM

102

the golf course

7/21/2017 1:45 PM

103

Golf course - good value for money (passes) but this keeps going up

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

104

WALKING THE TRAIL

7/20/2017 4:28 PM

105

Chip Trail

7/20/2017 2:02 PM

106

Natural Beauty

7/20/2017 11:37 AM

107

is kept up nicely, especially the golf course

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

108

Golf course

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

109

Natural Beauty

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

110

is kept up nicely, especially the golf course

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

111

natural space for wildlife

7/19/2017 11:22 AM
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112

quiet space

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

113

it is a natural setting - feels away from the city

7/17/2017 10:11 PM

114

Golf course

7/17/2017 4:14 PM

115

Garry Oka meadows

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

116

golf

7/17/2017 3:16 PM

117

Safe Place to Walk

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

118

Access to a great walkway around the golf course.

7/17/2017 1:01 PM

119

Its central location

7/17/2017 11:19 AM

120

walking trail

7/17/2017 8:42 AM

121

The path

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

122

well maintained trails

7/16/2017 3:16 PM

123

Trail usually well maintained

7/16/2017 1:28 PM

124

Easy access to a beautiful rural area + a community rec Centre.

7/16/2017 1:00 PM

125

natural open spaces

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

126

natural open spaces

7/15/2017 8:33 PM

127

Golf course

7/15/2017 8:32 PM

128

Green space

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

129

Golf course and its beauty

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

130

Exercise opportunity on chip trail and at rec centre

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

131

The relative 'wildness' of the park

7/15/2017 1:31 PM

132

The chip trail

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

133

golf course

7/15/2017 10:21 AM

134

chip trail

7/15/2017 9:21 AM

135

Golf course

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

136

Golf and gathering with friends at least twice a week

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

137

golf course

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

138

Golf Course

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

139

golf course

7/14/2017 8:44 AM

140

Delightful environment

7/14/2017 2:32 AM

141

The cedar chip pathways for walking

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

142

golf course

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

143

Golf course

7/13/2017 9:18 PM

144

Golf

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

145

Golf

7/13/2017 9:16 PM

146

Golf course

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

147

The golf course

7/13/2017 9:12 PM

148

Golf Course

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

149

The Cedar Hill Golf Course is a jewel in the Greater Victoria area

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

150

Golfing

7/13/2017 4:48 PM

151

the golf course

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

152

Golfing

7/13/2017 4:17 PM
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153

How well the golf course is looked after

7/13/2017 4:07 PM

154

Golf course

7/13/2017 3:48 PM

155

Proximity

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

156

easy to get around

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

157

Great walking trail

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

158

golf course

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

159

Great walking trail

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

160

Golf

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

161

Golf course

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

162

Wonderful golf facilities

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

163

The parkland

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

164

well maintained golf course, geographically and financially accessible to many

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

165

Natural setting

7/11/2017 3:56 AM

166

Walking trails

7/10/2017 10:00 PM

167

The natural flora and fauna

7/10/2017 12:33 PM

168

Size

7/9/2017 8:14 PM

169

greenery: trees, shrubs, flowers

7/9/2017 11:44 AM

170

King's Pond

7/8/2017 1:49 PM

171

the trail around the golf course

7/7/2017 10:04 PM

172

the loop trail

7/7/2017 6:00 PM

173

Natural environment

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

174

Trail

7/7/2017 7:55 AM

175

golf

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

176

Well maintained chip trail

7/6/2017 7:58 PM

177

Nature

7/6/2017 7:16 PM

178

Natural environment : plants, trees, grasses, birds, water

7/6/2017 1:16 PM

179

Nature

7/6/2017 8:34 AM

180

Size

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

181

Serene setting

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

182

year round gold

7/5/2017 7:04 AM

183

The trees

7/4/2017 10:10 PM

184

the chip trail

7/4/2017 7:29 PM

185

On leash dog walking

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

186

The beautiful open scenic vistas and ponds on the walking trail

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

187

Provides habitat for birds.

7/4/2017 4:20 PM

188

Walking on chip trail

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

189

Duck pond

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

190

the wilderness

7/4/2017 10:37 AM

191

Location

7/4/2017 7:22 AM

192

Clean and groomed

7/3/2017 10:35 PM

193

Beautiful well maintained walking trail

7/3/2017 2:17 PM
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194

The well maintained chip trail

7/2/2017 10:48 PM

195

trail

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

196

Beautiful nature

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

197

Solitude

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

198

Accessible for baby stroller

7/2/2017 11:27 AM

199

That it is not overly used. I can still walk and not meet too many people or dogs.

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

200

The absence of traffic and noise

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

201

Natural environment and trails

7/1/2017 8:16 PM

202

The ability to take a pleasant walk with some elevation and the chip trial is easy on the joints.

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

203

Well maintained trails

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

204

Chip trail

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

205

The size

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

206

The natural ruggedness of the trail.

6/29/2017 10:38 AM

207

The tranquility in the middle of the city

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

208

The trails

6/29/2017 6:34 AM

209

Nature

6/28/2017 9:34 PM

210

community centre

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

211

remnant natural areas

6/28/2017 4:17 PM

212

Clean

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

213

Natural greenspace and wildlife

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

214

Providing a safe outdoor environment

6/28/2017 7:18 AM

215

Green space

6/27/2017 8:29 PM

216

Quiet

6/27/2017 5:07 PM

217

easy parking

6/27/2017 4:07 PM

218

Circle Trail

6/26/2017 7:18 PM

219

Natural environment

6/26/2017 12:07 PM

220

nature close at hand

6/26/2017 11:38 AM

221

Garry oaks!

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

222

The beauty of the park

6/26/2017 9:24 AM

223

Walking Trail

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

224

the chip trail

6/25/2017 6:19 AM

225

Groomed and serviced bark mulch trail

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

226

Habitat for wildlife

6/24/2017 2:17 PM

227

the beautiful walking trail

6/24/2017 2:09 PM

228

I appreciate that it exists, even if I've never been there

6/24/2017 7:14 AM

229

The variety of activities in and around Cedar Hill

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

230

Chip Trail

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

231

Natural beauty

6/23/2017 10:24 AM

232

Green space/trees

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

233

Bike trail through centre - east/west

6/22/2017 7:33 PM
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234

location (accessible for recreation by foot and bike; a great community pathway between home
and UVic)

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

235

Walking trail

6/22/2017 1:13 PM

236

the quiet

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

237

the walking trail

6/21/2017 10:46 PM

238

Soft surface jogging trail

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

239

Golf course staff- knowledgable & friendly!

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

240

Nature

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

241

Natural setting

6/21/2017 6:49 PM

242

chip trail

6/21/2017 5:08 PM

243

Natural Environment

6/21/2017 3:15 PM

244

Trails are well maintained

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

245

Forested chip trail is well maintained.

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

246

Chip trail

6/21/2017 12:07 PM

247

The Chip Trail loop

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

248

Open green space nearly untouched

6/21/2017 11:22 AM

249

The golf course

6/21/2017 10:41 AM

250

Walking Trail

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

251

the nature/trees

6/20/2017 10:50 PM

252

Going for walks on the chip trail

6/20/2017 7:11 PM

253

the mulched walking trail

6/20/2017 5:56 PM

254

BEAUTY OF NATURAL SETTING

6/20/2017 5:11 PM

255

Excellently maintained walking path around golf course.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

256

walking trail

6/20/2017 12:03 PM

257

Proximity

6/19/2017 9:46 PM

258

Chip trail

6/19/2017 8:24 PM

259

peaceful, natural surroundings away from traffic

6/19/2017 6:03 PM

260

natural beauty

6/19/2017 5:23 PM

261

Chip trail - access to walking in a beautiful natural invironment

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

262

the natural environment

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

263

Opportunity to walk in a natural environment ( no cars, bicycles)

6/19/2017 11:41 AM

264

Natural chip trail

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

265

Remnant native plants

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

266

The path is kept nice and clean - not too muddy

6/19/2017 9:04 AM

267

flat walking path

6/19/2017 8:44 AM

268

Recreation programs

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

269

natural beauty

6/19/2017 7:32 AM

270

Chip trail

6/18/2017 10:26 PM

271

natural environment

6/18/2017 8:04 PM

272

quiet

6/18/2017 7:58 PM

273

Natural green space

6/18/2017 3:28 PM
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274

Variability of landscape elevation

6/18/2017 1:30 PM

275

Views, vistas

6/18/2017 11:35 AM

276

Walking trails

6/18/2017 10:47 AM

277

diverse activity options

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

278

easy, pleasant trail

6/18/2017 8:33 AM

279

the natural environment

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

280

That there are areas to walk where bicycles won't come charging at me and my dog

6/18/2017 8:00 AM

281

Green space that allows dogs

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

282

easy access

6/18/2017 7:05 AM

283

Walking the chip trail

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

284

Great Location

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

285

Safe walking trails

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

286

The trail

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

287

Not too busy

6/17/2017 7:40 PM

288

The trail

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

289

Natural Environmnet

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

290

Natural Environment

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

291

Natural environment

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

292

central location and convenience for me

6/17/2017 10:47 AM

293

Natural environment

6/17/2017 10:24 AM

294

The natural environment

6/17/2017 9:31 AM

295

Greenery

6/17/2017 9:30 AM

296

Green space

6/17/2017 8:11 AM

297

Definitely the greenery....starting with the welcoming burst of flowers and shrub!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

298

Natural beauty

6/17/2017 6:50 AM

299

public green space

6/16/2017 5:58 PM

300

bark mulch making a soft trail

6/16/2017 4:41 PM

301

Chip Trail

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

302

Length of trail in mostly natural setting

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

303

Visual space

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

304

The chip trail

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

305

Nature

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

306

Dogs are allowed

6/16/2017 9:55 AM

307

flowers and fauna

6/16/2017 9:45 AM

308

Nature in the midst of a busy city

6/16/2017 8:52 AM

309

The ducks. My grandchildren love them

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

310

Use of the chip trail

6/16/2017 8:15 AM

311

An oasis in south Saanich

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

312

Trails

6/16/2017 5:57 AM

313

chip trail and gravel path through the middle

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

314

The natural environment

6/15/2017 9:55 PM
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315

The beauty of the natural chip trail

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

316

A good walking trail

6/15/2017 9:16 PM

317

It's central location as an easy place to pass through Saanich

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

318

walking the dog opr general walking

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

319

osteofit classes at Cedar Hill

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

320

providing a place to walk

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

321

Chip trail

6/15/2017 2:57 PM

322

cedar hill trail

6/15/2017 2:35 PM

323

arts program

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

324

walking path

6/15/2017 1:36 PM

325

Beautiful setting/views

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

326

natural beauty of the green space

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

327

Chip trail is awesome for running

6/15/2017 1:03 PM

328

Walking Trail

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

329

The great condition on the chip trail

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

330

the beauty of the surroundings

6/15/2017 12:25 PM

331

green space

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

332

natural environment

6/15/2017 12:08 PM

333

The chip trail

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

334

Natural 'Environment

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

335

The size

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

336

Soft chip trail.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

337

Chip trail for walking

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

338

Sense of commradry with others on the chip trail

6/15/2017 10:41 AM

339

Natural Environment and terrain

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

340

safe walking trail with some hills

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

341

walking the chip trail

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

342

The green space and wildlife..

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

343

The chip trail

6/15/2017 9:47 AM

344

The weekday Golf pass

6/15/2017 9:47 AM

345

Chip trail

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

346

Playing golf

6/15/2017 9:39 AM

347

Chip Trail and the relatively private/natural setting

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

348

A wild place in the city

6/15/2017 8:36 AM

349

Pathways

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

350

the natural beauty

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

351

natural beauty

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

352

Safe Walking trail

6/15/2017 8:05 AM

353

beautiful views

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

354

Cleanliness

6/15/2017 7:56 AM

355

natural environment for walking

6/15/2017 7:33 AM
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356

Open space to walk in nature

6/15/2017 7:17 AM

357

Walking paths

6/15/2017 7:10 AM

358

Chip Trail

6/15/2017 7:07 AM

359

Green space

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

360

Being in nature

6/15/2017 6:50 AM

361

Use of the chip trail

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

362

Proximity to my house.

6/15/2017 6:43 AM

363

trail for walking dogs

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

364

It is a safe way to get through Saanich

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

365

Golf Course

6/15/2017 6:13 AM

366

Walking trail

6/15/2017 6:10 AM

367

accessible to public transportation

6/15/2017 5:23 AM

368

Beauty / natural habitat

6/15/2017 5:08 AM

369

It's a lovel semi-natural urban ecosystem.

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

370

Trees (and other natural vegetation in general) have been retained along the perimeters wherever
possible

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

371

Open space with trees, native plants

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

372

trail around golf course

6/14/2017 8:23 PM

373

The chip trail

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

374

Parkland in city

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

375

Garry Oak trees

6/14/2017 5:56 PM

376

The trail

6/14/2017 5:46 PM

377

rec centre

6/14/2017 5:23 PM

378

Natural environment

6/14/2017 5:11 PM

379

the path around the golf course for working

6/14/2017 4:39 PM

380

The open spaces,

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

381

Dog walk and social contact

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

382

Natural environment, plants, birds, ponds.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

383

natural vegetation

6/14/2017 1:52 PM

384

Lots of parking

6/14/2017 1:37 PM

385

green belt preserves wilderness

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

386

Trail around perimeter

6/14/2017 1:11 PM

387

It has a welcoming atmosphere

6/14/2017 12:38 PM

388

the remnants of the Garry Oak/camas habitats, and wetlands that are historically part of Victoria's
landscape

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

389

Running trail

6/14/2017 6:43 AM

390

It's in my neighbourhood

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

391

The magnificent chip trail

6/13/2017 8:33 PM

392

Space

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

393

GOLF

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

394

the openess; however, there is land that could be used for other purposes

6/13/2017 4:23 PM
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395

Rec Centre, especially tennis

6/13/2017 3:40 PM

396

the trail

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

397

Open green space

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

398

Chip trail.

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

399

Green space in city

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

400

Indoor tennis

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

401

Room to expand tennis facilities

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

402

The beauty of the chip trail

6/13/2017 11:44 AM

403

rec centre

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

404

remant garry oak habitat

6/13/2017 7:09 AM

405

Friends of Cedar Hill Park

6/12/2017 10:39 PM

406

Golf

407

Beautiful quiet chip trail around the course

6/12/2017 8:22 PM

408

Wildlife

6/12/2017 8:19 PM

409

safe, maintained walking trail

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

410

Close

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

411

There is little vehicle traffic.

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

412

Walking trails

6/12/2017 3:03 PM

413

Peacefulness

6/12/2017 2:04 PM

414

walking trails

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

415

Softball field

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

416

walking trails

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

417

For the most part I feel safe as there are not too many secluded spots.

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

418

trees / flowers / scenery

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

419

The trail

6/11/2017 9:58 PM

420

Golf course

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

421

Natural environment to walk /kids to play

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

422

natural habitat conservation

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

423

That it exists is due to hard work and foresight of community and municipality... let's hold onto the
legacy

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

424

Walking trail

6/11/2017 11:01 AM

425

Nature, trees

6/11/2017 8:45 AM

426

Good walking trail

6/11/2017 8:38 AM

427

Central location

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

428

It's close to where I live

6/11/2017 6:58 AM

429

The ponds

6/10/2017 8:09 PM

430

Wood chip path is enjoyable for running

6/10/2017 5:13 PM

431

Walking trail

6/10/2017 3:22 PM

432

the ability to be in nature, among plants and animals - birds, wild flowers, trees and shrubs and
grasses, and yes, deer )

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

433

Refuge for wildlife

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

️

6/12/2017 8:26 PM
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434

Good golf course

6/10/2017 11:47 AM

435

Close by

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

436

Chip trail

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

437

Trees

6/10/2017 7:31 AM

438

varied terrain

6/9/2017 11:04 PM

439

Garry oak trees

6/9/2017 9:52 PM

440

Chip Trail

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

441

Large green space

6/9/2017 8:24 PM

442

Trees

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

443

duck pond

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

444

Diversity of recreation/hobby options.

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

445

It's a safe place to walk.

6/9/2017 7:42 PM

446

Chip trail

6/9/2017 5:46 PM

447

The open grassy field next behind the potter's studio

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

448

The trail

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

449

That it is so close to home

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

450

Rec Centre

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

451

a quiet walking space away from traffic

6/9/2017 11:24 AM

452

Garry Oak meadow restoration and preservation

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

453

Recreation Facility

6/9/2017 10:16 AM

454

Trails

6/9/2017 10:04 AM

455

Chip trail

6/9/2017 10:02 AM

456

Walking with dog

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

457

Lots of green space

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

458

Easily Accessible

6/9/2017 8:23 AM

459

The Garry Oak trees

6/9/2017 7:37 AM

460

Walking trail

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

461

natural beauty

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

462

The quietness, and just listening to the wound of the wind in the trees and the singing of the birds.

6/8/2017 11:19 PM

463

Walking around the chip trail is very important to me for general health and mental well being. I
particularly enjoy the rural peacefulness of the trail and the fact that the residences surrounding
the park, while visible, are not intrusive.

6/8/2017 10:35 PM

464

Nature

6/8/2017 9:53 PM

465

Walking around the park

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

466

Pathway loop

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

467

Length and difficulty of trail is great

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

468

the soft wood chips to walk on

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

469

easy access to trails and walking and recreation

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

470

chip trails

6/8/2017 6:41 PM
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471

The chip trail

6/8/2017 6:34 PM

472

Being able to exercise outdoors

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

473

unstructured participation in the natural world

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

474

the fact that it is in the middle of the city

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

475

nature

6/8/2017 3:21 PM

476

chip trail & natural settings

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

477

ability to access a natural place in the middle of an urban setting

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

478

nature

6/8/2017 11:57 AM

#

2.

DATE

1

Chip trail

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

rec centre for exercise and other activities

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

wide, variety of programs

9/6/2017 10:45 AM

4

containers for disposing of dog poop

9/6/2017 10:43 AM

5

exercise

9/6/2017 10:41 AM

6

natural beauty of ground

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

7

sense of safety

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

8

arts

9/6/2017 10:33 AM

9

friendly staff at rec centre & golf course

9/6/2017 10:27 AM

10

recreation centre

9/6/2017 10:24 AM

11

fitness/art activities @ centre

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

12

natural beauty

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

13

Chip Trail

8/21/2017 3:58 PM

14

Natural Areas

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

15

golf course

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

16

walking trails

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

17

Open spaces

8/8/2017 8:58 PM

18

Activities

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

19

close to home

8/7/2017 2:12 PM

20

Natural environment

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

21

Serenity and greenery along waking trail.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

22

Gorgeous scenery

8/7/2017 9:44 AM

23

Walking trails

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

24

Friendly people

8/7/2017 6:47 AM

25

rec centre

8/6/2017 3:11 PM

26

The chip trail.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

27

Care given to preserve the environment, both for walkers and for golfers

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

28

I can do a full loop or half loop walk on my lunch break

8/5/2017 8:45 PM

29

diversity of landscape

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

30

I used to love the field of crocuses on the crest of the hill but they're gone now because of the new
houses built

8/5/2017 10:49 AM

31

Large open greenspace

8/5/2017 9:44 AM
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32

the care that is taken of the trail, ie. work to irrigate and mitigate the wet areas and keep the dry
areas safe for walkers.

8/5/2017 9:29 AM

33

Accessability

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

34

Maintained trails

8/5/2017 8:10 AM

35

Walking Trails

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

36

Duck pond

8/4/2017 7:57 PM

37

Walking trail

8/4/2017 7:52 PM

38

Green space/natural environment

8/4/2017 11:07 AM

39

Art and Rec centre

8/3/2017 8:11 PM

40

the co existing of the activities

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

41

duck pond

8/2/2017 8:03 PM

42

accessible location in middle o city

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

43

walking trail

8/2/2017 11:52 AM

44

Garry oaks

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

45

Kings Pond and the tree canopy around the pond

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

46

large open flat space that's green

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

47

natural environment

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

48

large expanse of green space

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

49

lovely trail

8/2/2017 11:11 AM

50

park like setting

8/2/2017 11:06 AM

51

rec centre

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

52

The natural environment and views

8/2/2017 10:48 AM

53

chip trail

8/2/2017 10:41 AM

54

observe flowers and birds

8/2/2017 10:34 AM

55

Welcoming nature/cleanliness of rec centre

8/2/2017 9:56 AM

56

ducks

8/2/2017 9:50 AM

57

native plants

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

58

place that promotes physical and mental well-being

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

59

golf course

8/2/2017 9:23 AM

60

recreation centre

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

61

Chip trail, well maintained.

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

62

nature

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

63

Open spaces

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

64

opportunities for recreation

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

65

Rec Centre

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

66

Safe environment.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

67

Nice walking trail

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

68

quiet

7/28/2017 4:31 PM

69

king's pond

7/28/2017 3:05 PM

70

Views

7/28/2017 1:48 PM

71

community centre

7/28/2017 12:26 PM
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72

Well maintained

7/28/2017 7:56 AM

73

Well maintained trail

7/27/2017 7:22 PM

74

Green space

7/27/2017 12:25 PM

75

The peace and quiet, and natural surroundings

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

76

Trails

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

77

Trails

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

78

Recreation

7/26/2017 9:51 PM

79

Trees, shrubs and wildflowers

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

80

great perimeter trail

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

81

running train

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

82

Quiet place to go

7/26/2017 3:33 PM

83

Chip trail

7/26/2017 11:48 AM

84

Rec Centre

7/25/2017 1:10 PM

85

Nature

7/25/2017 12:26 PM

86

Duck pond

7/24/2017 11:44 PM

87

walking/jogging trail

7/24/2017 4:47 PM

88

superb trails & environmental features

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

89

Ducks and wildlife

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

90

Native plants, trees, etc

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

91

the golf course

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

92

Walking trail

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

93

Walking Trail

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

94

Ring walk

7/21/2017 8:07 PM

95

the walking trail

7/21/2017 1:45 PM

96

Easy to access

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

97

Golf Course

7/20/2017 2:02 PM

98

Walking Trail

7/20/2017 11:37 AM

99

free parking at the rec centre and golf course

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

100

Walking trail

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

101

Hard Work the Volunteers do cutting back unwanted bush

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

102

free parking at the rec centre and golf course

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

103

walking in natural areas

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

104

blackberries

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

105

love the walking trail

7/17/2017 10:11 PM

106

Chip trail

7/17/2017 4:14 PM

107

Kings Pool

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

108

walking trail

7/17/2017 3:16 PM

109

Beautiful Environment - Kings Pond

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

110

The art gallery in the Rec Centre

7/17/2017 1:01 PM

111

Its blend of indoor and outdoor activities

7/17/2017 11:19 AM

112

nature and beauty

7/17/2017 8:42 AM
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113

The quiet

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

114

friendly participants

7/16/2017 3:16 PM

115

Accessabilty

7/16/2017 1:28 PM

116

lots of trees

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

117

lots of trees

7/15/2017 8:33 PM

118

Escape from city noise.

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

119

restful place to walk or jog, free from bicycle traffic

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

120

Beautiful setting with views of the city from the chip trail and views of the park from the weight
room in the rec centre

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

121

the ability to walk a loop or 2

7/15/2017 1:31 PM

122

The natural environment, ducks, green space

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

123

walking trail

7/15/2017 10:21 AM

124

tranquility

7/15/2017 9:21 AM

125

Golf lessons

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

126

The safety of walking the chip trail.

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

127

club house

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

128

Walking trail

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

129

Peace and tranquility

7/14/2017 2:32 AM

130

The bird pond and benches to sit and enjoy

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

131

chip trail

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

132

Natural beauty

7/13/2017 9:18 PM

133

Walking

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

134

Walking

7/13/2017 9:16 PM

135

Free parking

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

136

The maintenance staff who keep the park beautiful

7/13/2017 9:12 PM

137

Club House

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

138

The green space is crucial to the overall environmental area

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

139

Walking trail

7/13/2017 4:48 PM

140

the natural environment

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

141

Location

7/13/2017 4:17 PM

142

wild life

7/13/2017 4:07 PM

143

The club after golf

7/13/2017 3:48 PM

144

Accessibility

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

145

the golf course

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

146

Beautiful golf course

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

147

birds

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

148

Beautiful golf course

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

149

Running trail

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

150

Recreation Centre

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

151

Walking trail

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

152

The walking trail

7/11/2017 2:36 PM
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153

well-maintained and interesting walking trail that can be used year-round

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

154

safe, clean trails

7/11/2017 3:56 AM

155

golf course

7/10/2017 10:00 PM

156

The chip trail

7/10/2017 12:33 PM

157

Greenery/landscaping

7/9/2017 8:14 PM

158

birds around kings pond

7/9/2017 11:44 AM

159

The Chip Trail

7/8/2017 1:49 PM

160

the nature

7/7/2017 10:04 PM

161

King's Pond

7/7/2017 6:00 PM

162

Open space

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

163

walking trail

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

164

Walking

7/6/2017 7:16 PM

165

Large size gives some solace from urbanization

7/6/2017 1:16 PM

166

Safe

7/6/2017 8:34 AM

167

Paths

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

168

Walking/Running trail

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

169

close to home

7/5/2017 7:04 AM

170

The path

7/4/2017 10:10 PM

171

the art displays

7/4/2017 7:29 PM

172

Chip trail

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

173

The walking trail itself

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

174

Lovely paths for walkers.

7/4/2017 4:20 PM

175

Visiting the Garry oak section where there are two benches

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

176

trail

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

177

Size

7/4/2017 7:22 AM

178

It has sitting benches around the trail

7/3/2017 10:35 PM

179

The duck pond

7/3/2017 2:17 PM

180

The beautiful vegetation

7/2/2017 10:48 PM

181

views of Olympics

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

182

accessible physical activity with a stroller

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

183

Ecology

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

184

That it is not completely lit up at night. I can watch the night sky and enjoy the sounds of nature if I
walk the few blocks from my home.

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

185

The combination of the natural environment with the golf course

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

186

Arts recreation centre

7/1/2017 8:16 PM

187

Listening to and watching the birds

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

188

Leisure centre

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

189

Golf

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

190

The natural ecosystems

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

191

The programs at the rec centre.

6/29/2017 10:38 AM

192

The trail is awesome and well maintained

6/29/2017 7:43 AM
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193

The maintenance crews

6/29/2017 6:34 AM

194

Accessibility

6/28/2017 9:34 PM

195

walking trails

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

196

open space

6/28/2017 4:17 PM

197

Service

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

198

Accessible walking trail

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

199

Providing a physical healthy location for the community

6/28/2017 7:18 AM

200

Walking trail

6/27/2017 8:29 PM

201

Wildlife

6/27/2017 5:07 PM

202

garbage bins

6/27/2017 4:07 PM

203

Size

6/26/2017 7:18 PM

204

Trail

6/26/2017 12:07 PM

205

meeting people who walk

6/26/2017 11:38 AM

206

Kings pond

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

207

The quietness of the area

6/26/2017 9:24 AM

208

Outdoor recreation - Golf and slop pitch

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

209

kings pond ducks

6/25/2017 6:19 AM

210

Semi-natural park setting

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

211

"Green lungs" for the surrounding built-up area

6/24/2017 2:17 PM

212

my dog is welcome as long as I clean up after her

6/24/2017 2:09 PM

213

The Chip Trail

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

214

Green Fees

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

215

Well managed walking trail

6/23/2017 10:24 AM

216

Duck ponds

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

217

Recreation centre and associated activities

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

218

preserved green space/nature

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

219

Proximity to where I live

6/22/2017 1:13 PM

220

the scenery

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

221

wild flowers

6/21/2017 10:46 PM

222

Natural areas and habitat

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

223

The walking trail

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

224

Trees

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

225

Accessibility

6/21/2017 6:49 PM

226

green space

6/21/2017 5:08 PM

227

Safe place to walk dog (great that dogs have to be leashed)

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

228

Parking is usually available and it has the gravel overflow lots.

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

229

Rec centre

6/21/2017 12:07 PM

230

Accessibility to all 3 municipaliites

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

231

Closeness to city

6/21/2017 11:22 AM

232

The walking trail.

6/21/2017 10:41 AM

233

Kings Pond

6/21/2017 7:58 AM
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234

chip trails

6/20/2017 10:50 PM

235

Cycling through the center of Park

6/20/2017 7:11 PM

236

the duck pond

6/20/2017 5:56 PM

237

walkiing trail

6/20/2017 5:11 PM

238

That so much of the park has been left "natural" or as close as possible in a city.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

239

nature

6/20/2017 12:03 PM

240

Duck ponds

6/19/2017 8:24 PM

241

that it's well maintained

6/19/2017 6:03 PM

242

the walking trail offering outdoor exercise on uneven ground

6/19/2017 5:23 PM

243

Sense of Community - meeting place for QCHCA

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

244

that trails are NOT paved; the natural surface, created by wood chips (!) is wonderful for ageing
legs

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

245

The Garry Oak ecosystem with It's unique flora, fauna and birds

6/19/2017 11:41 AM

246

Tennis indoor

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

247

access through golf course as a bike trail

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

248

The path is stroller friendly so I can walk with my son

6/19/2017 9:04 AM

249

no dogs

6/19/2017 8:44 AM

250

Trails and natural areas

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

251

accessibility

6/19/2017 7:32 AM

252

Bird watching

6/18/2017 10:26 PM

253

quiet time

6/18/2017 8:04 PM

254

nature

6/18/2017 7:58 PM

255

Well maintained walking trail

6/18/2017 3:28 PM

256

Inter generational users

6/18/2017 1:30 PM

257

quiet and solitude

6/18/2017 11:35 AM

258

flora and fauna

6/18/2017 10:47 AM

259

diverse arts activities

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

260

nice scenery

6/18/2017 8:33 AM

261

car free connection east-west

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

262

Preserved space for wild animals

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

263

well mantained

6/18/2017 7:05 AM

264

The nature tree, birds etc

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

265

Good Golf Course

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

266

Close to my home and kids school

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

267

King's Pond

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

268

Easy access

6/17/2017 7:40 PM

269

The duck pond

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

270

Quiet and Tranquility

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

271

Quiet

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

272

Walking trails

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

273

an urban and varied place for peace, quiet and meditation

6/17/2017 10:47 AM
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274

Inclusive. ..everyone can enjoy

6/17/2017 10:24 AM

275

The walking trail

6/17/2017 9:31 AM

276

Quiet

6/17/2017 9:30 AM

277

Birds

6/17/2017 8:11 AM

278

Friendly staff and atmosphere

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

279

Chip trail

6/17/2017 6:50 AM

280

walking trail

6/16/2017 5:58 PM

281

beauty of the trail and views

6/16/2017 4:41 PM

282

Scenic Views

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

283

Location in center of community

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

284

Pleasant attitude of the greensmen

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

285

The Garry Oaks

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

286

Quiet

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

287

Native Plant Areas

6/16/2017 9:55 AM

288

wood chip trail

6/16/2017 9:45 AM

289

The chip trail

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

290

Use of the golf course

6/16/2017 8:15 AM

291

an ecological landscape with potential for restoration

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

292

Bike route

6/16/2017 5:57 AM

293

green space with great plants

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

294

The chip trail

6/15/2017 9:55 PM

295

So many access points to get to the trail

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

296

Thee bird population

6/15/2017 9:16 PM

297

It's natural beauty on the trail

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

298

golf

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

299

the chip trail and its availability

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

300

preserving the environment

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

301

kings pond

6/15/2017 2:57 PM

302

fitness program ( stretch and strength)

6/15/2017 2:35 PM

303

place to participate in diverse activities

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

304

Kings pond

6/15/2017 1:36 PM

305

The chip trail itself and how well it is maintained

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

306

socializing with other walkers and dog owners

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

307

Proud of municipal golf course

6/15/2017 1:03 PM

308

King's Pond for children

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

309

The feeling of physical safety due to high traffic on the trail and around it

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

310

the chip trail and the way it is mainted by park staff

6/15/2017 12:25 PM

311

physical activity

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

312

no cycling on the trail

6/15/2017 12:08 PM

313

Rec center for courses

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

314

Bike short cut

6/15/2017 11:32 AM
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315

The greenery

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

316

Duck pond.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

317

Green, natural-looking environment

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

318

social connections with rec program

6/15/2017 10:41 AM

319

Golf Course

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

320

wildlife and plants

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

321

feeling of being in nature (Wildlife and Vegetation)

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

322

View of the mountains and city.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

323

The views

6/15/2017 9:47 AM

324

Rec centre

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

325

Using rec centre

6/15/2017 9:39 AM

326

Dog friendly - there are not many places around Victoria that are amenable to dog walking,
especially in the summer

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

327

Well-maintained chip trail

6/15/2017 8:36 AM

328

Benches to relax

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

329

the quiet

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

330

the quiet in the trees and trails

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

331

Availability of Washrooms

6/15/2017 8:05 AM

332

trails around the park

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

333

Maintained trails/ landscapes

6/15/2017 7:56 AM

334

recreational centre for art

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

335

Good trail base

6/15/2017 7:17 AM

336

Rec centre weight room

6/15/2017 7:10 AM

337

Art Centre

6/15/2017 7:07 AM

338

Views of Olympics

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

339

Proximity to home

6/15/2017 6:50 AM

340

Natural areas (ponds, vistas)

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

341

The quiet, natural, beautiful environment.

6/15/2017 6:43 AM

342

activities centre

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

343

The natural beauty

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

344

Walking Trail

6/15/2017 6:13 AM

345

Ability for my kids to be able to have programs they can attend

6/15/2017 6:10 AM

346

free

6/15/2017 5:23 AM

347

Safe exercise environment

6/15/2017 5:08 AM

348

Spring nights, when the frogs sing around King's pond

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

349

chip trail very gentle and comfortable for walking, and also well-maintained

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

350

Cedar chip trail

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

351

duck pond(s)

6/14/2017 8:23 PM

352

Being in nature within the city

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

353

Great public golf course

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

354

Cedar Hill Rec Centre - arts ( display and courses)

6/14/2017 5:56 PM
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355

chip trail

6/14/2017 5:23 PM

356

Walking trail

6/14/2017 5:11 PM

357

the nature beauty

6/14/2017 4:39 PM

358

The views and open spaces

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

359

a chance to be in nature, proximity

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

360

The chip trail and access to all of the above.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

361

open views

6/14/2017 1:52 PM

362

Plenty of garbage bins

6/14/2017 1:37 PM

363

enhances quality of living near park

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

364

Natural beauty

6/14/2017 1:11 PM

365

Beautiful natural space open to the public to enjoy

6/14/2017 12:38 PM

366

the opportunity to walk around the park

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

367

Activities at rec centre

6/14/2017 6:43 AM

368

It's accessible for disabled (chip trail is partly)

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

369

Easy to access

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

370

TENNIS

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

371

Green space

6/13/2017 3:40 PM

372

ease of entry at several points

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

373

Nature sanctuary

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

374

Natural setting

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

375

Wildlife and water corridor

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

376

Golf course

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

377

Ancient trees

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

378

the diversity of the trail (hills, water, views)

6/13/2017 11:44 AM

379

natural, rugged terrain

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

380

birdwatching opportunities

6/13/2017 7:09 AM

381

Restoration of the park

6/12/2017 10:39 PM

382

Soccer

383

Viewpoint (benches spaced around park)

6/12/2017 8:22 PM

384

Natural beauty

6/12/2017 8:19 PM

385

open vistas of golf course

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

386

Safe

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

387

Volunteers work to keep the trail up.

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

388

Arts centre

6/12/2017 3:03 PM

389

Cleanliness

6/12/2017 2:04 PM

390

natural envirnment

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

391

Dog Walking

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

392

natural envirnment

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

393

Washrooms available at two locations.

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

394

quiet / lack of traffic noise

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

395

The tennis facility

6/11/2017 9:58 PM

️ golf ??

6/12/2017 8:26 PM
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396

Recreation centre

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

397

multi use trails for commuting

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

398

abundance of birds and other fauna

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

399

Balance of Rec. and Arts services, place to walk/jog and commune with nature within an awesome
natural setting

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

400

nature

6/11/2017 11:01 AM

401

Lovely trail, nice hike

6/11/2017 8:45 AM

402

Tennis facility

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

403

It has recreation that I enjoy

6/11/2017 6:58 AM

404

Half way trail cut thru for shorter walks

6/10/2017 8:09 PM

405

Clean, quiet, well maintained grounds

6/10/2017 5:13 PM

406

Affordable golf

6/10/2017 3:22 PM

407

the walking trail which "feeds" the health of body and mind

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

408

Natural environment

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

409

Multi purspose park

6/10/2017 11:47 AM

410

Trail

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

411

Birds and wildlife

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

412

Walking

6/10/2017 7:31 AM

413

bird-watching

6/9/2017 11:04 PM

414

Pond

6/9/2017 9:52 PM

415

Open Green Space

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

416

Central location of saanich

6/9/2017 8:24 PM

417

Greenery

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

418

natural setting

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

419

Natural beauty in the heart of the community.

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

420

It's close to home but you feel like youre in the country.

6/9/2017 7:42 PM

421

Tennis and rec centre

6/9/2017 5:46 PM

422

The path around the golf course for walking/jogging

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

423

Red centre

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

424

Golf Course

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

425

Publicly owned Golf Course

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

426

shaded trails

6/9/2017 11:24 AM

427

Perimeter path with many neighbourhood access points

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

428

Walking Trail

6/9/2017 10:16 AM

429

Wildlife

6/9/2017 10:04 AM

430

location

6/9/2017 10:02 AM

431

Arts Centre

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

432

A coffee shop

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

433

Chip trail make it nice to run on

6/9/2017 8:23 AM

434

how it doesn't feel like a golfcourse

6/9/2017 7:37 AM

435

East/west cycle/walking access

6/9/2017 3:00 AM
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436

unobstructed views of Victoria and Olympic Mountains

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

437

The great work staff and volunteers do to keep the trails clean and tidy

6/8/2017 11:19 PM

438

The wildlife is still fairly well preserved, although I have noticed the disappearance of the chocolate
lilies. Also many of the birds are gone, quail and pheasants were common. The beautiful wild
flowers are spectacular.

6/8/2017 10:35 PM

439

Activities

6/8/2017 9:53 PM

440

Enjoying the look of the park

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

441

Away from cars and buildings

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

442

Lots of greenery

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

443

the oaks

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

444

quite outdoor space

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

445

The golf course

6/8/2017 6:34 PM

446

Enjoying nature

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

447

a Park protected forever from more development of buildings

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

448

the peacefulness of the walk

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

449

quiet

6/8/2017 3:21 PM

450

rec centre

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

451

viewing birds, wildlife and native flora

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

452

trails

6/8/2017 11:57 AM

#

3.

DATE

1

no development

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

duck pond for viewing nature

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

walking trails

9/6/2017 10:45 AM

4

scenery

9/6/2017 10:43 AM

5

walking

9/6/2017 10:41 AM

6

friendliness of staff

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

7

beauty of environment, esp vistas

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

8

coffee meetings

9/6/2017 10:33 AM

9

King's pond/ducks

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

10

golf and activities

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

11

Easy Access

8/21/2017 3:58 PM

12

walking trail

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

13

nice to have the golf clubhouse

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

14

Golf

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

15

easy and multiple pedestrian access locations

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

16

Absence of uncontrolled dogs and bikes.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

17

Everyone keeps their dogs on a leash (mostly)

8/7/2017 9:44 AM

18

Club house cafe to socialize

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

19

Peacefulness

8/7/2017 6:47 AM

20

duck ponds

8/6/2017 3:11 PM

21

The proximity to where I live.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM
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22

It's my main source of exercise....both walking and golfing

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

23

Blackberries

8/5/2017 8:45 PM

24

feels safe to all

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

25

I love that you can hear birds during the day and frogs at night

8/5/2017 10:49 AM

26

Significant number of native plants - camas, erythronium etc

8/5/2017 9:44 AM

27

All the wildlife that manages to exist in the undergrowth and in the trees and bushes that remain
unmown, unpoisoned, uncut

8/5/2017 9:29 AM

28

Safe

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

29

feel that it is safe because of the number of people there

8/5/2017 8:10 AM

30

Duck Pond

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

31

Rec center

8/4/2017 7:57 PM

32

Rec centre

8/4/2017 7:52 PM

33

Golf Course

8/3/2017 8:11 PM

34

free access, public space/nature

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

35

connectivity to surrounding streets

8/2/2017 8:03 PM

36

walking trails

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

37

coffee places

8/2/2017 11:52 AM

38

walkabilit

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

39

integration of municipal services

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

40

place for wildlife

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

41

the peace

8/2/2017 11:11 AM

42

walking trail

8/2/2017 11:06 AM

43

places to sit and enjoy the view

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

44

Safety for women to walk

8/2/2017 10:48 AM

45

veranda of Golf Clubhouse

8/2/2017 10:41 AM

46

nature

8/2/2017 10:34 AM

47

Bowker Creek

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

48

space for some wild-life

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

49

duck ponds

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

50

Access to CedarHillRec & area, on foot and bike, esp. Derby Rd. connector

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

51

in neighbourhood

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

52

Golf

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

53

easy access to tennis bubble

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

54

King's Pond

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

55

Easily accessible.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

56

Safe

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

57

Natural

7/28/2017 4:31 PM

58

Golf Course

7/28/2017 1:48 PM

59

Perfect running trail

7/28/2017 7:56 AM

60

Easy access to records centre

7/27/2017 7:22 PM

61

The minimal development - a place to be away from cars and human activity/sounds.

7/27/2017 8:23 AM
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62

Ducks

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

63

Ducks

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

64

Easy to access

7/26/2017 9:51 PM

65

Multi-use by a range of people

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

66

Rec center with abundent activities (bridge, golf lessons tennis etc

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

67

views

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

68

Place to take friends and spouses for a walk

7/26/2017 3:33 PM

69

Connection to Derby Rd

7/26/2017 11:48 AM

70

walking

7/25/2017 12:26 PM

71

Access to bathrooms

7/24/2017 11:44 PM

72

recreation centre

7/24/2017 4:47 PM

73

integration of community buildings & community uses

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

74

Views of mountains

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

75

Green space in a relatively urban environment

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

76

the natural enviroment

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

77

Gold course

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

78

Nature

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

79

Central location

7/21/2017 8:07 PM

80

the natural beauty

7/21/2017 1:45 PM

81

Nice walking trail

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

82

Restaurant at Clubhouse

7/20/2017 2:02 PM

83

Up keep of trail in winter months

7/20/2017 11:37 AM

84

the trail around the park

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

85

Club house

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

86

Up keep of cedar chip trails

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

87

the trail around the park

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

88

community recreational offerings, rec center not golf

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

89

rec centre arts

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

90

it is a community meeting place

7/17/2017 10:11 PM

91

Views of Olympic mtns

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

92

natural surroundings

7/17/2017 3:16 PM

93

Golf Course - not a golfer, love the open green space

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

94

Beauty of the green space around the golf course and the golf course itself

7/17/2017 1:01 PM

95

seeing the changing seasons

7/17/2017 8:42 AM

96

The people

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

97

proximity to where I live

7/16/2017 3:16 PM

98

Parking

7/16/2017 1:28 PM

99

walking trail to enjoy nature

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

100

walking trail to enjoy nature

7/15/2017 8:33 PM

101

A place for physical activity

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

102

People who use the park with respect

7/15/2017 1:54 PM
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103

Convenient location, easy access ...

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

104

Quiet, natural surroundings

7/15/2017 1:31 PM

105

The easy access to exercise, walking and running.

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

106

restaurant

7/15/2017 10:21 AM

107

ponds

7/15/2017 9:21 AM

108

Walking trail

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

109

The natural beauty and the scenic vista of the Olympic mountains

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

110

walking trail

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

111

Clubhouse

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

112

Wildlife

7/14/2017 2:32 AM

113

The beautiful setting of foliage and quietness

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

114

convenient location

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

115

Wildlife especially hawks and eagles

7/13/2017 9:18 PM

116

Kings pond

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

117

Photography

7/13/2017 9:16 PM

118

Chip trail

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

119

The club house for a nice lunch

7/13/2017 9:12 PM

120

Walking path

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

121

The ability to enjoy the peaceful beauty of the area while enjoying moderate excercise on a regular
basis

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

122

the walking trail

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

123

Beauty

7/13/2017 4:17 PM

124

walking trails

7/13/2017 4:07 PM

125

The walking trail

7/13/2017 3:48 PM

126

Friendliness

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

127

easy parking

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

128

Lovely trees and foliage

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

129

natural environment with all the garry oaks

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

130

Lovely trees and foliage

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

131

Club house social

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

132

Chip trail

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

133

Parking

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

134

King's Pond and Bowker creek

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

135

good food in clubhouse

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

136

parking

7/11/2017 3:56 AM

137

recreation centre

7/10/2017 10:00 PM

138

The views

7/10/2017 12:33 PM

139

Walking trails

7/9/2017 8:14 PM

140

coffee at the clubhouse

7/9/2017 11:44 AM

141

Cedar Hill Recreation Centre

7/8/2017 1:49 PM

142

open year round

7/7/2017 10:04 PM
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143

feel like its for "the people"

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

144

view

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

145

Golf

7/6/2017 7:16 PM

146

Ease of use and access

7/6/2017 1:16 PM

147

Public gym

7/6/2017 8:34 AM

148

Scenery such as trees and ponds

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

149

Dog friendly

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

150

reasonable pricing

7/5/2017 7:04 AM

151

The vistas

7/4/2017 10:10 PM

152

the gathering place in the Rec Centre

7/4/2017 7:29 PM

153

No bikes

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

154

The birds and wildlife - yes even the deer!

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

155

Visiting the Kings pond with duck loving grandchildren

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

156

rocks

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

157

Access

7/4/2017 7:22 AM

158

Wildlife

7/3/2017 10:35 PM

159

The gorgeous view of mountains when I'm walking trail

7/3/2017 2:17 PM

160

accessibility to my home

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

161

Running trails

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

162

That it is clean - most people clean up after their dogs and don't litter.

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

163

The magnificant views across the golf course to the Olympic Mountains

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

164

Duck pond

7/1/2017 8:16 PM

165

Sitting on one of the many benches to take in the ambiance of a quiet place in the city.

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

166

Cafe

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

167

Cedar Hill Rec

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

168

The trails

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

169

Being in nature

6/29/2017 10:38 AM

170

The rec Centre is well designed and well maintained

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

171

The views

6/29/2017 6:34 AM

172

golf -- for other family members

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

173

good paths

6/28/2017 4:17 PM

174

Nice

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

175

Able to purchase a snack/beverage

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

176

Golf course

6/27/2017 8:29 PM

177

Not heavily used

6/27/2017 5:07 PM

178

in town dog friendly

6/27/2017 4:07 PM

179

Recreation going on

6/26/2017 12:07 PM

180

well maintained

6/26/2017 11:38 AM

181

Community hub for all walks of life

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

182

The ability to pass through the park on bike

6/26/2017 9:24 AM

183

Access/ease of use

6/25/2017 1:36 PM
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184

that bikes are not allowed on trails

6/25/2017 6:19 AM

185

That this great park is within walking distance of home

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

186

Long history and continuity of low-impact recreational use

6/24/2017 2:17 PM

187

the duck pond

6/24/2017 2:09 PM

188

Community gathering space

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

189

Coffee Shop

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

190

Kings Pond

6/23/2017 10:24 AM

191

Free trail for exercise and spending time in nature

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

192

Natural connections (variety of locations)

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

193

loop trail w/ options for long loops or shorter loops, depending on the day

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

194

Good parking space

6/22/2017 1:13 PM

195

the people I meet

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

196

birds

6/21/2017 10:46 PM

197

Arts centre

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

198

Free parking

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

199

Space

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

200

rec centre

6/21/2017 5:08 PM

201

Close to my home

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

202

The variety of activities - in and around Cedar Hill with the rec centre, golf course, chip trail ammenities

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

203

Free & open to all

6/21/2017 11:22 AM

204

Rec Centre

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

205

access to drinking water, washrooms

6/20/2017 10:50 PM

206

Visiting the rec centre

6/20/2017 7:11 PM

207

landscape and views

6/20/2017 5:56 PM

208

duck pond

6/20/2017 5:11 PM

209

Efforts made to ensure all users can enjoy the park - walkers, dog owners, runners/joggers,
cyclists passing through and golfers all seem to share it with little conflict.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

210

community gathering place

6/19/2017 6:03 PM

211

Good parking!

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

212

shade in summer

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

213

The Community Centre

6/19/2017 11:41 AM

214

expanse of preserved space

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

215

muti use (not golf focus)

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

216

Parking is always available

6/19/2017 9:04 AM

217

quiet

6/19/2017 8:44 AM

218

Staff

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

219

well-cared for

6/19/2017 7:32 AM

220

People of all abilities running, strolling, smiling

6/18/2017 10:26 PM

221

flora and fauna

6/18/2017 8:04 PM

222

walking

6/18/2017 7:58 PM
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223

Paths well-treed & invasives being pulled

6/18/2017 1:30 PM

224

accessibility

6/18/2017 10:47 AM

225

central location

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

226

chip surface for running

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

227

Multi-use space

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

228

the Rec Centre

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

229

Convienent

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

230

Easy access at many points

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

231

Info about native plants

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

232

Beautiful scenery

6/17/2017 7:40 PM

233

The rec center

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

234

The trails

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

235

No concrete

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

236

Central location

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

237

Opportunities. ..record centre activities golf walking etc

6/17/2017 10:24 AM

238

the diverse age groups able to use and enjoy it

6/17/2017 9:31 AM

239

The turtles in King's Pond.

6/17/2017 9:30 AM

240

Walking trails

6/17/2017 8:11 AM

241

So many interesting opportunities!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

242

low density

6/16/2017 5:58 PM

243

quiet peaceful environment

6/16/2017 4:41 PM

244

Close to home

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

245

Easy of access and golf course

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

246

Natural setting.........lack of commercialism

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

247

The peace and quiet

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

248

Dog friendly

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

249

Arts at Cedar Hill

6/16/2017 9:55 AM

250

club house

6/16/2017 9:45 AM

251

used to appreciate the restaurant

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

252

Access to scenic vistas

6/16/2017 8:15 AM

253

a place for people to gather and exercise

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

254

Open space

6/16/2017 5:57 AM

255

rec centre

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

256

King's pond

6/15/2017 9:55 PM

257

The rec center

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

258

The rec centre

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

259

ability to book facilities for events

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

260

the views from the chip trais

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

261

social interaction

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

262

easy parking

6/15/2017 2:57 PM

263

art displays

6/15/2017 2:35 PM
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264

place to meet people

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

265

Other, like-minded & friendly users

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

266

wonderful area for exercise

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

267

Location of Saanich Volunteer Services Society

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

268

Park is clean and beautiful

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

269

the ways community connections happens there

6/15/2017 12:25 PM

270

social gathering

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

271

fresh cedar chips yearly on trail

6/15/2017 12:08 PM

272

Golfing

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

273

Nature Trails

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

274

The varying topography

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

275

Community center.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

276

Long and wide vistas

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

277

Love the Art gallery

6/15/2017 10:41 AM

278

Rec Centre

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

279

close to my home

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

280

green space

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

281

The topography ie: great workout going around path.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

282

The ponds and ducks

6/15/2017 9:47 AM

283

Clubhouse for lunches and snacks

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

284

The amenities offered at the Rec Centre - fitness classes, gym, and we always visit the art gallery

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

285

Close to home

6/15/2017 8:36 AM

286

Quiet areas

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

287

the trees trails and pond

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

288

the pond

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

289

High level of maintenance

6/15/2017 8:05 AM

290

natural environment (around the golf course)

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

291

Available services along way (washrooms/personnel)

6/15/2017 7:56 AM

292

recreational centre for gym and exercise classes

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

293

Easy access and parking

6/15/2017 7:17 AM

294

Fitness Classes

6/15/2017 7:07 AM

295

Dogs must be on leash

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

296

Cedar Hill Rec

6/15/2017 6:50 AM

297

Use of the golf course

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

298

The fact that the community uses it lots and it is kept up well by staff.

6/15/2017 6:43 AM

299

green space

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

300

The rec centre

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

301

EV parking

6/15/2017 6:10 AM

302

well-maintained

6/15/2017 5:23 AM

303

Proximity

6/15/2017 5:08 AM

304

All the healthy activities associated with the park.

6/14/2017 8:59 PM
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305

central location of this park makes it accessible to many

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

306

Birds and ducks

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

307

King's Pond

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

308

Blend of nature & athletic facilities

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

309

Chip trail

6/14/2017 5:56 PM

310

natural beauty

6/14/2017 5:23 PM

311

Rec centre art shows

6/14/2017 5:11 PM

312

meeting people

6/14/2017 4:39 PM

313

The number of people we meet and greet walking

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

314

The open space

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

315

The facilities; Golf course clubhouse for events and socializing and the Rec Centre for all that it
provides.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

316

meet interesting people

6/14/2017 1:52 PM

317

Trail is well maintained

6/14/2017 1:37 PM

318

its largely non-commercial footprint (via parks & rec)

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

319

Park used by people of all ages and from all over city

6/14/2017 1:11 PM

320

close to where i live

6/14/2017 12:38 PM

321

scenic beauty of the area

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

322

Communing with the ducks at Kings Pond

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

323

Flexibility of use

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

324

WALKING

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

325

Trails

6/13/2017 3:40 PM

326

Walking trail

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

327

Rec center

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

328

Recreational facilities

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

329

Walking trails

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

330

Green space in the city

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

331

beautiful spot right in the middle of my neighbourhood

6/13/2017 11:44 AM

332

proximity to my home

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

333

Support of volunteerism from Saanich

6/12/2017 10:39 PM

334

Chip trail

6/12/2017 8:26 PM

335

How well maintained and well used the park is

6/12/2017 8:22 PM

336

Quiet

6/12/2017 8:19 PM

337

rec centre

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

338

Natural

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

339

The Duck Pond.

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

340

Cafe

6/12/2017 3:03 PM

341

Community feeling

6/12/2017 2:04 PM

342

peace and quiet

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

343

peace and quiet

6/12/2017 1:06 PM
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344

For the most part there are no bicycles...I would not be in favour of encouraging them except for
children.

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

345

aroma of blackberries

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

346

The lessons at the rec centre

6/11/2017 9:58 PM

347

Trail around the perimeter

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

348

cafe at the golf course building. Wish it would do pub nights

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

349

the large scale of the property - oasis of quiet

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

350

It continues to be the focus of our local community... history, social interaction, identity, etc.

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

351

views

6/11/2017 11:01 AM

352

Central location

6/11/2017 8:45 AM

353

Art studio

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

354

The beautiful trail

6/11/2017 6:58 AM

355

Washroom access

6/10/2017 8:09 PM

356

Dog friendly

6/10/2017 5:13 PM

357

Central location

6/10/2017 3:22 PM

358

its size and location - a safe oases in the city

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

359

Opportunity for exercise

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

360

Blends in well with neighbourhood

6/10/2017 11:47 AM

361

Natural setting

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

362

Well maintained

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

363

natural beauty

6/9/2017 11:04 PM

364

Duck Pond / Space for wildlife

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

365

Urban park

6/9/2017 8:24 PM

366

Peace & Quiet

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

367

ability to spend time with my child and feel like we are away from the city

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

368

The range of ages that use the park.

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

369

Everyone you meet is friendly and most say hello/good morning.

6/9/2017 7:42 PM

370

Municipal golf

6/9/2017 5:46 PM

371

The welcoming atmosphere of the center--it doesn't takeover the green space

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

372

Golf course

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

373

Weight Room

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

374

Chip Trail

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

375

a small scale gym hence more sociable

6/9/2017 11:24 AM

376

Viewscape to the Olympic range

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

377

Municipal Golf Course

6/9/2017 10:16 AM

378

Resturant

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

379

Indoor and outdoor activities

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

380

Our family has always lived with in walking distance to the park and still do.

6/9/2017 8:23 AM

381

A quiet green space with views without car traffic

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

382

proximity to our house

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

383

The duck pond is a joy to all.

6/8/2017 10:35 PM
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384

Walking trail

6/8/2017 9:53 PM

385

Feeding ducks with kids

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

386

Seeing people happy and actice

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

387

Quiet

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

388

the variety of the terrain.

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

389

natural spaces

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

390

The squash courts

6/8/2017 6:34 PM

391

Native plants

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

392

a "commons" other than Starbucks or Thrifty's to meet people

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

393

the beauty of the nature

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

394

accessibility

6/8/2017 3:21 PM

395

golf course

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

396

access to a natural place for exercise (running and walking on the chip trail)

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

397

wildlife

6/8/2017 11:57 AM
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Q8 If you were to improve any aspect of the park, what would it be? (list
top 3)
Answered: 397

Skipped: 208

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

1.

100.00%

397

2.

70.03%

278

3.

50.38%

200

#

1.

DATE

1

clear foliage around pond for better viewing

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

some areas of trail need long term winter

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

indoor swimming

9/6/2017 10:51 AM

4

very good way it is. $$ put towards insuring good maintenance

9/6/2017 10:45 AM

5

miss upstairs restaurant for lunch or dinner - bring it back

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

6

monitor dogs on leash

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

7

have a pool to exercise in

9/6/2017 10:27 AM

8

children's playground

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

9

add swimming pool

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

10

Bowker Creek Riparian zone

8/21/2017 3:58 PM

11

Widen Chip Trail

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

12

King's Pond needs to be better designed for poeple to see

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

13

I hope that the golf course will transition to greener choices for their machinery -- electric
maintenance vehicles and mowers -- the small gas engines are likely big polluters, and also noisier
than electric.

8/9/2017 7:13 PM

14

make the club house available for longer hours (trial basis)

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

15

Places to sit

8/8/2017 8:58 PM

16

Playground

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

17

Kings Pond transportation facilities - ducks in danger of cars and walkers

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

18

Improve the all weather performance of the walking trails.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

19

Improve the cafe, restaurant experience

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

20

Move dripping hanging plant above mailbox at rec ctr

8/7/2017 6:47 AM

21

more rec classes

8/6/2017 3:11 PM

22

water fountain near NW corner (half way around loop trail from the rec centre)

8/6/2017 2:11 PM

23

Better enforcement of the on-leash bylaw for dogs.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

24

Keep improving drainage, both on chip trail and on golf course

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

25

I think there need to be more signs from the rec centre to the walking trail. A lot of people come to
the rec centre and don't realize the trail is there

8/5/2017 8:45 PM

26

fewer golf carts, less asphalt

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

27

A bathroom on the Kings pond end

8/5/2017 10:49 AM
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28

Don't see any need for significant improvements.

8/5/2017 9:44 AM

29

It is as good as it gets, in my opinion. Just continue the present level of care and maintenance.

8/5/2017 9:29 AM

30

The baseball field

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

31

Put wood chips on the dirt trail between Glacier Place and Diana Road

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

32

Higher quality restaurant at the golf course

8/4/2017 7:52 PM

33

parking area along North Dairy

8/4/2017 11:07 AM

34

Keep politicians out of the process

8/4/2017 9:59 AM

35

Encourage more Art and Rec activities

8/3/2017 8:11 PM

36

better signs between trails and golf course/walkers wander onto course.

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

37

reduce amount of areas dedicated to golfing

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

38

More Garry oaks

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

39

south entrance improvements

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

40

mountain bike skills trail/circuit

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

41

all available for mixed use

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

42

plant native species when removing invasives

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

43

Kings Pond

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

44

support maintenance and restoration of natural areas

8/2/2017 10:41 AM

45

put floral garden in south end instead of an ugly parking lot

8/2/2017 10:34 AM

46

Possibility to cut through golf course on an approved trail! currently there's only the path @ Derby?
but a North/South cut through would be good.

8/2/2017 9:56 AM

47

removing invasive plants --more support from government

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

48

restore Garry Oak Ecosystem

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

49

tennis court (outdoor)

8/2/2017 9:23 AM

50

multi-age playground

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

51

Improve trail to allow for some bike access, esp. Queenswood to Doncaster (school)

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

52

more walking trails

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

53

Quality of arts offered at facility. It's awful right now, if you could return to the callaborative
approach with Island Blue for painting, etc., classes.

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

54

build a playground

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

55

Cycling Trails

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

56

Add outdoor workout stations along the trail.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

57

Put more outdoor recreation infrastructure around rec center

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

58

Get rid of the golf players

7/28/2017 4:31 PM

59

Hours of clubhouse - more consistent/longer

7/28/2017 1:48 PM

60

get rid of the golf course, make it just a green park (that would suit me; I know the golfers wouldn't
like it, and I'm not seriously suggesting it)

7/28/2017 12:26 PM

61

Off leash dog area

7/28/2017 11:13 AM

62

Find a use for the abandoned baseball field

7/27/2017 7:22 PM

63

Plant trees and shrubs on the south end to screen the trail from the street/provide a sound buffer.

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

64

Seperate bike lane from the rec centre to the duck pond

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

65

Seperate bike lane from the rec centre to the duck pond

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

66

Improve safety (lighting when it's dark)

7/26/2017 9:51 PM
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67

Paving the east-West connection

7/26/2017 9:15 PM

68

Keep development of new houses at a distance!!

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

69

Fix the benches on the golf course

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

70

parking areas ( surfaces, number of stalls, separation from trail at Kings Pond

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

71

Not have it go so close to Finlayson Street

7/26/2017 3:33 PM

72

Put in a skate park/bmx pump trach

7/26/2017 11:48 AM

73

like it the way it is

7/25/2017 10:26 PM

74

Stopping people from walking onto the golf course

7/25/2017 1:10 PM

75

Better signage

7/25/2017 12:26 PM

76

Less hills for walking haha

7/24/2017 11:44 PM

77

drainage of golf course

7/24/2017 4:47 PM

78

historical plaques - eg., of club house and unique park features

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

79

Get ride of golf course

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

80

Encourage outdoor fitness

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

81

off leash dog trail

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

82

Create "cafe destination" restaurant and address hours open

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

83

Golf Course Restaurant

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

84

times for the "restaurant" more congruent with client needs

7/21/2017 1:45 PM

85

Improve drainage on the golf course

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

86

More investment in golf infrastructure

7/20/2017 2:02 PM

87

Clean up area at Kings Pond

7/20/2017 11:37 AM

88

have the club open in the early mornings for breakfast especially in the summer, and open to have
breakfast before 8 am

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

89

Benches repaired on course....many broken, rotted out

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

90

Easier access to seating area (benches) on hill

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

91

have the club open in the early mornings for breakfast especially in the summer, and open to have
breakfast before 8 am

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

92

Get rid of the golf course, replace with something useful

7/19/2017 1:20 PM

93

playgrounds, more than one

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

94

needs a proper playground that is covered to keep out rain.

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

95

like it the way it is

7/17/2017 10:11 PM

96

Dedicate more park land to general park use like beacon hill park

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

97

winter golf conditions i.e. drainage

7/17/2017 3:16 PM

98

Provide Outdoor Physical Activity Station Areas

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

99

keeping the blackberry bush branches trimmed back from the walkway

7/17/2017 1:01 PM

100

Add a significant (8-12) outdoor Pickleball courts in a north-south court orientation

7/17/2017 11:19 AM

101

children's playground

7/17/2017 8:42 AM

102

Active fitness stations

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

103

golf

7/16/2017 6:12 PM

104

may be a bit better drainage of some spots

7/16/2017 3:16 PM

105

Provide public washrooms at the King's pond end

7/16/2017 1:00 PM
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106

provide picnic tables

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

107

provide picnic tables, possibly on the hill to promote community gathering

7/15/2017 8:33 PM

108

Cancel sale of properties bordering the park

7/15/2017 8:32 PM

109

Better public transit for access

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

110

Remove bicycle traffic completely

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

111

Build a second floor community centre on the existing rec centre

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

112

Offering biking access across the north end.

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

113

restaurant

7/15/2017 10:21 AM

114

all chip, no gravel trails

7/15/2017 9:21 AM

115

Drainage improvement on golf course

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

116

More signage for walkers as they are often found walking in unsafe areas of the golf course

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

117

golf course

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

118

Extend Clubhouse Hours in the summer

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

119

drainage at the golf course

7/14/2017 8:44 AM

120

Like it as it is

7/14/2017 2:32 AM

121

Keep the pond area clean by washing off bird poop on benches, rails etc.

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

122

improved sitting areas for socializing

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

123

Better drainage on golf course to improve year round golf

7/13/2017 9:18 PM

124

Safety for walkers and joggers

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

125

Better hours for clubhouse

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

126

Better drainage on the course

7/13/2017 9:12 PM

127

Golf Course

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

128

A more functional restaurant

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

129

More trees on golf course

7/13/2017 4:48 PM

130

the golf course drainage...all year access

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

131

New pro shop (the existing one is an embarrassment)

7/13/2017 4:17 PM

132

Have the building open later in the summer so golfers and walkers could buy food,come in for a
beer after five .it closes so early in the summer months ,it's losing all the business it could be
makng and the public loses out at buying food or drinks in the evening.

7/13/2017 3:48 PM

133

Pave golf cart paths

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

134

longer hours the club house is open for breakfast and late dinners

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

135

Arborist to maintain trees, don't wait for falling limbs.

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

136

bowker creek

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

137

Arborist to maintain trees, don't wait for falling limbs.

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

138

Clubhouse hours. Extend

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

139

Washroom facility around the 13th hole & accessible to chip trail

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

140

Maintaining the Cedar Hill Golf Course

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

141

More access to Bowker Creek. Ability to sit beside the stream

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

142

improve drainage and practice facilities on golf course

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

143

more parking

7/11/2017 3:56 AM

144

the golf course should be nine holes

7/10/2017 10:00 PM
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145

Plant more Garry Oaks

7/10/2017 12:33 PM

146

Outdoor tennis courts (4 or more)

7/9/2017 8:14 PM

147

drainage on the trail during rainy season

7/9/2017 11:44 AM

148

Washroom services

7/8/2017 1:49 PM

149

more protection from stray golf balls

7/7/2017 10:04 PM

150

the "busy-ness" of the loop trail

7/7/2017 6:00 PM

151

Design

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

152

privatise the club house restaurant and operations

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

153

No off leash dogs allowed.

7/6/2017 7:58 PM

154

Restaurant

7/6/2017 7:16 PM

155

Dedicated pickleball courts, 4-6 ideal.

7/6/2017 1:16 PM

156

ZIPLINE!~

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

157

Nothing

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

158

Remove traffic noise

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

159

Create stronger community through park events (and coffee shop as noted)

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

160

Reduction of manicured golf course lawns.

7/4/2017 4:20 PM

161

The idea of widening the banks of Bowker creek sounds good

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

162

More wild areas not accessible to human activity

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

163

improve trails on west slope

7/4/2017 10:37 AM

164

Have a children's natural play area or an activity of some sort

7/2/2017 10:48 PM

165

Eliminate golf & make park totally accessible

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

166

No golf and more trails

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

167

Increase tree stands, esp. native trees and shrubs

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

168

Accessible for baby stroller

7/2/2017 11:27 AM

169

Update or add interpretation about flora and fauna, e.g. frogs and flowers.

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

170

Provide bags for doggy poop

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

171

Less garbage left on trails at north end

7/1/2017 8:16 PM

172

Restore bird habitat and protect the native trees we have

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

173

Get rid of golf course

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

174

Build outside tennis courts

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

175

A playground

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

176

Make the golf course more environmentally sound.

6/29/2017 10:38 AM

177

Outdoor tennis courts

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

178

Eliminate 9 holes of golf course and install a disc golf course

6/28/2017 9:34 PM

179

enhanced trails/park features

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

180

restoration of natural areas

6/28/2017 4:17 PM

181

Clean

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

182

Restore the restaurant as a bistro/deli/bar

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

183

Picnic tables

6/28/2017 7:18 AM

184

Improved cycling conections

6/26/2017 7:18 PM

185

signage on the paved tail through the golf course change to: bicycle route, carts please keep right

6/26/2017 11:38 AM
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186

More interpretive/educational signs

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

187

Would like a higher end restaurant/pub on site

6/26/2017 9:24 AM

188

Bike trails

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

189

improve the drainage on lower field, its a swamp in the winter

6/25/2017 6:19 AM

190

Improve drainage in the flooded areas of the trail (but only if by natural means)

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

191

do something with the space behind the tennis courts

6/24/2017 2:09 PM

192

create some reason I would visit the park rather than going any where else

6/24/2017 7:14 AM

193

Maintenance of Chip Trail

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

194

Goose cull

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

195

Plant hedges to give separate trail from homes currently visable

6/23/2017 10:24 AM

196

More visitor interaction through educational signs about plants and wildlife

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

197

Kids playground and/or water park

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

198

more workout options, similar to Henderson chip trail

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

199

Directional signs on the walking trail

6/22/2017 1:13 PM

200

allowing dogs to be walked off-leash in some areas of the trail

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

201

Expand soft surface trails

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

202

The ball park

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

203

Plant more trees

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

204

Fix the netting on the east side of the park

6/21/2017 3:15 PM

205

Wish I could get coffee earlier in the morning ( cafe seems to be closed a lot especially in the
winter)

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

206

Solar lights along the chip trail for safer evening use.

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

207

Make it a central park (get rid of golf course)

6/21/2017 12:07 PM

208

Maintenance of Chip Trail

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

209

More benches

6/21/2017 11:22 AM

210

Invest in the drainage on the golf course so it would be sustainable.

6/21/2017 10:41 AM

211

Community Playground and viewing area similar to BeaconHill

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

212

Make it dog free

6/20/2017 10:50 PM

213

Bike paths

6/20/2017 8:38 PM

214

Add a swimming pool to the rec centre

6/20/2017 7:11 PM

215

fine as is

6/20/2017 5:11 PM

216

As a dog owner - a fenced off-leash area would be great! What about that big field down the hill
from the volunteers' building (McRae House) on the east side of the park (just up from rec centre)?

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

217

Portable toilet at North end of park

6/19/2017 6:03 PM

218

enforce dogs being on leash

6/19/2017 5:23 PM

219

Continue removing broom & blackberries

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

220

ensuring that people pick up after their dogs; my companion and I have had several unpleasant
experiences both on and near the paths (near when we had to step off the path to allow an
incapicated user to go by); more signage to cause dog-walkers to be more responsible? bags and
more receptacles? Related to this: I am sorry report that I have seen more rats in the park this
year than any other for the past 14 years -- probably a function of the cold, wet spring, but is all
garbage well-managed?

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

221

A resteraunt or pub at the Golf Club House

6/19/2017 11:41 AM
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222

better protection from golf balls on the trail at certain spots

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

223

reduction in invasive species

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

224

Make it easier to know which path belongs to the golf course and which path goes around the
outskirts of the golf course. I found myself doging golf balls one weekend.

6/19/2017 9:04 AM

225

See above - start planting oaks and native species - restoration

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

226

periodic, unobtrusive, seating/gathering areas along the trail

6/19/2017 7:32 AM

227

Increase number of indoor tennis courts

6/18/2017 3:28 PM

228

Barriers for golf balls on some stretches of golf course

6/18/2017 1:30 PM

229

Increase the safety of walkers from errant golf balls

6/18/2017 11:35 AM

230

great as it is

6/18/2017 10:47 AM

231

address the need for more indoor tennis courts

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

232

more garbage disposal units

6/18/2017 8:33 AM

233

provide opportunity for bikes to travel tru/around the golf course

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

234

Add off leash area and/or times

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

235

outdoor tennis courts

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

236

Improve food service

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

237

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:09 PM

238

Better trail around Kings Pond (elevated or less messy/wet/gross)

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

239

Needs a kids play ground

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

240

Parts of the trail are narrow

6/17/2017 7:40 PM

241

Better utilization of baseball fields & area

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

242

Add sand volleyball courts

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

243

add outdoor sand volleyball courts

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

244

Add a playground

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

245

Other than service vehicles and golf carts NO CARS in the park, even at the pro shop

6/17/2017 10:47 AM

246

keeping dogs on leash at all times

6/17/2017 9:31 AM

247

Trees and plants to screen from house and golf course

6/17/2017 8:11 AM

248

Access to washroom facilities!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

249

More Bike connections

6/17/2017 6:50 AM

250

Better trail surface on west side of park

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

251

Better access to washrooms

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

252

Enforce leash requirements

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

253

Plant more trees around the Finlayson side of the trail.

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

254

Better trail maintenance

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

255

Dogs should be allowed in the rec centre

6/16/2017 9:55 AM

256

More garbage bins

6/16/2017 9:45 AM

257

Bring back the restaurant in the clubhouse, but run it properly

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

258

More community oriented events

6/16/2017 8:15 AM

259

Connect the separated ecosystems

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

260

Bike path

6/16/2017 5:57 AM

261

nicer coffee shop at the golf clubhouse

6/15/2017 10:08 PM
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262

Better hours for food/drinks at clubhouse and advertising in the neighbourhood. We could easily
walk there for dinner & a drink but we never know the hours or if they even serve food anymore.

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

263

Devise more ways for cyclists to safely pass through the park

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

264

add childrens playground area

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

265

protect walkers from golf balls

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

266

preserve the environment

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

267

no golf or baseball diamonds

6/15/2017 2:57 PM

268

add a pool

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

269

Enhance Garry Oak ecosystem values: Implement effective eradication strategy for invasive
plants, including blackberries! Re-vegetate with native GOE species..

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

270

provide coffee and restaurant facilities

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

271

More use out of restaurant at club house

6/15/2017 1:03 PM

272

Higher utilization of the park as an amenity

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

273

Washroom available to public (if there is not one already)

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

274

More cycling corridors

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

275

monitor dogs - must be on leash

6/15/2017 12:08 PM

276

Continue with the pulling-together program

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

277

Water fountains

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

278

Too much space dedicated to one sport: golf, along with the danger of getting hit by the balls.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

279

Remove businesses

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

280

A different walking surface than the hog fuel currently being used

6/15/2017 10:41 AM

281

ban cycling on the trails

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

282

include outdoor play area/ playground for young children

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

283

Removal of invasives and clean up of Bowker Creek.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

284

Continue offering the week day golf pass

6/15/2017 9:47 AM

285

Create a buffer zone on the west side between chip trail and housing monstrosities.

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

286

Chip trail could be a little bit wider in some areas

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

287

Enforce dogs on leash

6/15/2017 8:36 AM

288

Pathway lighting for walking and biking

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

289

do nothing

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

290

do nothing

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

291

better cycling connections through (across) the park as it is a safer link for cyclists - protect peds
and cyclists by better separation of use

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

292

outdoor exercise equipment instead of unused baseball diamond

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

293

Getting to and from the park.we need sidewalks as they are also walking paths. I walk their via
tattersall shoulder to shoulder with speeding cars. It's dangerous

6/15/2017 7:10 AM

294

Exercise stations on the chip trail

6/15/2017 7:07 AM

295

Improved walking trail (muddy spots & extreme narrow spots)

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

296

Get rid of the golf course and just have it as a park with more space for everyone to enjoy
(including wild life).

6/15/2017 6:50 AM

297

Golf course drainage improvement

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

298

Include a nature house.

6/15/2017 6:43 AM
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299

build an indoor/outdoor Pickleball facility

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

300

Incorporate cycle commuting

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

301

Improve the golf course (drainage, etc.)

6/15/2017 6:13 AM

302

Love it as it is

6/15/2017 5:08 AM

303

It's not very navigable by bicycle

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

304

provide more benches for necessary "rest stops" for seniors using the chip trail. Kings pond is not
the main, or only, place people like to stop and rest!!

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

305

Refresh the cafe, bring it into line with other coffee shops

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

306

Definately do not develop any of it

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

307

Golf course drainage

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

308

Workout equipment along the loop

6/14/2017 5:46 PM

309

play area for children

6/14/2017 5:23 PM

310

Stewardship of natural areas, too many invasive species

6/14/2017 5:11 PM

311

all good

6/14/2017 4:39 PM

312

Continue to keep the walking trail in good condition

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

313

plant more Garry Oaks

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

314

Bowker Creek daylighting and water management of future flooding, etc.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

315

remove invasive vegetation

6/14/2017 1:52 PM

316

A fenced area for dogs to go off leash

6/14/2017 1:37 PM

317

stronger marketing for arts program at Cedar Hill

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

318

Suggest log in King's pond for turtles

6/14/2017 1:11 PM

319

make all the services offered feel like a cohesive unit. Currently the rec center, trail, golf,
clubhouse all feel like separate entities that do not take each other into consideration when
developing strategy.

6/14/2017 12:38 PM

320

protect and highlight the natural vegetation and fauna

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

321

Children's playground

6/14/2017 6:43 AM

322

Make the west side of the chip trail more accessible to disabled (I wouldn't take my mobility
scooter on that side).

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

323

Need pathway from parking area outside gym to chip trail (past pottery studio).

6/13/2017 8:33 PM

324

More indoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

325

Better restaurant serve in the Club house (like it was before)

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

326

expansion of some facilities at CHRC, i.e. more courts

6/13/2017 4:23 PM

327

More tennis courts indoor and outdoor courts

6/13/2017 3:40 PM

328

add water station/s on trail

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

329

Regular trail maintenance

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

330

playground for children

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

331

Outdoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

332

Additional outdoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

333

Expand tennis facility

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

334

add indoor or outdoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

335

remnant garry oak habitat

6/13/2017 7:09 AM

336

Continual restoration in the park

6/12/2017 10:39 PM
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337

Improve chip trail

6/12/2017 8:26 PM

338

Adding a playgound to the lower field, behind rec centre

6/12/2017 8:22 PM

339

enforcement of dogs on leash

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

340

More parking

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

341

N/A

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

342

A few benches along the trail

6/12/2017 3:03 PM

343

Improve trail by planting a hedge along Finlayson

6/12/2017 2:04 PM

344

remove invasive plants

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

345

Softball fields

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

346

remove invasive plants

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

347

Distance markers along the chip trail. This is very much needed for safety reasons. One can fall
on the trail and not have a clue of the name of the road they are nearby nor the # of the fairway
they were walking beside. There must be lots of ideas for these around the world. Perhaps
coloured posts would be more memorable to people if they needed to identify where they are
located. Would save time if emergency responders were needed.

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

348

please fix muddy patches on the trail faster

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

349

expand the tennis and rec facility

6/11/2017 9:58 PM

350

Add some fitness stops along a section of the trail

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

351

playground for kids/teens (adventure course?)

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

352

more accessible to a larger variety of visitors

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

353

Improved collaboration and communication with Saanich Parks at all levels.

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

354

Off leash park

6/11/2017 8:38 AM

355

Increase racquet sport opportunities

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

356

More kids play areas

6/10/2017 3:22 PM

357

clean and enhance King's Pond and the area around it (very mucky and messy looking), while still
keeping it "wild" enough for birds to nest there

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

358

KEEP DOGS ON LEASH!!!! ENFORCEMENT!!!!!!!

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

359

Better maintenance of trails

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

360

Attract more birds

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

361

Improve bowker creek

6/10/2017 7:31 AM

362

8-12 pickleball courts

6/9/2017 10:02 PM

363

More native plants on the trails

6/9/2017 9:52 PM

364

discourage parking on residential streets that are next to the park

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

365

Periodically close golf for open park

6/9/2017 8:24 PM

366

Cycle trails to parallel some of the chip trail

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

367

playground at the northern end

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

368

No, to me, it's fantastic!

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

369

Keeping the long grass from growing into the pathway.

6/9/2017 7:42 PM

370

Preservation of green space

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

371

Remove invasive species

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

372

Expand Rec Centre - more indoor tennis

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

373

Expansion of the Rec Centre

6/9/2017 12:22 PM
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374

enforce on leash trail rules thereare too many dogs off lease in spite of all the on leash signs

6/9/2017 11:24 AM

375

Bowker Creek wetland riparian restoration

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

376

Add outdoor fitness equipment

6/9/2017 10:16 AM

377

make trail wider

6/9/2017 10:02 AM

378

Resturant

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

379

The building of dedicated pickle ball courts

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

380

Volunteers are doing a great job of cleaning it out! Continue with that!

6/9/2017 8:23 AM

381

better food services at clubhouse

6/9/2017 7:37 AM

382

less space allocated to golf

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

383

downsize the golf course, or eliminate it entirely

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

384

Remove the broom!

6/8/2017 10:35 PM

385

removing any junk in bushes. I've noticed someone threw junk in some bushes. Just making sure
it's removed

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

386

More benches

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

387

Wider chip trail

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

388

provide clearly marked safe place to cross ..in terms of flying golf balls.

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

389

Improvements to the chip trail to reduce conflict with users. ie strollers and runners

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

390

Outdoor tennis courts

6/8/2017 6:34 PM

391

Improve and widen chip trail to reduce conflicts

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

392

Get clear communication with Saanich Municipality so they can become advocates for the Parks
without worrying about the Recreational side of things.

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

393

open the restaurant from the time the golf course opens till it closes - dawn to dusk as it was
promised - and if not the restaurant then the Snack shop.

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

394

daylighting creek

6/8/2017 3:21 PM

395

more info on native species (flora & fauna) in the park

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

396

management of invasive non-native species, e.g., English ivy

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

397

dedicated outdoor pickleball court

6/8/2017 11:57 AM

#

2.

DATE

1

slow traffic at the Queensbury/Ascot Bend

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

duck pond needs safety and viewing improvements

9/6/2017 10:54 AM

3

monitor dog owners picking up dog poo

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

4

playground

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

5

Playground

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

6

Dog management 'rules' enforced

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

7

food that can be purchases

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

8

Splash park

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

9

a dog off leash area

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

10

Allow bike to pass through but design to minimize conflict.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

11

Maintain chip trails

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

12

Few (but much improved) soggy spots on winter trail

8/7/2017 6:47 AM

13

small triangular area at Ocean View rd. near the entrance to the park is unkempt -- overgrown with
weeds and not maintained

8/6/2017 2:11 PM
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14

Reduce use of chemicals to maintain the golf course

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

15

Clubhouse should offer better food to encourage community to stop in, e.g., for muffin and coffee

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

16

buy adjacent land, revert to green space

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

17

It isn't broken, so why interfere

8/5/2017 9:29 AM

18

Add seating to baseball field

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

19

Have the maintenance people cut back the undergrowth on that trail

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

20

ball diamonds - looking pretty sad for the groups that play there

8/4/2017 11:07 AM

21

Better restaurant on golf course

8/3/2017 8:11 PM

22

better safety signs on the connector path, bicycle riders do not dismount, safety issue for walkers

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

23

increase/restore natural areas

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

24

Restore bowker Creek Wetland

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

25

daylighting Bowker Creek/Detention wetland

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

26

playground for older kids

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

27

off leash area

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

28

interpretive signs such as ones in Summit Park

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

29

keep as much of the chip trail in chip

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

30

have a coffee house/cappuccino bar open 8:30 on

8/2/2017 10:41 AM

31

no more building in/near park

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

32

more walking trails

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

33

pool

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

34

A club house/resto more attractive to more patrons.

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

35

increase park size

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

36

Better tended litter collection. More opportunities to recycle. Maybe some adopt a segment of the
park, a la Adopt-a-highway.

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

37

build a fastball field

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

38

Outdoor Fitness Stations

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

39

Create a cycling trail network throughout the entire course for ease of commuting through any
direction.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

40

Cut back foxtails in summer

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

41

Add a couple more benches

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

42

Toddler play park

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

43

Toddler play park

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

44

Add exercise equipment

7/26/2017 9:51 PM

45

Better way finding

7/26/2017 9:15 PM

46

Educate people about King's Pond (not over-feeding the mallards).

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

47

Improve garbage containers on golf course(too many rats)

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

48

finlayson entrance to the park

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

49

invasive plants

7/25/2017 12:26 PM

50

more evening activities using the club house - perhaps programs that leverage the natural
surroundings? (eg trails)

7/24/2017 9:30 AM

51

Garden plots

7/23/2017 4:11 PM
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52

Can ball field be used for arts (i.e. theatre)

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

53

night lighting at spaced intervals along the trail

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

54

Repaint lines in golf course parking lot

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

55

Washrooms

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

56

Better signage so people do not travel on the golf course during golfing hours

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

57

keep the clubhouse open inthe evening, alot of golfers around golfing and want to have a lite
dinner and drinks other rec centers stay open why not the course, cannot make money if you do
not spend.

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

58

Continue to improve golf course drainage

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

59

Clean up area in Kings Pond

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

60

open longer inthe evening like the rec centre for snaks not just the outside window, people like to
have a light dinner and drinks after golf in the spring, summer and fall month people do not want to
use the washrooms outside they are dirty.

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

61

phase out golf

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

62

better food/ drinks

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

63

Protected and expand the nature area around kings pool

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

64

Develop Gardens with Water Fixture - Close to Cedar Hill Rec Centre

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

65

Interpretation signs

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

66

trees

7/16/2017 6:12 PM

67

daylight Bowker creek

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

68

signage to highlight native plants

7/15/2017 8:33 PM

69

More varied activities

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

70

RRestaurant open hours that are compatible with users

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

71

Serve good food and good coffee at a contemporary coffee/wine bar

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

72

Lighting in the winter evenings.

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

73

dog bags

7/15/2017 9:21 AM

74

More separation between golfers and walkers

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

75

More hours to meet friends in the restaurant. We used to enjoy going for dinner there

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

76

club house

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

77

Make use of open area near rec Centre (Playground???)

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

78

hours open for restaurant

7/14/2017 8:44 AM

79

fitness stations on chip trail

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

80

Removal of invasive plants

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

81

Drainage of golf course

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

82

Drainage

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

83

more organized parking

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

84

the "restaurant" operation

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

85

cull geese and deer (gasp!) as they damage the ecosystem

7/13/2017 4:17 PM

86

Renovate and/or paint golf "pro shop "

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

87

make sure the people riding bikes get off their bikes they go too fast

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

88

Get rid of blackberries and invasive plants.

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

89

skim ponds

7/13/2017 2:38 PM
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90

Get rid of blackberries and invasive plants.

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

91

Water fountains on trail

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

92

Seating/viewpoint areas along the chip trail

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

93

More chips on the chip trail

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

94

Playground area with some wild areas -not all concrete and climbing equipment.

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

95

expand hours and menu at clubhouse

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

96

better signage for trail entrances

7/11/2017 3:56 AM

97

some of the space is not being utilized well

7/10/2017 10:00 PM

98

Have interpretation sign for the various ecosystems.

7/10/2017 12:33 PM

99

no smoking on the golf course

7/7/2017 10:04 PM

100

Aesthetics

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

101

invest in additonal drainage for the golf course

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

102

Playground for kids, perhaps near the duck pond

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

103

To

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

104

Signage for bicycles ( it is dangerous for bicycles to be on the actual walking trails unless riders
are walking their bikes to get to commuter route.)

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

105

Increase bird habitat.

7/4/2017 4:20 PM

106

More noise awareness - less noise

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

107

Reduce golf to 9 holes from 18

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

108

baby and toddler drop in activities

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

109

Encourage use of park as bicycle transitway

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

110

encourage cyclists to be aware of how bikes damage trails and what they can do to prevent or
minimize

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

111

Open Bowker Creek from the culverts on the west side

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

112

Kids playground near golf clubhouse parking

7/1/2017 8:16 PM

113

As invasive plants are removed, plant more native species and perhaps some species that will be
compatible and adapt to climate change

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

114

More trails for community

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

115

Build an outdoor art space for community markets etc.

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

116

Better netting of the golf course

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

117

Outside exercise stations along the trail

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

118

community centre programming

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

119

more inclusive (ie less golf)

6/28/2017 4:17 PM

120

Nice

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

121

Introduction to golf for at risk teens - (no fees)

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

122

Small climbing wall for children (Calgary has a great example)

6/28/2017 7:18 AM

123

Clear signs to access park and trail

6/26/2017 11:00 AM

124

Bandstand or stage for music or plays

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

125

Better dog control?

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

126

Pickle Ball Courts

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

127

Golf course drainage

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

128

Add exercise equipment along trail like in some other parks

6/23/2017 10:24 AM
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129

Community garden, compost, educational

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

130

Better food / drink at clubhouse - so much potential

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

131

more protection from errant golf balls

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

132

Include a scent garden or something similar for sight impaired or people with other physical
challenges to use.

6/22/2017 1:13 PM

133

more benches to sit on

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

134

Less golf, more nature

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

135

Area for community events

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

136

Get rid of the golf course

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

137

Include a mountain biking (cross country) trail around the perimeter.

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

138

Golf Course

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

139

Eliminate the pass system and charge green fees.

6/21/2017 10:41 AM

140

Seniors Rose Garden similar to Providence farm Duncan

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

141

Add a bike lane on the path that leads to the other side

6/20/2017 7:11 PM

142

Better signage in congested areas to slow down or walk bikes. Have been almost hit by cyclists a
few times in front of the clubhouse.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

143

cease using cedar chips on the trail - they get in shoes & socks causing discomfort - use fine
gravel instead

6/19/2017 5:23 PM

144

More garbage cans around the chip trail!

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

145

community is built by the park as it is; I would not add any more facilities

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

146

Picnic tables where the unused baseball diamond is

6/19/2017 11:41 AM

147

keep the blackberry and ivy down from oaks

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

148

more community events/asssets

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

149

Maybe include a "map" with the route suggestions and lengths and average time lines to walk the
path.

6/19/2017 9:04 AM

150

Removal of invasive grasses

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

151

Outdoor gathering place

6/18/2017 3:28 PM

152

No bikes on paths

6/18/2017 1:30 PM

153

some areas are very underutilized, such as the ball diamond, and could be better served with the
growing demand for tennis and pickleball.

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

154

more access to the natural environment

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

155

Chip trail (rather than gravel) all the way around

6/18/2017 7:34 AM

156

better drainage on the trail

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

157

Plant more trees

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

158

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:09 PM

159

Beautify trail area near Finlayson (gravel fields)

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

160

Some parts of the trail need to be widened

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

161

Can get muddy in the winter

6/17/2017 7:40 PM

162

Expand & improve the trail

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

163

add grass badminton courts

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

164

add outdoor grass badminton courts

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

165

Ecological restoration & reclaiming areas for natural ecosystems

6/17/2017 1:21 PM
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166

Institute pay-parking at the club house as a way to increase revenue for golf without raising green
fees as much

6/17/2017 10:47 AM

167

use the asphalt area for a play area for children and youth

6/17/2017 9:31 AM

168

Club house public dining breakfast, lunch and dinner seven days a week!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

169

More appeal for young people - playground, skatepark

6/17/2017 6:50 AM

170

Playground needed

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

171

Better drainage on trail wet spots

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

172

cut the spear grass before it matures

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

173

More fencing to protect walkers from golf balls.

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

174

Replace light polluting area lights for better stargazing

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

175

More Seating on chip trail

6/16/2017 9:55 AM

176

more nature interpretation signage

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

177

Restore degraded Garry oak habitat

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

178

playgrounds for kids

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

179

Kids play area or splash park. Perhaps in the field behind rec center.

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

180

Return more of the land to it's natural state

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

181

add benches for viewing various areas of interest

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

182

ban bicycles from the chip trail

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

183

additional trails more available to invalid walkers (possibly a firmer surface on some?)

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

184

more greenery and wooded areas

6/15/2017 2:57 PM

185

Add a people & dog drinking fountain somewhere along the trail

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

186

enable golfers to get coffee early in the morning

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

187

Paved east-west bike trail that parallels the current gravel trail

6/15/2017 1:03 PM

188

Clean up all black berry and open the creek

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

189

Drop-in child minding in building

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

190

pickle ball courts

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

191

dog owners pick up after dogs!

6/15/2017 12:08 PM

192

a few educational signs about natural waterways and nature

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

193

More EV charging stations

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

194

Community gardens.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

195

Replace golf course with natural-looking landscape

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

196

A proper restaurant at the clubhouse, used to meet people there for lunch, miss it.

6/15/2017 10:41 AM

197

signs to encourage walkers/joggers to keep to the right on trails

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

198

trail illumination for evening use and safety

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

199

A covered picnic area perhaps just above the ball park

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

200

Clear invasive species

6/15/2017 9:44 AM

201

A playground would be a nice addition

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

202

Outdoor year around exercise areas like are present in China and stanley park.

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

203

do nothing

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

204

do nothing

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

205

directional signage - especially with respect to cycling through

6/15/2017 7:58 AM
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206

add picnic tables, additional benches along the trail

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

207

Better availability for the pottery room in the arts centre

6/15/2017 7:07 AM

208

Ability to have dinner at Golf course

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

209

Full length driving range (golf course or nearby)

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

210

Allow dogs to be off leash, if not just at certain times. These places are rare

6/15/2017 6:43 AM

211

build an outdoor Pickleball court

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

212

Build a pump track for kids

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

213

It could be more family friendly (blackberries - ouch! No playground, picnic areas, etc.)

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

214

make a serious effort to improve the conservation and cultivation of various native wildflowers in
more areas, to improve the numbers of plants of each (eg. as the Camas have been conserved
and much-increased in Playfair Park, for eg.

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

215

Improve the restaurant

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

216

Maintain the natural feeling.

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

217

Larger gym

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

218

The wonderful work of those who have worked getting rid of invasive spevies

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

219

stop encroachment by large houses

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

220

Removal of invasive species in forested areas and by the creek banks.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

221

Water fountains

6/14/2017 1:37 PM

222

more open air arts performances in summer/fall

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

223

use the park more for ecological and cultural education

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

224

More benches along the chip trail for people who have to sit down often.

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

225

More indoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

226

More tennis courts - indoor and outdoor

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

227

Regular golf course Maintenon including the clearing of detritus from the parking lots

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

228

Bbq area for families to enjoy

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

229

Seasonal outdoor cafe

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

230

Additional indoor tennis courts, if demand warrants

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

231

Expand tennis facility

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

232

trim dead limbs from trees overhanging paths

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

233

Space for off leach dog ?? area

6/12/2017 8:26 PM

234

posted trail etiquette suggestions e.g. vocal notice when about to pass, control of dogs when
passing,

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

235

Leave golf course as is

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

236

N/A

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

237

More outdoor seating at the clubhouse for eating and drinking

6/12/2017 2:04 PM

238

keep dogs on leash in sensitive areas

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

239

signage/map of the whole Park at all parking areas with distance info and washroom eg; folks
drive past King's Pond and since it is hidden from view with shrubbery people are simply driving
by. A welcoming sign in the parking area would be wonderful.

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

240

outdoor exercise equipment

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

241

Outsource the clubhouse to a local catering company - it isnt a place for municipal employees

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

242

make a community meeting center at golf course building on derby for food and drink. Social
meeting spot in evenings

6/11/2017 7:47 PM
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243

downsize golf course to nine holes

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

244

Adequate funding for programs and planning to conserve and restore degraded natural areas
including signage.

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

245

No changes to the park

6/11/2017 8:38 AM

246

Improve drainage of the soggy field

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

247

restrict bicycles to the middle connector only - very uncomfortable and even dangerous (for old
folks and young kids) to encounter avid cyclists on the windy curves and bends of the regular
walking trail

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

248

More nature, less golf

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

249

Welcome club house to public. Too focused on golfers only.

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

250

Maintain the trail in winter when it gets muddy

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

251

Habitat for wildlife

6/9/2017 9:52 PM

252

better access to washrooms for users of chip trail - maybe this is not realistic but people use the
bushes too much

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

253

Dig out old skate board park

6/9/2017 8:24 PM

254

Enlarge grassy areas (reduce golf course monopoly)

6/9/2017 8:12 PM

255

ability to have a picnic (grassy area that does not belong to the golfcourse where my kids can run
around, i.e. no thick trees/bushes restricting where they roam)

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

256

Quite often at the duck pond area, people park their cars right across the pathway.

6/9/2017 7:42 PM

257

Limited square footage of rec center -- build up, not out

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

258

Improve/expand the rec centre

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

259

Expand Rec Centre - another gym

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

260

Disc Golf course

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

261

since the derby bicycle connector went in there are more bike pedestrian conflicts on other parts
of the chip trail. Seems to me there are more pedestrians than bikers but parks seem to be
catering more to the organized bike lobby while ingoring the concept of encouraging more people
to walk the park by having it as a safe space in which to walk without the fear of being run down by
a speeding bike.

6/9/2017 11:24 AM

262

On-site public education and signage for the above

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

263

Add accessibitly features (i.e.: easy walking trail)

6/9/2017 10:16 AM

264

outdoor fitness equipment

6/9/2017 10:02 AM

265

Playground

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

266

More trees

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

267

ecosystem interpretive signs

6/9/2017 7:37 AM

268

improve trail to reduce crowding/conflict between user types (runners, strollers, etc.)

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

269

remove current benches and install ergonomic benches that are actually comfortable for sitting on

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

270

Some exercise stations along the path

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

271

benches with great views of the park

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

272

Children's play area

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

273

Outdoor children's playground

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

274

Administratively re-org Parks & Recreation into 2 separate divisions. 13% of our tax dollar DOES
NOT GO TO PARKS! But what % does go to Parks? Give Parks its own budget which it certainly
deserves. AND a decent office building. This is 2017and Nature matters more than ever.

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

275

more garbage cans for the dog poop baggies to go in :)

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

276

educational/ naturalist sineage

6/8/2017 3:21 PM
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277

removal of invasives

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

278

improved protection from errant golf balls

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

#

3.

DATE

1

enforce dogs on leash rules!

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

King's Pond

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

3

widen path around park

9/6/2017 10:14 AM

4

Outdoor fitness area

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

5

conflict between runners and walkers reduced

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

6

encourage the meeting place that is once was

8/9/2017 2:55 PM

7

Support continued vegetation management and tree planting.

8/7/2017 10:21 AM

8

Caution off leash dog owners !

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

9

better trail maintenance -- cutting back overgrown to keep the trail width. Also muddy in the winter
-- needs a good gravel or cedar chip base -- west side near Tracksell avenue. Sometimes
impassable when wet.

8/6/2017 2:11 PM

10

Leave trees that die or fall (so long as they're not a hazard) or at least move the logs to the natural
areas to provide wildlife trees and woody debris (very important part of ecosystems).

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

11

The outside bathrooms are smelly, esp since going unisex

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

12

close to all bicycles

8/5/2017 5:40 PM

13

Provide a bulletin Board notifying the public of matters affecting the park. Place it near derby Road.

8/4/2017 8:50 PM

14

longer kitchen hours at the clubhouse

8/3/2017 9:36 AM

15

facilitate cycling and walking connections

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

16

Improve area around parking lot south end

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

17

add trees for future canopy

8/2/2017 11:40 AM

18

outside public and free tennis court (not old clay court fiasco)

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

19

find some area for tennis/pickleball

8/2/2017 11:15 AM

20

crosswalk to get from across Maplewood/Blenkinsop north of Tattersall--I realize it's not the park
but I'd use it even more

8/2/2017 10:57 AM

21

make bowker creek more room to flow

8/2/2017 9:45 AM

22

open up the creek

8/2/2017 9:37 AM

23

fixing perimeter of Kings Pond - unsafe for kids now

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

24

connect to village/shopping area

7/31/2017 2:31 PM

25

More yoga, bigger rooms for yoga

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

26

better signage for dogs to be leached

7/29/2017 7:53 AM

27

Free Events and Outdoor Activities (Regular Walk & Talks)

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

28

Set up a disc golf couse throughout the course.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

29

Honestly it's pretty great

7/29/2017 12:28 AM

30

Add a water fountain near the trail

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

31

Programs for school age kids to attend on field trips. It's a walkable destination for 4 elementary
schools

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

32

Programs for school age kids to attend on field trips. It's a walkable destination for 4 elementary
schools

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

33

Lighting

7/26/2017 9:15 PM

34

Clear invasives out of Bowker Creek more often (near Rec.Cntre)

7/26/2017 5:51 PM
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35

improve signage and remove invasive species

7/26/2017 4:47 PM

36

commuter bike routes to keep cyclists off golf cart paths

7/26/2017 4:40 PM

37

Picnic area

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

38

Natural playground adjacent to rec centre

7/22/2017 10:29 PM

39

add children's playground

7/22/2017 6:49 PM

40

Add signage to #5 warning golfers of trail and homes below

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

41

Improve Golf Course drainage and cart paths

7/22/2017 7:39 AM

42

Improve the hours when the restaurant is open

7/20/2017 7:38 PM

43

washrooms outside are dirty and since it is a municapal course street people were in using them
and they are very dirty,

7/20/2017 11:02 AM

44

Better signs so walkers do not take the paths to fairways

7/20/2017 7:52 AM

45

Safe footing on large hill West side on chip trail

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

46

washrooms outside are dirty and since it is a municapal course street people were in using them
and they are very dirty,

7/19/2017 4:56 PM

47

add pool to rec centre

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

48

needs something interesting like public art that is interactive

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

49

Widen the Path Around the Golf Course

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

50

Less golf focus

7/17/2017 7:13 AM

51

paths

7/16/2017 6:12 PM

52

signage for native plants

7/15/2017 8:39 PM

53

Outdoor entertainment missing

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

54

.

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

55

Expand program offerings at the rec centre beyond physical and art activities

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

56

Better cycling control past pro shop

7/15/2017 7:36 AM

57

walking trail

7/14/2017 4:03 PM

58

More variety of golfing pass options

7/14/2017 8:55 AM

59

preserve the natural habitat

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

60

Removal of non indigenous animals

7/13/2017 9:17 PM

61

Keeping the natural waterways through the park

7/13/2017 9:13 PM

62

An area for exuberant golfers and walkers to enjoy relaxation while not disturbing families having a
leisurely lunch

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

63

Expand parking lot paved

7/13/2017 3:30 PM

64

washroom need to be cleaned more outside

7/13/2017 2:50 PM

65

Keep trail fresh with chip mixture.

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

66

better signage so that cyclists stay on their own trails

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

67

Keep trail fresh with chip mixture.

7/13/2017 2:38 PM

68

Coffee access

7/13/2017 2:24 PM

69

Add picnic area

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

70

Keeping invasive weeds / shrubs away

7/13/2017 1:44 PM

71

add exercise stations and flowering shrubs along walking path

7/11/2017 12:31 PM

72

Keep adjacent home owners from modifying the natural areas and keep them from dumping in the
park.

7/10/2017 12:33 PM
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73

Functionality

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

74

conduct a tree inventory

7/6/2017 8:56 PM

75

improved pathways, difficult to bike on some paths, specially in bad weather

7/6/2017 3:32 AM

76

Improve

7/5/2017 6:09 PM

77

Stop development of the big homes going up on the path.

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

78

More activity in tune with indigenous culture

7/4/2017 12:02 PM

79

Lease clubhouse upstairs to good restaurant operator

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

80

baby and toddler inclusive fitness activities

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

81

Removing invasives

7/2/2017 5:37 PM

82

Have some place where locals can walk to an inexpensive breakfast on a Saturday or Sunday

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

83

Maintain existing trails to minize short-cutting and environmental damage

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

84

Open the upper reaches of the creek across the golf course and landscape the creek with
appropriate plants to provide shade for the water so it is not too hot for the aquatic life.

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

85

Accommodate community, not just golfers

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

86

Bike trails

6/29/2017 1:37 PM

87

Kings pond should have a fountain / filter to keep the water cleaner

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

88

golf club

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

89

More service

6/28/2017 12:35 PM

90

More water stations for humans/pets

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

91

Area for outdoor market or large gatherings for food/meals (bbq's, food fairs, etc)

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

92

Badminton courts

6/23/2017 11:50 AM

93

Stop feeding the ducks/Rats at Kings Pond

6/23/2017 11:08 AM

94

More protection from golf course

6/23/2017 10:24 AM

95

No cyclists on trails, dangerous and ruin chip trails

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

96

Nature interpretive signs

6/22/2017 7:33 PM

97

add disc golf course options with tee times

6/22/2017 2:28 PM

98

bathrooms along the trail

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

99

Places to gather / picnic / nicer coffeeshop

6/21/2017 9:30 PM

100

Get rid of the broom and blackberries

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

101

Community gardens

6/21/2017 8:10 PM

102

Outdoor nature playground for children (3-8 years of age)

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

103

Tennis / Pickle Ball Courts

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

104

Enforce the leashed dog bylaw.

6/21/2017 10:41 AM

105

Community produce garden similar to Gorge Park

6/21/2017 7:58 AM

106

Re-open the restaurant in the club house.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

107

Keep bicyclists off trail - post notices..

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

108

further improved drainage; further attention to the mud near King's Pond in winter and spring

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

109

better access for more people to pottery space

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

110

better use of gravel parking lots (even if that means developmetn)

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

111

Potential better use for field behind the recreation center

6/19/2017 7:58 AM

112

More support for invasive removal

6/18/2017 1:30 PM
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113

offer more healthy food options in the rec center cafe.

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

114

less golf (but keep 9 holes)

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

115

Maintain the Golf Course

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

116

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:09 PM

117

Police dogs off leash (too many not on-lead)

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

118

More educational/ info boards

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

119

Create a family friendly community space (eg with drop in baby groups)

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

120

At the duck pond.....more information about habitat that live there.

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

121

Better drainage in the ball fields

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

122

Remove geese

6/16/2017 3:20 PM

123

Rent the restaurant to someone who can make a go of it as I think it could make money,I did eat
there often when it was up and running...............it is such a great place to bring visitors.

6/16/2017 11:36 AM

124

Replace the baseball diamond with a community garden.

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

125

Require dogs to be on leash

6/16/2017 10:07 AM

126

Create more opportunity for diverse walking/running opportunities; not just the perimeter trail

6/16/2017 7:35 AM

127

improve drainage in ball diamond area then use it for a playground for the kids, ideally with a trials
bike park or parkour course or similar "wild" playground, even an area with a basketball hoop, etc

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

128

Distance markers along the chip trail. Or even that outdoor fitness equipment that some parks
have now.

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

129

Add more fun things for youth (outdoor rock climbing wall, pump track, volley ball courts)

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

130

improve practice area for golf (especially driving range)

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

131

lower price for osteofit classes

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

132

additional wetland areas and additional native vegetation areas

6/15/2017 3:23 PM

133

Do more to promote the clubhouse for coffee, snacks, etc

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

134

Create active park areas

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

135

Public Playground

6/15/2017 12:37 PM

136

more gym space

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

137

a small-footprint kids playground near rec center

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

138

More footgolf days and hours in winter

6/15/2017 11:04 AM

139

Some outdoor fitness equipment.

6/15/2017 10:55 AM

140

Remove invasive plants

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

141

perhaps a barrier at King's Pond to stop people parking on the trail

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

142

Perhaps the restaurant could run by lease. One of the best views in the city is going to waste.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

143

More garbage cans around the trail

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

144

Paved and chip paths

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

145

preserve it exactly as it is

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

146

preserve it as it is

6/15/2017 8:11 AM

147

lighting

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

148

add boules/bocce courts and/or tennis courts

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

149

Continued invasive plant removal

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

150

Better utilization of the land on the south end of the park (baseball diamonds and adjacent areas)

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

151

Build a dirt jump park for kids

6/15/2017 6:16 AM
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152

It could really be a showcase for Saanich - kind of a 'Beacon Hill North'; it isn't living up to its full
potential

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

153

Continue to remove invasives

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

154

Cedar Hill Park is a special place just as it is.

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

155

More courts including pickleball

6/14/2017 6:01 PM

156

Keeping open spaces for children to play and picnic

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

157

Have a very good coffee house /restaurant at the Club House

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

158

Lower fields - perhaps restoring some areas of wetland would allow other areas to be less boggy
in the winter.

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

159

guided interpretive walks history & natural history

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

160

control and remove invasive species

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

161

More indoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 7:33 PM

162

Larger gym

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

163

Regular maintenance of the nature reserve.

6/13/2017 2:41 PM

164

Tennis courts

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

165

Better drainage in winter

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

166

remove ugly, useless ball diamonds

6/13/2017 8:14 AM

167

Rec centre badly needs new equipment

6/12/2017 8:26 PM

168

no smoking on trails

6/12/2017 4:29 PM

169

Leave park as is

6/12/2017 4:24 PM

170

N/A

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

171

make the playing field more multi sport,soccer, rugby football

6/12/2017 2:03 PM

172

Overdue: please address the poor condition of the steep portion of the trail along the west side:
narrow, blind corner, steep, obstacles-boulders, loose surface. Those with mobility issues are
hooped at this spot!!

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

173

water fountain at King's Pond

6/12/2017 10:51 AM

174

Have a community picnic at the (almost always empty) baseball diamond next to the rec centre

6/11/2017 8:52 PM

175

More community outdoor events. Music in the park, big halloween bonfire, markets in derby
parking lot, before and after school care, nature programs esp for kids

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

176

remediate and return upper portion of golf course near King's Pond to natural landscape

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

177

A strategic, integrated vision and plan for for buildings, creek, natural areas and green open space
around the rec. centre

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

178

Create opportunities for seniors to be active safely

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

179

better signage commenting on the value and history of the park

6/10/2017 2:29 PM

180

open watercourses

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

181

Clean up kings pond

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

182

Do not sacriface open space for tennis courts, pool, etc. - these are offered at other Saanich
facilities

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

183

Improve operating hours at golf clubouse

6/9/2017 4:16 PM

184

Expand Rec Centre - bigger weight room

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

185

Daylighting and repair of Bowker Creek

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

186

Support on-going invasive plant removal and replacement with native plants.

6/9/2017 10:40 AM

187

Add other amenities that draw a wide variety of users

6/9/2017 10:16 AM
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188

outdoor sport courts

6/9/2017 10:02 AM

189

Outdoor exercise equipment

6/9/2017 9:53 AM

190

Comfortable benches ... not angled back or curved and not so high .

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

191

Improve east/west connector to reduce conflict with golfers - for example, cyclists should be asked
to dismount

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

192

if downsizing the golf course, or eliminating it is not an option, then at least make the entire golf
course available to the non-golfing public at least once a week, like they do in Scotland at the St.
Andrew's Golf Course

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

193

More communication about community events

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

194

more types of ducks....

6/8/2017 7:21 PM

195

Adult outdoor fitness circuit

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

196

Outdoor adult fitness circuit

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

197

Improve the values of the leadership; let them be advocates who believe in Nature How about
doing an official "count" of park users to really know how huge "the base" is

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

198

signs identifying the flowers, trees and animals that frequent the area

6/8/2017 3:45 PM

199

enforecement of off leash dogs

6/8/2017 2:53 PM

200

enhancement of teh riparian vegetation around kings pond (to curb erosion and spread of invasive
species)

6/8/2017 1:15 PM
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Q9 Is there anything you’d like to do in the park which you currently
cannot do? (please elaborate)
Answered: 203

Skipped: 402

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Nothing at all - status quo!!

9/6/2017 11:01 AM

2

swimming

9/6/2017 10:51 AM

3

swim and pool exercise programs

9/6/2017 10:50 AM

4

restaurant amenities could be improved, ie increase hours of operation, improved menu, ie make
it into a real restaurant/pub, not just a coffee shop, would be good for community...

9/6/2017 10:35 AM

5

swim

9/6/2017 10:27 AM

6

swim

9/6/2017 10:24 AM

7

bring children to play

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

8

Playground for my grandchildren

8/21/2017 3:50 PM

9

Picnic Areas Open up vistas to the public

8/21/2017 3:37 PM

10

There needs to be a full outdoor calisthenics gym with pullup bars at various hights, dip bars,
rings, inverted row bars, benches for ab exercises, and lots of level ground for doing jump-rope
and other cardio intervals. There don't seem to be any serious calesthenic parks anywhere in
Victoria, where adults of any age can do an out-door work out. Everything seems to be those
ineffective machines , highly resctrictive equipment or play structures for children. There needs to
be a place where adults who are serious about calisthenics can go and do things like pull ups,
muscle ups and real body weight training.

8/7/2017 10:00 PM

11

Playground

8/7/2017 8:20 PM

12

play area for dog off leash

8/7/2017 12:49 PM

13

We have a wonderful restaurant location, with stellar vistas - lets build to improve the dining
experience.

8/7/2017 8:42 AM

14

Eat an/or have a drink in the late afternoon or evening. Seems a missed opportunity to have such
limited hours for the cafe. Get the right operator, and it could be a destination, at least in the
summer.

8/6/2017 2:11 PM

15

I would like to be able to explore areas not currently accessible except to golfers (except when I
was skiing last winter). There should be times when pedestrians could access the course, but
currently, the staff shooes you off if you venture off the pedestrian trails.

8/6/2017 10:58 AM

16

We used to drop into the clubhouse for lunch with friends, but we stopped doing that with the
current limited menu. It used to be a great visiting place for us.

8/6/2017 10:26 AM

17

No

8/5/2017 9:44 AM

18

Festivals in the ball diamond area.

8/5/2017 8:43 AM

19

Picnic. Off leash dog area.

8/4/2017 7:52 PM

20

Nicer area for picnicing would be great. People love to stop, visit and talk, and while benches here
and there and the area around the golf buildings, would be nice to have tete-a-tete style seating
throughout/along the entire chip trail.

8/4/2017 11:07 AM

21

cycle through without dismounting

8/2/2017 12:01 PM

22

Walk on the golf course

8/2/2017 11:47 AM

23

locations around the trail to stop and enjoy nature

8/2/2017 11:40 AM
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24

picnic (tables; tennis; water park; library; music/amphitheatre; soccer net (not field); basketball;
courses (gazebo); exercise stations (along trail); outside senior exercise station; older kid
playground; sand pit

8/2/2017 11:28 AM

25

use whole area during daylight hours

8/2/2017 11:21 AM

26

would like pedestrian access to present golf course

8/2/2017 11:06 AM

27

No

8/2/2017 9:56 AM

28

swim, playground exploration, visit a nature house, have a picnic

8/2/2017 9:13 AM

29

Better bike/shared use pathway (as above). A naturalized play-area for kids (large rocks & logs).
Water play area?

7/31/2017 9:59 PM

30

Swim. An outdoor pool would be amazing and a huge draw from all over the CRD. Good return on
investment and a priceless opportunity for kids and parent to share.

7/30/2017 11:26 AM

31

Commute through north to south by bike.

7/29/2017 7:40 AM

32

Cycle through as a mode of commuting across north to south.

7/29/2017 5:31 AM

33

participate in a community food forest

7/28/2017 3:05 PM

34

Play at the playground with my son any hours unless occupied by your programs

7/28/2017 7:56 AM

35

No

7/27/2017 7:22 PM

36

No - it is really nice the way it is!

7/27/2017 8:23 AM

37

Bike through it

7/27/2017 7:50 AM

38

Bike through it as part of a commute

7/27/2017 12:59 AM

39

Nothing!

7/26/2017 5:51 PM

40

no

7/25/2017 10:26 PM

41

Garden plots

7/23/2017 4:11 PM

42

Have a morning coffee and muffin year round - make it a community destination for walkers etc.
There are several walking clubs using the trail. Draw them in.

7/22/2017 7:46 AM

43

Work as a volunteer

7/19/2017 9:05 PM

44

Not dismounting when cycling through.

7/19/2017 1:20 PM

45

playground, swimming

7/19/2017 11:22 AM

46

not much for older children over age 8

7/18/2017 11:15 AM

47

BBQ and picnic

7/17/2017 4:11 PM

48

restaurant service for dinner

7/17/2017 3:16 PM

49

No

7/17/2017 2:57 PM

50

Pickleball

7/17/2017 11:19 AM

51

Family space

7/15/2017 3:45 PM

52

Have a coffee or breakfast before 10 or 11Am Have alcoholic beverages available as per liquor
laws established in B.C. Hours can and should be modified to comply with every other course in
the city

7/15/2017 1:54 PM

53

Yes..needs a picnic area and needs a good coffee place with good food. Would like community
garden if conditions permit.

7/15/2017 1:51 PM

54

My kids and I would like to bike from the Northwest corner to the Northeast corner. We live in
Maplewood and would like safer and easier access do the Shelbourne community.

7/15/2017 10:31 AM

55

Nothing comes to mind

7/14/2017 10:25 PM

56

Ride my bicycle

7/13/2017 9:34 PM

57

outside tennis, pickleball

7/13/2017 9:27 PM

58

I like it just as it is

7/13/2017 9:12 PM
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59

No

7/13/2017 6:58 PM

60

We can become used to almost anything but the main wish I hear is to increase the functionality of
the clubhouse facilities.

7/13/2017 5:28 PM

61

swim!

7/13/2017 4:47 PM

62

As said earlier gave food and beverage available in the summer months after five .

7/13/2017 3:48 PM

63

Play pickleball

7/13/2017 2:00 PM

64

Improve access for bicycles to the walking trail at Glacier and around to Epsom and Arbutus to
make the north/south transit better, particularly for families taking children to Doncaster Elementary
and for students from Doncaster area travelling to Reynolds High School. This would alleviate the
need to ride along Tattersall to the east/west cross or to ride along Cedar Hill X to Cedar Hill as
none of these streets have much in the way of bike lanes. Widening the trail and improving part of
the surface for bicycles would also be helpful.

7/11/2017 2:36 PM

65

Disc golf

7/10/2017 10:00 PM

66

Play tennis outdoors

7/9/2017 8:14 PM

67

No

7/8/2017 1:49 PM

68

Grow food, educate public, showcase sustainability

7/7/2017 8:20 AM

69

Play pickleball outside. Inside courts are too small (very little back of court room) and not often
available due to other gym activities

7/6/2017 1:16 PM

70

No

7/4/2017 6:30 PM

71

Listen to some live music in the park during the summer. Have community picnics or games.

7/4/2017 4:23 PM

72

No

7/4/2017 4:02 PM

73

Enjoy a good meal with a spectacular view. What a squandered resource!

7/2/2017 8:36 PM

74

Picnic areas

7/2/2017 5:46 PM

75

Since Cabin 12 closed, there is no longer a place to which I and my husband can walk through the
park early in the morning for breakfast. We do incorporate into our walks a detour to the business
on Gosworth for ice cream or donairs.

7/2/2017 8:48 AM

76

No. The park has a good combination of public access (chip trail, golf course and rec center),
environmentally sensitive areas (Kings Pond), places for quiet contemplation and magnificent
viewpoints

7/2/2017 7:23 AM

77

Not really. I'd prefer to keep out hard footprint as small as possible.

6/30/2017 9:55 PM

78

Swimming - it is the perfect spot for an outdoor swimming pool.

6/29/2017 3:03 PM

79

Play tennis outside.

6/29/2017 2:07 PM

80

Nope

6/29/2017 7:43 AM

81

Play disc golf

6/28/2017 9:34 PM

82

More benches along the trails would be helpful for older folks

6/28/2017 6:38 PM

83

Outdoor pool...we need one somewhere in the city!

6/28/2017 10:01 AM

84

Nothing

6/27/2017 5:07 PM

85

i dont see the need for improvement

6/27/2017 4:07 PM

86

bike from the end of Diana Rd to Ascot Dr

6/26/2017 7:18 PM

87

Community garden

6/26/2017 11:38 AM

88

Bike through it Listen/watch outdoor music/plays/movies.

6/25/2017 1:36 PM

89

No

6/24/2017 10:10 PM

90

Have a glass of wine on a bench ??

6/23/2017 7:06 AM

91

Disc golf

6/23/2017 6:53 AM

92

play disc golf

6/22/2017 2:28 PM
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93

I currently cannot walk my dog off-leash.

6/22/2017 12:10 PM

94

Watch a ball game.

6/21/2017 8:13 PM

95

Would love to see the golf clubhouse better marketed as a dining destination. It's a beautiful facility
that very few people know about for food. Totally underutilized, closed for several weeks in the
winter, late openings, very limited menu. Both the cafes at the cedar hill rec center and
commonwealth are well patronized, the clubhouse should be too. Lots of families, walkers , etc.

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

96

Cross country Mountain biking Nature playground for kids

6/21/2017 1:30 PM

97

Id like to be able to use the whole space, rather than having the golf course take up the majority of
the space.

6/21/2017 12:07 PM

98

Better use of the baseball diamond green area.

6/21/2017 11:32 AM

99

no

6/20/2017 5:11 PM

100

Can't let dog off-leash. Nice to finish up a walk around the pathway with a little bit of off leash play
that does not impede runners, other walkers or risk dogs getting onto golf course.

6/20/2017 3:17 PM

101

A children's playground - maybe near the farmhouse? - similar to that at Playfair Park

6/19/2017 3:38 PM

102

not that I am aware of! I want only to be able to walk freely there. I like the presence of runners and
other walkers.

6/19/2017 1:30 PM

103

have a steam bath.

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

104

some part where my dog is permitted off-leash

6/19/2017 10:33 AM

105

no

6/19/2017 7:32 AM

106

Accommodate cyclists - from Epsom Rd to Jennifer. Either widen this section of pathway, or
change the walkway on the golf course allow cyclists to access Jennifer or Derby.

6/18/2017 11:35 AM

107

high demand for the tennis courts frequently has me travelling to other municipalities to play tennis
where there is more availability.

6/18/2017 10:14 AM

108

It is great as it is, don't see why you need to "fix" something that it;s not broken.

6/18/2017 8:33 AM

109

ride my bike along the edge of the park. Doesn't need to be the same path as walkers/runners but
it is a great connection from King's Pond to the Rec Centre

6/18/2017 8:26 AM

110

Play tennis outdoors

6/17/2017 11:53 PM

111

Saanich needs more ice rinks. Many kids on waiting lists as they cannot join SMHA!

6/17/2017 9:26 PM

112

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:09 PM

113

Would LOVE bike/rollerblade/etc. loop beside walking trail, but know that's a big ask!

6/17/2017 8:55 PM

114

Kids playground Outdoor tennis court

6/17/2017 8:23 PM

115

A playground, water park basketball/hockey/tennis courts could be nice additions

6/17/2017 7:14 PM

116

see above

6/17/2017 1:40 PM

117

volleyball and badminton

6/17/2017 1:30 PM

118

Take kids to a playground

6/17/2017 1:21 PM

119

Would LOVE a sauna or hot tub facility!

6/17/2017 7:38 AM

120

No playground for children

6/16/2017 4:37 PM

121

It might be fun to add an outdoor obstacle / parkour course for young and old near the rec center.

6/16/2017 11:07 AM

122

Community garden -- in a deer free, collaborative space; including some demonstrations (Can't do
this in my own backyard because it is an EDPA zone).

6/16/2017 8:52 AM

123

Have a meal

6/16/2017 8:22 AM

124

Community events (e.g., concerts, block parties, movies)

6/16/2017 8:15 AM

125

Except for the cut-through trail, my experience as a non-golfer is restricted to the SE corner and
the perimeter. I'd like more opportunities for walking, and more spots for quiet contemplation and
conversation.

6/16/2017 7:35 AM
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126

Have an off leash area to walk your dog

6/16/2017 7:15 AM

127

Walk on the golf course.

6/16/2017 5:57 AM

128

meet friends for coffee - current space is dated, not aesthetically appealing, serves poor quality
food and beverages take the kids somewhere to play and meet other parents there

6/15/2017 10:08 PM

129

Nowhere to ride a bike, especially for our son.

6/15/2017 9:49 PM

130

No.

6/15/2017 9:16 PM

131

Cycle commute on the trails.

6/15/2017 7:07 PM

132

swim in pond

6/15/2017 6:53 PM

133

swim

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

134

An off-leash play area would be FANTASTIC.

6/15/2017 1:20 PM

135

We would like there to be an operating restaurant.

6/15/2017 1:04 PM

136

Perhaps more picnic and family areas.

6/15/2017 1:00 PM

137

off-leash dog space

6/15/2017 12:25 PM

138

Cycle from Derby Rd to Queensbury Ave.

6/15/2017 12:17 PM

139

entertain small Grandchildren

6/15/2017 11:32 AM

140

Swim :) I'd love to have a swimming pool here

6/15/2017 10:23 AM

141

play area for young children

6/15/2017 10:05 AM

142

I think the park is perfectly balanced as is. The golf course and rec centre are enough
infrastructure. I love the walk around the course and big field in front of the McRae house.

6/15/2017 9:56 AM

143

Picnic space or an off-leash dog area (fenced, of course!)

6/15/2017 9:27 AM

144

Evening walks after dark or twilight.

6/15/2017 8:24 AM

145

no. it is perfect the way it is

6/15/2017 8:14 AM

146

No

6/15/2017 8:05 AM

147

activities such as bocce or use outdoor exercise equipment in area currently occupied by baseball
diamond

6/15/2017 7:33 AM

148

I would like to be able to meet friends for dinner or drinks

6/15/2017 7:03 AM

149

Perhaps a disk golf course

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

150

Walk my dog off leash.

6/15/2017 6:43 AM

151

yes, play Pickleball outdoors

6/15/2017 6:17 AM

152

Cycle. I want to commute on a portion of the trail

6/15/2017 6:16 AM

153

Requires a longer (length) driving range

6/15/2017 6:13 AM

154

No

6/15/2017 6:10 AM

155

A bandstand, and summer music programs, would be very cool. Community gardens would be a
nice touch somewhere in the park. Some grassy space for lounging in the sun would be great!

6/14/2017 8:59 PM

156

no

6/14/2017 8:54 PM

157

See above #2. Would love to be able to walk around the park, then have a decent meal in an
attractive spot

6/14/2017 8:31 PM

158

water fountain

6/14/2017 8:23 PM

159

No, just enjoy it.

6/14/2017 6:08 PM

160

Love the feeling of open spaces and a neibourhood area where this can be enjoyed

6/14/2017 3:55 PM

161

Sit down to socialize over coffee/ beer/ meal in a beautiful setting

6/14/2017 2:41 PM
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162

I believe the lower fields could be used more for things like Community Garden or picnic areas but
due to the boggy fields, this is not usually possible. If the restoration of Bowker Creek's banks and
development of some areas of wetlands could alleviate this, that could be a good thing. If the area
is all natural wetland then perhaps it should be restored to such. Thank you!

6/14/2017 2:34 PM

163

no

6/14/2017 1:52 PM

164

No. Park is for all to enjoy naturally abundant features through effective parks & rec programs, not
a zone for businesses developement

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

165

walk on the greens :)

6/14/2017 9:46 AM

166

Go to the bathroom!

6/14/2017 12:29 AM

167

Play tennis outside

6/13/2017 5:02 PM

168

play on a clay court

6/13/2017 4:23 PM

169

Play tennis outside

6/13/2017 3:40 PM

170

Play area for kids, Tennis

6/13/2017 1:38 PM

171

Play tennis outdoors

6/13/2017 1:34 PM

172

outdoor tennis

6/13/2017 12:52 PM

173

Play outdoor tennis

6/13/2017 12:45 PM

174

There is no meeting place for families with kids outside on the south end (opposite Kings pond). A
playground would be awesome and well used. I feel there is wasted space by having two baseball
diamonds. That space is really only used two months out of the year.

6/12/2017 8:22 PM

175

Nothing I can think of.

6/12/2017 3:59 PM

176

Young children love the ducks at King's Pond but it would be nice if there were one or two spots
around the trail where a mom or grandparents could park a stroller and the children could safely
play in a natural habitat. (and far away from golf balls!) As much as it is fun to feed the ducks, I
would be in favour of a 'do not feed the ducks/wildlife' sign (I have seen a car with one adult park
at King's Pond and open the trunk and haul out great loads of seed....very unnecessary and
attracts the rats) and this trend seems to be catching on elsewhere (the seals at the inner harbour
eg)

6/12/2017 1:06 PM

177

ride bikes on all trails, play in a playground, enjoy a social evening atmosphere at derby golf
building like pub nights with music and food and drinks say 6 till 11 pm. Maybe darts and pool
tables +/- pingpong. Maybe a teen center and skate park similar to gordon head. Would love a
pool at cedarhill rec.

6/11/2017 7:47 PM

178

Play with children, esp. activities involving many children at once. Focus of golf at publicly
subsitized rates abnormally favours one small segment of the community. With the myriad golf
courses in Victoria and lower V.I., it just makes sense from an inclusivity point of view, and in line
with the values of Saanich Parks, to open this beautiful space to a more diverse population.

6/11/2017 3:30 PM

179

Outdoor social space including kids playground, gathering area, picnic, close to rec. centre. Better
use of golf club house to focus on community: meetings, informal gathering and fun for the
WHOLE community. We need the park to reflect our community not just Saanich's corporate
identity.

6/11/2017 12:57 PM

180

Clay court tennis.

6/11/2017 8:04 AM

181

No

6/10/2017 5:13 PM

182

Picnick tables.

6/10/2017 9:00 AM

183

Off leash dog area

6/10/2017 8:35 AM

184

Pickleball courts

6/9/2017 10:02 PM

185

kids playground

6/9/2017 8:46 PM

186

yes, i would like to have a playground - the one at Doncaster school isnt reallymeant for toddlers
and there is no swings, which are big at my kids age (2 y.o.)

6/9/2017 8:08 PM

187

Outdoor tennis courts

6/9/2017 5:46 PM
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188

No. It is a good place to walk and chill and meditate. The birds and benches are nice. And even
though it's a golf course, it is green, and open: we need more spaces like these. Less busy, and
peaceful.

6/9/2017 5:14 PM

189

Ride my bike from Derby St through to Queensbury Avenue.

6/9/2017 1:39 PM

190

Disc golf

6/9/2017 12:22 PM

191

I would like to be able to play outdoor pickle ball.... especially in a party shaded area

6/9/2017 8:32 AM

192

Have a beer/snack at clubhouse looking at the mountains

6/9/2017 7:37 AM

193

The value of the park is greatly reduced by the limited natural area, and lack of maintenance of
non-golf areas. There should be more space allocated to native landscape and riparian areas to
increase the value of the park for walking, birdwatching, accessing Doncaster/Queensbury by
bike. Kings pond is neglected and the environment around it crowded & made inaccessible by the
golf course.

6/9/2017 3:00 AM

194

I would like to walk every inch of the park freely, crisscrossing it from all directions, in all directions,
across the greens, at all times

6/9/2017 2:18 AM

195

No. Our family likes the park the way it is. It's nice to go for a walk there. Also if my son has
programs at the rec centre we walking him through the park to the centre. We also feed the ducks
there.

6/8/2017 9:38 PM

196

Fly a kite

6/8/2017 7:48 PM

197

Outdoor physical activity gym, children's play area

6/8/2017 7:43 PM

198

walk and play in the area dedicated to golfing

6/8/2017 6:58 PM

199

Outdoor tennis courts

6/8/2017 6:34 PM

200

Be able to connect by bike from Queensbury to Doncaster

6/8/2017 6:33 PM

201

Picnic tables & chairs (even moveable ones) are necessary. How about extending the Park by
buying "Jenkins Pond" or whatever that pond is called and redesigning the whole water course
there now that "upper Kings Pond" is Saanich property

6/8/2017 5:08 PM

202

outdoor exercise stations (near the rec centre) would be a good addition

6/8/2017 1:15 PM

203

Play pickleball outdoors

6/8/2017 11:57 AM
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Q10 Reach 17, a tributary of Bowker Creek, flows through the park.
Which of the following enhancement/restoration efforts would you like to
see for Reach 17? (check all that apply)
Answered: 441

Skipped: 164

Expansion of
wetland to...

Enhancements
to creek to...

Open and
restore area...

Including art
and sculptur...

Boardwalk/viewi
ng area...

Educational
signs
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Expansion of wetland to reduce downstream flooding

52.83%

233

Enhancements to creek to follow a more curved natural stream channel

58.28%

257

Open and restore areas currently enclosed in a culvert – exposing the creek to daylight

64.85%

286

Including art and sculptural elements into the restoration design

26.98%

119

Boardwalk/viewing area incorporated into the restoration design

61.22%

270

Educational signs

56.01%

247

Total Respondents: 441
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Q11 Do you have any other comments or concerns about Bowker Creek
‘Reach 17’?
Answered: 98

Skipped: 507

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

If the size of the golf course (that is make it par 3/9 hole) needs to be reduce to enhance the creek
that would be a good thing.

9/6/2017 10:48 AM

2

It is an important example of a natural system. We need to repair and preserve to educate future
generations about nature and wildlife

9/6/2017 10:18 AM

3

Restore more natural area for birds, pollinators and native plants

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

4

Signs: only if circumspect...not large ugly signs. The current situation is not ideal

8/21/2017 3:42 PM

5

I think the Friends of Bowker Creek would be a very good resource to know what could be done
and should be done. Know that one change affects another so one has to be careful of those
changes.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

6

Wetland expansion, while desirable should not promote mosquitoes (Lyme disease) or ticks.

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

7

Wetland construction and flood control should dominate decisions but integration into the design of
the golf course a requirement.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

8

Sometimes adults with young children are around the pond and are in danger from golfers off #5
tee. Need to make sure "walkers" stay off the golf course. Please have appropriate signage!

8/6/2017 10:32 AM

9

Would be against art/sculptural/viewing components - best as natural and undisturbed as possible
once restored.

8/5/2017 9:51 AM

10

I'd want more education regarding creeks and their best routes, etc, before answering the above
questions

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

11

Its fine the way it is. Keep the artists and other do gooders away from spoiling its natural beauty.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

12

Didn't really know that it was covered up

8/4/2017 7:54 PM

13

Adhere to objectives set out in the Bowker Creek Blueprint

8/2/2017 12:03 PM

14

Restoration will help mitigate downstream effects of climate change; raise natural wildlife habitats

8/2/2017 11:49 AM

15

Support the 100 year plan

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

16

Turn southern parking lot into a flower parking lot

8/2/2017 10:35 AM

17

Whichever of these is the most needed/beneficial for the ecosystem is what I'd like to see done. If
it is only for cosmetic reasons I don't see the need.

8/2/2017 10:05 AM

18

Consider renaming that section of Bowker? Who's ever heard of that? First nations or other
historical recognition?

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

19

I'm not an art hater but including art and sculptural elements does seem unnecessary, given the
natural beauty of a restored natural stream. That's gilding the lily.

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

20

Keep it clean.

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

21

I support all restoration efforts.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

22

Strongly support restoration. It's a shame to hide the stream

7/29/2017 12:32 AM

23

I think its fine as is.

7/28/2017 1:55 PM

24

I love Bowker Creek! It flows behind out house - having a natural water stream in the
neighbourhood is wonderful - let's take good care of it.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

25

It has been too long neglected. I look forward to improvements.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

26

It's a beautiful area of the park that appears to be overgrown with invasives

7/26/2017 4:50 PM
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27

Educational signs may draw groups of school children to trail.

7/22/2017 7:59 AM

28

Maybe a multi-use trail could run parallel to the creek.

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

29

Pretty crowded part of trail with people & ducks at times.. improved flow would help

7/16/2017 1:32 PM

30

Sorry I am up to speed with the creek and think any decisions should be made by qualified
individuals who have the best interests of the park at heart

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

31

winter drainage is non existant

7/14/2017 8:48 AM

32

Danger to citizens with viewing areas next to golf course ie number 5 hole people walk around
pond without realizing the danger from Tee box up the hill

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

33

Leave as is

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

34

Creating a small "beach" area for children to access the creek.

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

35

It is a great chance to restore the wetland ecosystem.

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

36

I have often observed suds or some kind of discoloured foam draining out of a culvert from the
clubhouse parking lot into a creek. I'm not sure if that is part of 'reach 17' but it is something I'm
concerned about.

7/7/2017 10:11 PM

37

Portions of the creek are under the 7th and 5th holes. Care must be taken not to disturb the golf
holes.

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

38

Perhaps provide a photo, I've no idea what reach 17 is

7/6/2017 3:36 AM

39

I am in favour of all the efforts already being made to care for this properly. I really enjoyed the
educational presentation about Bowker Creek that were made as part of an event last year, " A
Walk in the Park".

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

40

I worry that it will become a garbage bin. I would hope the art and sculptural works would fit in with
a natural space and enhance it.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

41

Bowker Creek is an important part of our park. Please treat it with respect - open it out to flow
freely and provide more wetlands. Do not make this into an artshow.

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

42

Just daylight it using as natural contours as you can. It will make the golf course more interesting
to plan as well as making it more attractive habitat for birds and the eye.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

43

None

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

44

Great idea

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

45

Hold a Paint-In event where artists and children can set up and paint en plein air all along the
pathway.

6/28/2017 10:12 AM

46

Only add art/boardwalk/education if it will not interfere with restoration or increase habitat damage.

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

47

I didn't even know about it. We need to protect our urban wilderness.

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

48

Educational programs and incentives to reduce storm water flows and improve quality leading to
the creek itself

6/22/2017 7:37 PM

49

Daylighting and restoration are wonderful ideas - so few natural creeks left in Saanich

6/21/2017 9:36 PM

50

I would like to see more waterways restored and un-enclosed from culverts whenever practical.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

51

A map showing it would be nice to better understand the scope of the work you're referring to
above.

6/19/2017 6:07 PM

52

as above - but don't allow it to flood the ball field...

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

53

I would keep it as natural as possible, and certainly not try to re-design it; I would try to restore it
to, say, 1960s nature, but not 'improve' it. What would be lost by exposing the creek to daylight? I
see the advantages, but would avoid too much 'development' in achieving this.

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

54

I do not know specifically "reach 17" but I see wildlife enjoying all the wetlands in this park and
encourage management that enhances habitat

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

55

If restored, would be a beautiful centre focus of the overall park space

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

56

Use as demonstration area to encourage residents to restore other areas on private land.

6/19/2017 8:11 AM

57

My opinion should place second to expert analysis as to water/wetland needs

6/19/2017 7:38 AM
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58

I feel that because this is an urban park the emphasis and funding should be on activity. There are
numerous other options for nature experiences in greater Victoria.

6/18/2017 10:26 AM

59

would love to see more of it day-lighted. It is a huge asset to the urban environment. An important
place for kids to explore and know about

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

60

Flooding downstream should be prevented.

6/17/2017 9:29 PM

61

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

62

I rarely think about that creek when I go for walk. It's quite hidden.

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

63

Publicise it more - few people realise that it is in the park, encourage resting sites closer to the
creek

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

64

Don't give it much/any thought

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

65

Need to be mindful of cost.

6/16/2017 3:24 PM

66

I hope this new push on planning will result in restoration of this portion of Bowker Creek. The clay
court development would have kickstarted restoration, but I worried that its demise might delay
restoration indefinitely.

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

67

The focus should be on preserving the natural environment. The creek does not need a
boardwalk, sculptures etc. The natural environment is beautiful and engaging as it is.

6/15/2017 9:59 PM

68

No

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

69

Pls develop connections to bike trails

6/15/2017 1:07 PM

70

Any enhancement may fill with golf balls.

6/15/2017 12:32 PM

71

I love art but not in Natural settings unless maybe a wood-carving

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

72

I think Bowker Creek has been ill used over the years and anything we can to do to restore it
would really add to our neighbourhood.

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

73

I am in favour of restoration but only to the extent that it can be done with minimal interference or
disruption to the current park, trails, and golf course.

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

74

I support any plan that is to preserve nature. i do not know about any problems with the creek, but
if there are any then i approve of doing something to fix them

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

75

I would hope that any enhancements to the creek would not alter the existing walking trail.

6/15/2017 8:09 AM

76

I see pollution in the stream. Neighbours need education that their fertilizer and spilled lawnmower
gas gets into the stream.

6/15/2017 7:09 AM

77

No.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

78

Do not add art or sculpture to it. It will wreck it and it's a waste of money.

6/15/2017 6:14 AM

79

Bowker Creek is a treasure, a former salmon stream; restoring it and using it for educational
purposes and salmon enhancement should be a top priority

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

80

Don't let the blackberries dominate the creek

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

81

It's a shame Saanich council members turned down the clay court proposal a few years ago,
which had a spectacular site improvement plan for Bowker Creek

6/13/2017 12:47 PM

82

no, it's FINE

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

83

Don't change golf course

6/12/2017 4:25 PM

84

I am not well educated as to what needs to be done here but am in favour of anything positive to
bring it back to life.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

85

While these are 'nice-to-have's' they are not my personal top priorities, so it depends on the cost.

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

86

This is a great opportunity. Plan for Bowker needed that integrates with golf and activities in "Ball
Fields". The area is full of invasive willow and blackberry. Long term commitment to maintaining
the area is needed. Gravel parking and dumping is a problem.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

87

Any improvements other than re-vegetation should not impact the operation of the golf course nor
should be expensive. Daylighting any areas should only be done when other infrastructure work in
the area is already going to be done.

6/10/2017 11:54 AM
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88

I would encourage you to spend money on upgrades/development before education.

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

89

MOst people are totally unaware its there

6/9/2017 8:14 PM

90

I'm not sure about expansions, restorations and enhancements. The important thing is to protect
the creek, and to keep the biodiversity on it healthy.

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

91

Remove the invasive species

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

92

Upgrade bridge as non-slip open grate and viewing spot,

6/9/2017 10:47 AM

93

Enhancing the park environment in this way will increase park usage at a relatively low cost,
making the park a more valuable public asset while improving the environment and supporting
ecosystems.

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

94

Ensure that the creek is not impacted and protect wildlife that use the creek.

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

95

Pollution runoff from the golf course.

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

96

Restore wetland and enhance native plants for wildlife and pollinators

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

97

all six are desirable now the thing is to get a design funded so work can begin. Surely BCI knows
what would work well. $$$$$$

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

98

erosion, spread of invasive species in riparian zone, e.g., Himalayan blackberry, garbage
dumping, removal of vegetation

6/8/2017 1:21 PM
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Q12 Do you have any ideas regarding the following areas: (please
elaborate)
Answered: 285

Skipped: 320

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Baseball Diamonds

63.16%

180

Hill below McRae House (historical house on the hill overlooking the Recreation Centre)

65.61%

187

Parking Lots off of Finlayson Street

40.70%

116

King’s Pond

52.98%

151

Queensbury Ave Parking Area (near Kings Pond)

36.14%

103

#

BASEBALL DIAMONDS

DATE

1

please don't add baseball diamonds - there are lots in Victoria already

9/6/2017 10:30 AM

2

underused

9/6/2017 10:18 AM

3

not being used

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

4

The green space is beautiful. Family's can come out and enjoy

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

5

keep and encourage their use

8/7/2017 2:20 PM

6

promote use as they always seem empty

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

7

Seems largely unused -- is there no demand?

8/6/2017 2:13 PM

8

Do not expand these. Keep the one that's already there.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

9

maintain - appreciate use for informal sports

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

10

Are these used frequently enough?

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

11

retain them

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

12

Desperately need improving. Field is rough and players can be injured.

8/5/2017 8:47 AM

13

I have not seen them used when I have been at the park

8/5/2017 8:11 AM

14

Underused.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

15

Update fencing as looking rather shabby. More nearby seating for fans of the game

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

16

go down to 1

8/2/2017 11:32 AM

17

off leash area

8/2/2017 11:22 AM

18

enough ball fields

8/2/2017 11:18 AM

19

outdoor fitness and place for family area

8/2/2017 10:51 AM

20

leave as is

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

21

No more

8/2/2017 9:47 AM

22

Address drainage issues, if not too expensive

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

23

Outdoor pool

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

24

improve the baseball diamond and build a fastball diamond

7/29/2017 7:54 AM

25

Pickle Ball

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

26

Pickle ball Court.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

27

get read of these, they are not used AT ALL

7/28/2017 3:06 PM
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28

keep one or both

7/28/2017 1:55 PM

29

Make it a pump track fir kids to bike on

7/27/2017 7:53 AM

30

Make it a pump track fir kids to bike on

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

31

At least one and perhaps both need to be removed. The space could be better used by a broader
section of the community and larger variety of possible activities

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

32

These don't appear to get much use. Perhaps they could be turned into something else

7/26/2017 3:35 PM

33

make good use of them

7/25/2017 12:29 PM

34

Seem underused, could a kids league or lessons be there

7/22/2017 10:35 PM

35

promote more...it's a great location

7/21/2017 1:51 PM

36

Convert to waterpark for Rec Centre

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

37

great idea, I have played ball there and also people let their dogs run there

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

38

As long as they are used by children

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

39

low priority but important to add more than just golf

7/19/2017 11:26 AM

40

I have never seen them used

7/17/2017 8:44 AM

41

Keep them, encourage more use /activity

7/16/2017 1:32 PM

42

maintain them

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

43

not used often when I am there. Away in thr summer

7/15/2017 6:44 PM

44

Use for outdoor concerts and events when not being used for baseball

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

45

Ok do not convert to green tennis courts

7/15/2017 7:42 AM

46

Great It is always good to encourage sport activities for all ages

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

47

Could use some upgrading. Maybe a fence

7/14/2017 8:58 AM

48

why are the baseball diamonds not utilized more? If no interest, convert to other activities

7/13/2017 9:35 PM

49

Not used anymore expand Creek there

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

50

I fully support the extra facities for team sports

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

51

promote more...it's a great location

7/13/2017 4:54 PM

52

Leave as is

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

53

it should be kept, people love playing ball

7/13/2017 2:58 PM

54

not needed

7/11/2017 3:57 AM

55

get rid of them. Use the space for other sporting activities

7/10/2017 10:03 PM

56

Keep them as this is the only flat open area for many activities.

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

57

Convert to tennis courts

7/9/2017 8:17 PM

58

keep expand facility to match other saanich baseball facilities.

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

59

I wouldn't like to see those

7/4/2017 10:11 PM

60

Preserve them! It is wonderful to see teams playing again when they had been denied for years as
part of the manipulation in favour of the clay court proposal.

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

61

I think the existing diamonds are enough. Any additions should be permeable surfaces to allow for
water to penetrate into the ground.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

62

Maintin low impact useage or convert to wetlands. Do not upgrade public acess and DO NOT
MAKE INTO TENNIS COURTS!!!

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

63

Does not seem to get much use, but prefer it to putting in hard surfaces or any infrastructure. Don't
know if it would be possible to make a wetland out of it - but that would be very nice and reduce
the chance of flooding downstream.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

64

Outdoor swimming pool instead

6/29/2017 3:08 PM
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65

I have never seen anyone use them

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

66

Install a disc golf course

6/28/2017 9:37 PM

67

could use upgrading

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

68

retain or turn into dog park

6/28/2017 4:22 PM

69

N/a

6/28/2017 12:36 PM

70

Please keep - promoting physical activity is very important

6/28/2017 7:20 AM

71

No

6/26/2017 9:43 PM

72

Keep at least one

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

73

improve drainage, its a swamp in the winter/spring

6/25/2017 6:21 AM

74

Leave as is (I did not support the tennis courts)

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

75

Fine as is

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

76

Add a playground

6/22/2017 7:37 PM

77

Need maintenance!

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

78

Need better upkeep & drainage

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

79

could be updated

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

80

suitable use if kept at present level

6/20/2017 5:17 PM

81

Encourage use by leagues, school groups, etc.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

82

Nice they're available for casual or organized games..

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

83

keep area open, 'unimproved' so all kinds of people can use it, as in the past; do not build anything
on or near it

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

84

Keep the one on the west side, replace the other with a few picnic tables, maybe an eating
pavilion.

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

85

use more or redevelop for a better purpose (underutilized and only for a few months when used)

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

86

No. Will disturb the quiet.

6/19/2017 8:50 AM

87

No expansion

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

88

no

6/18/2017 10:26 PM

89

very under utilized, and could serve the public better if the space was used for high demand
activities, such as tennis and pickleball.

6/18/2017 10:26 AM

90

More shade in evenings

6/18/2017 7:39 AM

91

I've never seen it in use

6/18/2017 12:03 AM

92

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

93

Get rid of them

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

94

Have used them in the past and the one closest to the rec centre is a bit small

6/17/2017 7:42 PM

95

I never see anyone using these, could there be a better use?

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

96

change to sand volleyball courts and badminton courts

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

97

They are not used very much - could we put the space to better use?

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

98

not a play area as hidden away at back could be problem with older kids hangout

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

99

Not supported

6/17/2017 8:13 AM

100

I never see them being used

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

101

Seems underused. Playground or water park, picnic area, skatepark might be better use of space

6/17/2017 6:57 AM

102

Hardly ever used; poor drainage; paved, lit walking path for seniors

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

103

Frizbee golf with removable goals so that the space is not "developed"and remains open.

6/16/2017 11:48 AM
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104

Make more natural, either gardens or trees

6/16/2017 11:15 AM

105

Have actually never seen it in use (except by dog walkers)!!! always looks empty, and often
flooded.

6/16/2017 8:58 AM

106

Don't seem to be used very often - are there alternative uses?

6/16/2017 8:19 AM

107

Frankly, I agreed with arguments that the baseball diamonds are largely anomalous in this setting.
I'd prefer either expansion of the Reach 17 restoration, or expansion of racquet sport amenities
(Cedar Hill has the potential to build on its strength, and the footprint is MUCH smaller than the
golf footprint.

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

108

Never used and hard see them being used

6/16/2017 6:00 AM

109

Pretty dilapidated. Need a facelift to be functional.

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

110

improve drainage, better used as multipurpose playground area (see comments above)

6/15/2017 10:14 PM

111

Put in a pump track/dirt jump park

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

112

Are they even used? Never seen them used after many years of walking around the park

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

113

not needed, we have lots elsewhere

6/15/2017 3:27 PM

114

take them out - there are other less natural parks for them

6/15/2017 2:59 PM

115

think land should be used to build indoor pool. There are lots of baseball diamonds in Saanich.

6/15/2017 1:59 PM

116

In an ideal world where all dog owners are responsible, it would be really great to be able to use
these fields as an off-leash play area in the morning/daytime hours when not in use by baseball
teams.

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

117

Remove one B Diamond and install Pickle ball courts

6/15/2017 12:32 PM

118

Useful, appreciated by local teams

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

119

don't

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

120

A good idea if you have sign-up for age-appropriate teams.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

121

other then they tend to wet leave them be.

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

122

Create multipurpose fields for soccer and baseball with improved parking. Do not need to be at
Cedar Hill park.

6/15/2017 8:40 AM

123

do not put one in

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

124

Please remove it

6/15/2017 7:57 AM

125

never seen it used, replace with outdoor exercise equipment

6/15/2017 7:37 AM

126

Should have a sponsored resident team

6/15/2017 7:09 AM

127

Better utilization or alternate usage

6/15/2017 6:52 AM

128

I don't use them but might in the future. One would be enough I believe.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

129

They appear to be little used - possibly eliminate them.

6/15/2017 6:15 AM

130

don't appear to be heavily used

6/14/2017 8:24 PM

131

Remove 1 diamond for pickleball

6/14/2017 6:09 PM

132

okay as is

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

133

retain them

6/14/2017 5:24 PM

134

If they are to remain encourage more regular use

6/14/2017 2:51 PM

135

Future should be considered based on wetland development. Diamonds should be removed if the
wetland should be located there because the fields are not often useful anyway.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

136

Keep. Encourage use by local groups, pick-up games, etc. Saanich has been very irresponsible
with this.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

137

create or incorporate drainage systems that actually work so these areas can be used by children,
families and the public at large more often

6/14/2017 12:42 PM
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138

only if they do not infringe on the remnant "natural" areas

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

139

Never seen them in use

6/13/2017 7:34 PM

140

More tennis courts

6/13/2017 5:08 PM

141

if it is used once a year - eliminate

6/13/2017 4:25 PM

142

I visit the Rec Centre at least 3-4 times a week and never see them used

6/13/2017 3:42 PM

143

Keep it up. Encourage its use

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

144

Use for music performances.

6/13/2017 1:42 PM

145

Eliminate - they're not used enough

6/13/2017 12:47 PM

146

REMOVE (unused and v. ugly when viewed from gym)

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

147

is there a real need for more?

6/13/2017 7:12 AM

148

Keep them

6/12/2017 8:29 PM

149

boggy and space not well used.

6/12/2017 8:25 PM

150

keep as a green space....the diamonds don't stop the area from being used for many other
activities so they are fine to stay.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

151

Expand

6/12/2017 1:07 PM

152

These are never used when I'm there -- maybe replace with a grove of trees and picnic tables.

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

153

good spot for rec facility expansion - currently underused

6/11/2017 10:01 PM

154

use them or lose them

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

155

Build a community pool instead there

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

156

used infrequently

6/11/2017 3:37 PM

157

Balancing baseball usage with other outdoor priorities including restoration of Bowker is a
challenge. This should not be regarded as 'future space for building development"

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

158

Keep them as is, young families are starting to move into the area too early to see what their
needs will be

6/11/2017 8:43 AM

159

Drainage is poor and field not well used

6/11/2017 8:07 AM

160

please keep them there

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

161

Prefer not to have these at all.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

162

Eliminate

6/9/2017 10:03 PM

163

I have never seen them used. If they are not being used, the area should be for community things
like picnics, renting the area for group games/parties/picnics, etc.

6/9/2017 7:48 PM

164

Never see them used, reconsider outdoor tennis

6/9/2017 5:48 PM

165

These are enough; do not add.

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

166

Continue to allow community use.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

167

Remove the diamond closest to the Rec Centre, You can't let anyone play on it as it would be
dangerous - foul balls would go straight down the chip trail, or at the windows in the Rec Centre.
Take out this diamond and put something else there.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

168

Expansion of Rec Centre facilities

6/9/2017 12:28 PM

169

consider adding below-grade rainwater retention

6/9/2017 10:47 AM

170

Underutilized space. Re-locate users and re-purpose this space. It costs money to maintain the
diamond for few users.

6/9/2017 10:20 AM

171

not used, replace with fitness equipment, playground

6/9/2017 10:05 AM

172

They seem too wet for baseball much of the time and seldom used. Is there not a better use for
that space? Did it used to be a riparian zone that was filled? Should it be returned to that use?

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

173

keep as is — available to all

6/9/2017 2:41 AM
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174

Leave everything just as it is.

6/8/2017 11:22 PM

175

None. We don't use

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

176

No thank you

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

177

Children's play area and adult fitness circuit

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

178

Incorporate its use into Bowker Creek re-planning

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

179

underutilized, reduce to one?

6/8/2017 2:57 PM

180

improved drainage

6/8/2017 1:21 PM

#

HILL BELOW MCRAE HOUSE (HISTORICAL HOUSE ON THE HILL OVERLOOKING THE
RECREATION CENTRE)

DATE

1

Create a garden for flowers and shrubs as a browse and rest park

9/6/2017 11:07 AM

2

add a swimming pool here

9/6/2017 10:50 AM

3

should have a playground at the base

9/6/2017 10:18 AM

4

Gives a nice vista

8/21/2017 4:00 PM

5

build playground and fitness area

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

6

late summer seating to watch a parking lot movie; four-season flower bulbs creating a walkable
pattern

8/7/2017 2:20 PM

7

allotment gardens - perhaps Shelbourne Community Kitchen use

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

8

Natural area is nice. Could add trees for habitat and greenhouse gas mitigation.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

9

Benches to rest

8/7/2017 8:47 AM

10

Great! Leave it wild.

8/6/2017 2:13 PM

11

Leave it wild and carry out more restoration to bring back plants native to the Garry oak
ecosystem.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

12

This would be a lovely place to have a picnic lunch. Not sure many people know about it, and the
nearby parking.

8/6/2017 10:32 AM

13

keep as sledding hill (build ramp) in winter and picnic area in summer

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

14

Keep this, and use appropriately

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

15

retain it as it is

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

16

Its fine but remove the dead Oak Tree remnants.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

17

off leash dog run

8/4/2017 7:54 PM

18

never been in it!

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

19

amphitheatre; mountain bike course

8/2/2017 11:32 AM

20

allotment gardens

8/2/2017 11:22 AM

21

I like the ideas of allotment Gardens and an amphitheatre--though I realize the next door
neighbours might not like it--but imagine how great it would be to have music in the park in the
summer.

8/2/2017 10:59 AM

22

possibly picnic area--to stop garbage and damage done in the natural areas, plus has beautiful
view of mountains

8/2/2017 10:51 AM

23

as is? more Garry Oak?

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

24

leave as is

8/2/2017 9:47 AM

25

stop mowing the grassy field

8/2/2017 9:39 AM

26

playground/pool/nature house

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

27

garry oak meadow

8/2/2017 9:05 AM

28

A pump track in this area? Innovative playground area at base of hill

7/31/2017 10:13 PM
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29

amphitheatre for outdoor performances

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

30

include tours

7/29/2017 7:54 AM

31

Disc Golf Course

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

32

Disc Golf Course

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

33

remain as is - I grew up in the area and loved running through that big open space

7/28/2017 1:55 PM

34

Keep as open field - it is a beautiful space that complements the house, was part of the farm.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

35

Leave it for winter sledding

7/27/2017 7:53 AM

36

Leave it for winter sledding

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

37

Please DO NOT allow any development there.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

38

Excellent spot for an outdoor amphitheatre

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

39

flatten and make use of it

7/25/2017 12:29 PM

40

Amphitheater or nature playground

7/22/2017 10:35 PM

41

add children's playground

7/22/2017 6:55 PM

42

grass....picnic tables

7/21/2017 1:51 PM

43

Expand parking lot for Recreation Centre

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

44

clean up the area below it on the slope put picnic tables have people enjoy it

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

45

native gary oak meadow restoration

7/19/2017 11:26 AM

46

preserve

7/17/2017 10:12 PM

47

Beautiful Garry Oak grove. A good place for education signs and a trail or viewing area.

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

48

Community gathering space or cafe

7/17/2017 7:15 AM

49

playground area on the grassy area below Mcrae house

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

50

Picnic and play areas

7/15/2017 3:48 PM

51

Community garden if soil conditions permit..need to know how rocky it is and condition of soil.
Need water.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

52

I have no information of the house other than it houses the Saanich Volunteer organization. if
repairs or renovations are required to keep the building in good condition I would agree with that

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

53

Perhaps a playground

7/14/2017 8:58 AM

54

level hill and utilize for activities

7/13/2017 9:35 PM

55

Beautiful area no building here please

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

56

An enviable piece of land with many possibilities

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

57

grass....picnic tables

7/13/2017 4:54 PM

58

Leave as is

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

59

the road should be lined with trees to separtate the course from the house and the tee box.

7/13/2017 2:58 PM

60

For eithr the ball diamonds or the hiiside: create a picnic area with trees and tables--not too many.

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

61

Build a large Geodesic dome next to it on the unused ridge to grow food inside and bring young
students to learn about the system

7/7/2017 8:24 AM

62

no private tennis courts

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

63

Community gardens? If not, a playground for kids and family.

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

64

naturalize it, plant native plants, use as education area

7/4/2017 12:06 PM

65

Community gardens grow food

7/4/2017 7:27 AM

66

great place for picnic tables

7/2/2017 5:50 PM
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67

Beautiful. Keep it natural. Maybe add another bench if needed. It's a good workout for those of use
who walk or run it.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

68

This is a beatiful meadow. Very wet in winter - leave as is!

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

69

Put in a local coffee shop with proceeds going to the park

7/1/2017 8:19 PM

70

It is nice to have an open space. Would it be possible to reintroduce more native plants like camus,
fawn lily and other garry oak ecosystem plants including more Garry Oaks and maybe even a few
Doug firs. The big Garry Oak seem to be under some stress as it is.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

71

Dog park

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

72

Great art/music venue

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

73

Install a disc golf course

6/28/2017 9:37 PM

74

love the openess

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

75

perfect site for meadow restoration

6/28/2017 4:22 PM

76

N/a

6/28/2017 12:36 PM

77

Grass, wildflowers, picnic tables, benches and water station

6/28/2017 10:12 AM

78

Don't know enough about it to comment

6/28/2017 7:20 AM

79

Dog park ?

6/27/2017 8:30 PM

80

Natural Meadow

6/26/2017 7:21 PM

81

great gardening space

6/26/2017 11:45 AM

82

Natural ampitheatre space

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

83

Leave as is, or restore habitat

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

84

love this natural space

6/24/2017 2:13 PM

85

Build Senior Care facility

6/23/2017 11:16 AM

86

Community gardens

6/23/2017 10:28 AM

87

Nice to have open green space. Could be great area for community garden space

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

88

Native plant restoration

6/22/2017 7:37 PM

89

a dog park perhaps?

6/22/2017 12:12 PM

90

What happens there now?

6/21/2017 9:36 PM

91

Stay on top of intrusive plant and.

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

92

Plant fruit trees

6/21/2017 8:12 PM

93

Love open space

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

94

better landscaping and addition of flowers.

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

95

playground, seniors rose garden, community gardens

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

96

Enclosed (fenced) dog off-leash area.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

97

Create a children's playground there...

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

98

fine as is; the open area is wonderful

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

99

Create a path, flanked with some easy care, deer resistant shrubs few benches

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

100

too wet to enjoy but a path to access that side of the chip trail from cedar hill/Finlayson would be
appreciated

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

101

Maintain

6/19/2017 8:50 AM

102

Garry oak meadow restoration - possible camas harvesting area - plant young oaks

6/19/2017 8:11 AM

103

Absolutely use that space for something. Utilize the views and have seating.

6/18/2017 3:36 PM

104

I think this would be a lovely sitting area, with benches or tables

6/18/2017 11:38 AM
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105

Keep as natural as possible with perhaps trail to a picnic area

6/18/2017 10:49 AM

106

children's waterpark

6/18/2017 10:26 AM

107

it enhances lives to view and learn about our history

6/18/2017 12:03 AM

108

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

109

Kids playground

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

110

This area seems under utilized. An outdoor exercise area with stairs to climb might be useful

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

111

none

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

112

Maybe a good spot for a playground

6/17/2017 1:26 PM

113

Have it as natural as possible.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

114

Natural plantings

6/17/2017 8:13 AM

115

It is steep and tricky to maneuver.....I zig zag down it!

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

116

More landscaped; can't use it for anything the way it is

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

117

Leave it alone

6/16/2017 11:48 AM

118

leave it alone

6/16/2017 11:15 AM

119

Allotment Gardens

6/16/2017 9:56 AM

120

Could be a good location for a community garden

6/16/2017 8:58 AM

121

Wet soggy area. Just walk by it.

6/16/2017 6:00 AM

122

see above

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

123

If there is a purpose that can be provided (i.e. education on house, history of area) add it here.

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

124

beautiful - keep wild - deer walk there

6/15/2017 6:56 PM

125

restore a native growth environment

6/15/2017 3:27 PM

126

Restore/leave it as a natural Garry Oak meadow for camas and other GOE species.

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

127

Community garden

6/15/2017 12:32 PM

128

Nice historical building

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

129

leave it alone

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

130

Leave it be

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

131

Would be a great place for a playground or dog park!

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

132

leave wild - do not mow

6/15/2017 8:37 AM

133

leave it as it is

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

134

community gardens?

6/15/2017 7:37 AM

135

Seed it with wildflowers

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

136

Beautiful historic flowers are there, please preserve hillside

6/15/2017 7:09 AM

137

Nature house?

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

138

Leave as a volunteer centre.

6/15/2017 6:15 AM

139

Leave as is

6/14/2017 6:09 PM

140

community gardens/ more Garry Oak trees

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

141

leave the natural grass to remain at full height or consider converting to garden plots for locals

6/14/2017 2:51 PM

142

If building wetlands could alleviate some of the boggy nature of this area, perhaps some of it could
be set aside for community gardening.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

143

This is a natural slope that can be used on numerous annual occations such as seating for
concerts, play areas, dog training, festival set-ups, arts programs, and much more.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM
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144

Cut grass more often

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

145

restore to camas meadow

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

146

It's a little steep for disabled people

6/14/2017 12:36 AM

147

Community allotment gardens.

6/13/2017 8:35 PM

148

keep as it is an historical building

6/13/2017 4:25 PM

149

It is of the few open fields in the the south of Saanich. Cut the grass and sell it for animal feed

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

150

nice, natural, love grass blowing when long

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

151

much restoration work can be done here

6/13/2017 7:12 AM

152

Off leach dog ?? area

6/12/2017 8:29 PM

153

playground :)

6/12/2017 8:25 PM

154

If possible, keep most of it in a natural state. However, I would like to see the steep trail take a
more meandering route to allow for better access to those with mobility issues. The surface if very
loose and cycles speed down at times.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

155

remain the same

6/12/2017 1:10 PM

156

More wildflowers!

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

157

a good natural area

6/11/2017 10:01 PM

158

fitness circuit

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

159

An outdoor amphitheatre for outdoor concerts or education programs.

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

160

open to public?

6/11/2017 3:37 PM

161

Expand the small area of Garry Oak meadow we have on the bluff... it's beautiful. Building here
would be a travesty.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

162

Keep it natural no developement

6/11/2017 8:43 AM

163

Benches

6/10/2017 5:18 PM

164

keep it as the open hay field it is, but sell the hay instead of just letting it rot on the field

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

165

Kite flying

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

166

Return to natural state. Trees. Picnic tables.

6/10/2017 9:05 AM

167

Install an orchard. Use as allotments.

6/10/2017 7:35 AM

168

Leave it as it is.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

169

what is this currently used for besides the volunteer organization? Are their opportunities to rent it
out ?

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

170

PLEASE PRESERVE THIS DO NOT TOUCH!!!! Children need to see grass. It is so beautiful
when it is long, and when it is cut, it smells so good. JUST LEAVE BE.

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

171

Create amphitheatre as per old plans

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

172

How about summer concerts? Folks can sit on the hill looking down to the artist(s).

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

173

keep it as a natural space, we do not need expand the rec centre as that would only decrease its
social atmosphere.

6/9/2017 11:27 AM

174

Leave as is

6/9/2017 10:20 AM

175

children's nature park

6/9/2017 9:54 AM

176

Lacrosse box, tennis courts,

6/9/2017 8:25 AM

177

restore to meadow instead of grasses

6/9/2017 7:40 AM

178

Create a healthy Gary Oak meadow, with a trail & benches

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

179

maintain in as natural state as possible; reintroduce native plant species

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

180

leave as is.

6/8/2017 11:22 PM
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181

No

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

182

Outdoor classroom

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

183

could be a good place for children's play space

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

184

Adult fitness area

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

185

Keep this vista. It is good for the soul and at the historic heart of the entire Park

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

186

naturalize it

6/8/2017 2:57 PM

187

natural amphitheatre

6/8/2017 1:21 PM

#

PARKING LOTS OFF OF FINLAYSON STREET

DATE

1

that could be upgraded if needed. Not as significant to the adjoining neighbours, etc. More view
from the street, etc. so upgrade would improve not too much

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

2

fine as is with additional trees

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

3

More trees along this end of the trail. Separate from golfers better.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

4

Do not expand.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

5

remove. add green space. Need shade/seats for seniors waiting for busses

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

6

Keep these

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

7

seem fine as they are now

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

8

Possible to enlarge by a few spots and line for parking spots.

8/5/2017 8:47 AM

9

Are fine

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

10

would be great to have more space and better marked parking spots

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

11

parking now

8/2/2017 11:18 AM

12

make much more attractive, welcoming as entrance signage

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

13

turn into a floral garden

8/2/2017 10:35 AM

14

1

8/2/2017 9:47 AM

15

floral amphitheatre sounds great!

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

16

Upper level lot is outmoded. Replace with garden or green space.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

17

arrange for better traffic flowwhile allowing the door to door pickup/dropoff some parents use.
Better access for handy-dart.covered area just around walkways of building

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

18

Maintain

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

19

Continual Maintainenance

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

20

reduce the amount of parking

7/28/2017 10:03 AM

21

Don't need paving. There's enough paved parking by Rec.Centre.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

22

change it to a swimming pool.

7/26/2017 4:55 PM

23

Need to be upgraded. Is there a way to better connect them to the rec centre parking areas?

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

24

Would be nice to have the trail not get so close to Finlayson. There could still be a connector trail
to the parking lot

7/26/2017 3:35 PM

25

Pave and widen for more chip trail access

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

26

alwasy need extra parking

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

27

replace with something useful

7/19/2017 1:21 PM

28

They look rough and are muddy when wet. Require upgrading

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

29

For now it probably needs to be a parking lot, but if Saanich can work to encourage people to
come to the rec centre by transit, bike or on foot, this area could be freed up for other uses.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

30

Could improve their appearance, with increased natural planting around.

7/15/2017 1:35 PM
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31

I have never used them but I do notice that at times they are full

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

32

white lines for organized parking instead of random park jobs

7/13/2017 9:38 PM

33

Seem popular

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

34

I would think they could be expanded or applied as needed

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

35

Leave as is

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

36

good idea for those walking the trail and

7/13/2017 2:58 PM

37

Maintain the lot

7/13/2017 2:04 PM

38

use the space for more sporting activities

7/10/2017 10:03 PM

39

Keep it gravelled

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

40

keep

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

41

Is the top one necessary? Could some sort of future expansion of rec centre happen up there if
needed?

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

42

Big trees would be nice

7/2/2017 5:50 PM

43

I am there almost daily and have never seen them full. Leave them as is, maybe naturalize.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

44

Remove

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

45

Some landscaping would be nice to make it more attractive. Don't pave it, let the water permeate
into the ground.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

46

Expand?

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

47

Leave as is

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

48

Install a disc golf course

6/28/2017 9:37 PM

49

N/a

6/28/2017 12:36 PM

50

Could be expanded and better accessibility/pave for mobility

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

51

I never use

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

52

thank goodness they are there - sometimes the other ones fill up!

6/24/2017 2:13 PM

53

Keeping parking spots

6/23/2017 11:53 AM

54

Fine as is

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

55

Could it be enlarged slightly to allow to rows of Parking?

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

56

Very handy, have also used to go to rec center when that lot is full

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

57

Enlarge

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

58

repave

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

59

improve

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

60

Create a "proper" entrance to the Cedar Hill Park

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

61

do not expand

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

62

develop into useful ammenities (skateboard park, water park, outdoor gym, community gathering
place or gardens)

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

63

Necessary as not everyone can walk to the park

6/19/2017 8:50 AM

64

No expansion

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

65

Summer market area!

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

66

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

67

Keep

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

68

These seem under utilized most of the time

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

69

keep

6/17/2017 1:42 PM
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70

Have it more orderly. Check to make sure that it is not over-used as a long term daily car-park.
Maybe have a donation box on a voluntary basis. Educate (signs?) that parking is not free, it costs
us all to have a car-park ion site.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

71

play area so that it is visible

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

72

Need to be better lined/set up; perhaps paved

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

73

something to draw people, maybe a cafe & gallery

6/16/2017 11:15 AM

74

Should be restored.

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

75

Very basic, and feel like abandoned gravel lots.

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

76

keep for parking

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

77

barrier to reduce traffic noise

6/15/2017 6:56 PM

78

Just fine

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

79

not needed

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

80

It's functional but it's not pretty - perhaps a cosmetic make-over

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

81

Need more access to other Cedar Hill trails with ability to cut across the golf areas.

6/15/2017 8:40 AM

82

leave things as they are

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

83

Stop the delivery business from using for their transfer station

6/15/2017 7:09 AM

84

Pave them.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

85

okay as is

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

86

I see this used as overflow parking which makes sense. Should be maintained and/or improved for
this purpose.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

87

Why not restore the skateboard park? (not that I would use it, but the kids need a place to play)

6/14/2017 12:36 AM

88

More indoor tennis courts

6/13/2017 7:34 PM

89

Need more parking

6/13/2017 5:07 PM

90

enlarge, quite often not enough parking at CHRC and if there is going to be development at CHRC
you will need extra parking

6/13/2017 4:25 PM

91

Pave

6/13/2017 3:42 PM

92

The upper lot is scruffy with weeds and garbage. It needs to be part of a scheduled maintenance.

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

93

fine, don't waste money

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

94

Work well

6/12/2017 8:29 PM

95

Keep them.

6/12/2017 8:25 PM

96

Plant a hedge to separate this ugly area and tha raod noise from the trail

6/12/2017 2:10 PM

97

Signage - map/welcome sign/distance markers/washrooms! Also, there is no access from the
parking lot on the Cedar Hill Road side of the CHRC building to direct people how to get to the trail
(no path either...a big oversight when they added the extension)

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

98

no problem

6/12/2017 1:10 PM

99

The ugliest part of the park -- replace with some sort of sound barrier, such as lots of trees.

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

100

more environmentally friendly parking/paving - better design

6/11/2017 10:01 PM

101

pave

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

102

perhaps expand it so that a teen center and skate park could go in existing parking lot adjacent to
cedar hill rec gym building

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

103

Close the small lot on Finlayson. Improve the gravel lot. More buffer to Bowker creek.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

104

Keep it as is

6/11/2017 8:43 AM

105

Leave as they are.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM
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106

Bring back skate to park

6/9/2017 8:29 PM

107

Parking seems sufficient.

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

108

Leave as is unless needed.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

109

The upper lot should be improved and maybe expaned.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

110

It seems under utilized and should be the site of something useful, including a vegetative screen
to separate that area of the park from traffic on Findlayson

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

111

install plant / tree barriers to separate / hide parking lot from view, from the park. Also, to act as
sound barrier from traffic on Finlayson

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

112

leave as is.

6/8/2017 11:22 PM

113

No

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

114

wish there was a hedge so we did not have to see the cars

6/8/2017 7:24 PM

115

Native plant area

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

116

Make FED EX and other delivery vans pay for parking. They use it daily. But after that, create a
formal entrance to Saanich municipality with a native plant garden and teeny amphitheatre. Or tie
it all in with the design of Bowker Creek. Preserve some parking but make it more formal

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

#

KING’S POND

DATE

1

Improve viewing of pond by heavy trimming. Improve pathway and rail at pond edge.

9/6/2017 11:07 AM

2

Ducks/Children crossing signage re feeding ducks only at water side, not roadway - to avoid duck
congestion on road creating a hazard

9/6/2017 10:57 AM

3

maintain pond viewing area - presently big holes below fence

9/6/2017 10:21 AM

4

Wildlife habitat is it's most important value

8/21/2017 4:00 PM

5

Improve native habitat for wildlife. Remove red-eared slider turtles

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

6

This is a real mess. Is an eye sore, smells and not public friendly except for the ducks!

8/21/2017 3:42 PM

7

King's Pond is a quiet area - it does not need to have an extensive upgrade. Keep it part of the
natural environment.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

8

can pathways be kept cleaner?

8/7/2017 2:20 PM

9

remove parking, dead end Ascot and Queensbury with no parking at either dead end

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

10

Have a thorough review of configuration by wildlife experts and design pond and outlet channel to
optimize habitat.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

11

Provide a buffer around it so no run-off of fertilizer is going into it.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

12

maintain. Protect animals from current overfeeding.

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

13

Ensure this remains

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

14

seems to serve it purpose very well as is

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

15

Get rid of the rats. (I wish)

8/5/2017 8:47 AM

16

Is fine

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

17

picnic area?

8/4/2017 7:54 PM

18

protect! Fix rail--more benches; education signs

8/2/2017 11:32 AM

19

Just clean it up

8/2/2017 10:59 AM

20

needs clean-up

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

21

needs an in and out - so water circulates more (less smelly)

8/2/2017 9:47 AM

22

make railings more child-friendly, fix potholes

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

23

needs cleanup, esp for smell, mosquitos and rats

8/2/2017 9:05 AM

24

Popular. Sidewalks, viewing area could be upgraded.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM
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25

Aeration System

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

26

Keep up with maintenance, erosion at viewing point of pond and broken railings need continual
maintenance. Post guidelines on what not to feed the ducks and what to feed them.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

27

Perhaps prune some foliage along north shore? Getting very overgrown and reducing pond views
for birdwatching.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

28

Signs explain why you can't feed ducks bread

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

29

Needs signs to stop people feeding the ducks on the path. Needs willows cleared.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

30

Keep it

7/23/2017 4:15 PM

31

How to discourage people from throwing seed on path (as they then seem upset when you run or
walk through)

7/22/2017 10:35 PM

32

pave the path area (too wet and muddy in winter)

7/22/2017 6:55 PM

33

Leave alone

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

34

Clean up area, cut back overgrown bushes etc.

7/20/2017 11:43 AM

35

great place for kids to feed the ducks and and enjoyable for all

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

36

Ducks really make a mess here

7/20/2017 7:55 AM

37

Clean up . It is a disgrace at this time of the year.

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

38

preserve

7/17/2017 10:12 PM

39

make more general park land, take away from golf course

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

40

Cut back the willows they seem to be choking the pond

7/17/2017 3:20 PM

41

maintain trail at the pond

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

42

Good as is

7/15/2017 6:44 PM

43

The ducks and turtles are fun to watch...the willows are beautiful with bright yellow twigs in winter.
But we need expert opinion on what needs to be done ecologically. I don't know..Get a report
done and share the information and options with the community.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

44

Keep it as wild as possible

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

45

A Nature area that could be expanded. I suppose the deer population would be disappointed to
see it diminish.

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

46

Remove the willows that have been allowed to overgrow and hide the pond!

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

47

Needs some clean up

7/13/2017 3:32 PM

48

nice area lots of birds

7/13/2017 2:58 PM

49

Bike racks

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

50

add educational signs about natural species and varieties of birds, open it up to take water off the
golf course

7/11/2017 12:36 PM

51

Remove the non-native willows. Perhaps redredge the pond.

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

52

put up some bat or owl houses? It might be prudent to find some way to control the rat population.

7/7/2017 10:11 PM

53

Keep this protected for the duckies!

7/6/2017 3:36 AM

54

Preserve this lovely area

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

55

Some improvement to the shrubs and beds near the pond at Queensbury Ave

7/4/2017 4:09 PM

56

cleaner walking area, improved access, better water flow

7/2/2017 5:50 PM

57

Tidy up rail and eroded areas, increase riparian vegetation, add interpretive signs, e.g. edges have
sedges, rushes are round, grasses have knees that bend to the ground. Make it easy for people to
learn to really love this place and to get to know about it and the native species here. Also, educate
people about the damaging effects of feeding bread to ducks, or feeding them period.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

58

Leave as is - a very sensitive area for wildlife. Do not improve public access.

7/2/2017 7:33 AM
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59

This is a valuable resource. I wonder if it could use a bit of dredging as it is getting pretty shallow
which could lead to warming water and the possibility of an outbreak of bacteria that are toxic to
waterfowl.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

60

Open area to public behind new builds on Ascot

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

61

Leave as is

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

62

pretty good as is

6/28/2017 4:22 PM

63

Clean it

6/28/2017 12:36 PM

64

The area could have more grass and less gravel.

6/27/2017 5:15 PM

65

Sign showing what is ok and not ok to feed ducks

6/26/2017 11:02 AM

66

I don't appreciate that people park right on the main trail. Perhaps a barrier?

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

67

Needs careful protection and preservation

6/24/2017 2:18 PM

68

love king's pond

6/24/2017 2:13 PM

69

Viewing area

6/23/2017 11:53 AM

70

Put up "Don't Feed The Ducks" signs. too many rats in the neighbourhood.

6/23/2017 11:16 AM

71

Protect it

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

72

Trap the rats!!!!

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

73

Love seeing the children there

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

74

Needs attention to over growth

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

75

improve the borders.

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

76

annual maintenace

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

77

Better rat control if possible.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

78

Needs Park's attention re weeding!

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

79

attend to mud in winter and spring

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

80

Fill in the large hole at the edge of the railing so little ones and older folk don't stumble and fall
when watching the wildlife.

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

81

good balance between non-accessible portions and viewing opporunities

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

82

paths need better upkeep

6/19/2017 8:50 AM

83

love it

6/18/2017 10:26 PM

84

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

85

More structured trail along it with defined edges, etc,

6/17/2017 8:57 PM

86

Love!!!!!! Perhaps more educational signs

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

87

Love it!

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

88

none

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

89

Have it more orderly. Voluntary donation box for parking. No such thing as FREE PARKING.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

90

fix some of the stony areas and the fences

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

91

Perhaps more habitat information!

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

92

Just a duck pond; something you have to go around when walking

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

93

Could this be dredged on a regular basis and fresh water added as it is a very smelly area in the
summer and I would think unpleasant for the wild life.

6/16/2017 11:48 AM

94

Part of the path is washed out. Someone is going to get hurt.

6/16/2017 10:24 AM

95

A boardwalk c ould be helpful here -- always feel like I am walking through duck shit and tracking it
into my home when I walk that part of the trail

6/16/2017 8:58 AM
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96

A high amenity for neighbours and children, but a bit of an ecological mess--highly eutrophic pond
that was created. Can it be tied to a larger restored wetland complex at the north end?

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

97

Lovely. The duck identifying sign could be refreshed.

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

98

Preserve this, the jewel of the park.

6/15/2017 9:20 PM

99

keep for wild life viewing

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

100

open it up a bit more by removing some vegetation

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

101

more signs saying don't feed bread to the birds

6/15/2017 2:59 PM

102

Love it. Take my grandchildren there to feed the ducks.

6/15/2017 1:59 PM

103

clean it up to make it more enjoyable

6/15/2017 1:09 PM

104

Lovely...Leave as is!

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

105

continue with some restoration

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

106

barrier to keep cars off of the walking trail

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

107

Consider water aeration for the health of the pond/ water feature

6/15/2017 10:21 AM

108

More seating

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

109

leave it as it is

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

110

expand and maintain natural environment around pond

6/15/2017 7:37 AM

111

Is it possible to lay chip there in the winter months? Gets very slippery from the ducks

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

112

None.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

113

We live right near here, and can't believe how much food is given to the ducks. Most of it is
uneaten, and feeds huge rats. Some educational information about this would be great.

6/14/2017 9:26 PM

114

It would be great to have a turtle log for them to sun.

6/14/2017 6:13 PM

115

Raised walkway over duck congregation area.

6/14/2017 6:09 PM

116

more native plants on bank

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

117

Needs more maintainance such as repair of runoff after rains. Also, should anchor a log in pond to
serve as sunning area for turtles.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

118

Fix eroded areas in viewing area.

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

119

remove invasive willows and promote native willows and cottonwoods; promote the small tree frogs
and ensure that the pond isnt invaded by bullfrogs; protect the ducks and other wildlife

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

120

The area needs some tending. Over grown black berries etc

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

121

fine, don't waste money

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

122

Install a turtle log!!!! And remove most of the vegetation from the viewing side and improve the use
of the installed benches.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

123

remain the same

6/12/2017 1:10 PM

124

Find some way to discourage people from feeding the ducks. Otherwise, this is perfect the way it
is.

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

125

viewing platform

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

126

A boardwalk around or across with protective netting against golf balls

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

127

open up area surrounding the pond to public access

6/11/2017 3:37 PM

128

Restore the berms. Put a nature trail in the area south of Queensbury and Ascot. Restoration plan
required.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

129

What was once a place to hold golf course run off

6/11/2017 8:43 AM

130

clean and freshen it - a source of delight to all ages to feed the ducks, watch the ducklings and
turtles and birds

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

131

Improve water supply/retention for dry season.

6/10/2017 12:12 PM
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132

Clean it up. Filthy really.

6/10/2017 9:05 AM

133

Sometimes people block the area by parking their cars

6/10/2017 8:39 AM

134

Ensure it's healthy for the wildlife that live there.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

135

Cute!

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

136

Leave as is.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

137

I like it the way it is.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

138

stop people from feeding the wildlife

6/9/2017 11:27 AM

139

improvements for pedestrian walking

6/9/2017 9:54 AM

140

This is a potential important migratory bird habitat and viewing area. It should be improved and
restored with golf course being reduced to make space for the riparian uses and non-golfers.

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

141

maintain health and biodiversity of pond

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

142

enlarge as time, opportunity and funds permit

6/8/2017 11:22 PM

143

leave as is

6/8/2017 9:55 PM

144

No

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

145

Benches and education area

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

146

Maintenance so not so smelly

6/8/2017 7:45 PM

147

discorage duck feeding

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

148

Improve wildlife habitat and viewing area

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

149

This is the 1st memory for youngsters of feeding the ducks. Get a turtle log too. But mainly repair
the railings, get rid of the willows, and link Kings Pond to the water way with which it is associated
MONEY $$$ is needed New design should accommodate a few cars or parking on Ascot Drive
should be encouraged and managed.

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

150

more info signs (including do not feed the ducks bread)

6/8/2017 2:57 PM

151

enhancement of riparian zone

6/8/2017 1:21 PM

#

QUEENSBURY AVE PARKING AREA (NEAR KINGS POND)

DATE

1

speed signage on Ascot and Queensbury

9/6/2017 10:57 AM

2

Do not fix what isn't broken. The people that come are aware of where to park, etc. If you change
too much, you pose a whole host of other problems, i.e., drug use at night, theft at night, etc.
Those that are concerned about the wildlife dont' want to have to have extra lighting when the
animals and birdge need to rest.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

3

as above

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

4

As part of King's pond review, see if the ducks need more open land. Define separation between
parking and trail better.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

5

Do not expand or pave.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

6

Remove. add green space.

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

7

Keep this

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

8

have never seen it crowded, so assume it's fine as is.

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

9

Seems to be the right size. Onlya max of a few cars

8/5/2017 8:47 AM

10

Is fine

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

11

Better signage. I wasn't sure I could part there the first time

8/2/2017 10:05 AM

12

Do not expand, plenty of space. Clean and tidy up at most.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

13

Marked Parking Spots

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

14

Designated parking spots as it is unclear where to park vehicles.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

15

reduce the amount of parking

7/28/2017 10:03 AM
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16

Please do not expand it or pave it. If you do, there will be more vehicle. Maybe add a bike rack?
traffic.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

17

Something put in place to keep cars from parking on the walking trail

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

18

Detailed parking layout

7/20/2017 11:43 AM

19

it is fine people need to park

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

20

Could be utilized better with proper parking layout.

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

21

quite busy. could use a couple more parking spots

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

22

big enough now

7/15/2017 6:44 PM

23

No ideas..wish people would walk and not arrive by car when possible.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

24

Again sometimes this area is full

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

25

Possibly tarmac the parking area? However, the ducks may not appreciate it as they peck a lot in
this area.

7/14/2017 2:39 AM

26

This parking crosses the chip trail which makes the chip trail not very safe.

7/13/2017 9:35 PM

27

I would imagine that walkers, bird watchers and naturalists are happy for this area

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

28

Leave as is

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

29

Barriers to stop parking on the path. As in a curb.

7/13/2017 2:30 PM

30

Formalize the parking area with a low barrier so people don't park blocking the walking trail.

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

31

Create better parking and improve the traffic corner. Many ducks and deer have been killed at this
corner. Perhaps a traffic circle would slow cars down. One day a child will be hit.

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

32

Can be difficult to park with ducks.

7/6/2017 8:01 PM

33

It sometimes seems disturbing to have parking there yet I can see that it's convenient for families
with young children to feed the ducks.

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

34

move further away from pond to protect the wild life

7/4/2017 12:06 PM

35

make the walking space clear and clean to separate vulnerable users from vehicles

7/2/2017 5:50 PM

36

As a daily visitor to the park, I have never seen this place with more than one or two cars in it.
Leave it as is.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

37

Ducks frequent this parking area. Keep minimal level of parking to restrict public access.

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

38

Resist more "physical improvements" like impervious surfaces for parking. I'm there frequently and
rarely is a parking problem - besides, walking to the park should be encouraged, not driving.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

39

Make one way and include *slow, wildlife/children* signage

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

40

Leave as is

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

41

Clean it

6/28/2017 12:36 PM

42

better division between edge of parking and circle trail

6/26/2017 7:21 PM

43

I never use

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

44

Improved parking

6/23/2017 11:53 AM

45

Area needs to be cleaned up, remove blackberry vines etc.

6/23/2017 11:16 AM

46

Maybe Mark spaces better but not bad as is

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

47

No changes needed.

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

48

Great for families

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

49

Make area safer for ducks crossing as cars park or pass by.

6/21/2017 1:41 PM

50

Don't use

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

51

leave as is.

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

52

could be defined a bit more

6/20/2017 5:17 PM
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53

Separate parking area from pedestrian walking area..

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

54

do not expand; regulate to permit entry

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

55

is this formal parking? how about some bike racks?

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

56

expand for people who drive to experience the park

6/19/2017 8:50 AM

57

No expansion

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

58

needs to be improved

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

59

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

60

More structured trail along it with defined edges, etc, (Safer)

6/17/2017 8:57 PM

61

Fine

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

62

It can be a bit confusing where the path is vs the parking lot. Maybe having more clearly seifnaged
spots would be good

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

63

keep

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

64

More order. A donation box for paying to park. The only free parking, any where, is for Santa to
keep his sleigh and reindeer on the off-season. Santa is an illusion and a myth. So is free parking.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

65

close it people should park elsewhere and walk in

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

66

Never park there

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

67

Cars park and block path

6/16/2017 6:00 AM

68

Ok, but can get swampy

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

69

keep for parking

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

70

Add parking is it doesn't alter the roads etc here for disabled access in particular

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

71

more benches

6/15/2017 2:59 PM

72

Discourage feeding ducks here

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

73

area already congested; no further parking needed

6/15/2017 1:09 PM

74

Enough, don't need more cars

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

75

I worry about the ducks being run over.

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

76

leave it as it is

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

77

Put some guards up to define the path so car don't park so asto block the trail

6/15/2017 7:17 AM

78

None.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

79

The traffic flow around the corner off Queensbury is way too fast - a scary mix of runners, parked
cars, kids, ducks, dogs, and cars flying by with poor visibility =yikes! Please calm traffic here, and
redesign the trail & parking to have more separation. I suspect the answer may involve removing
the shrubs in front of the pond so there is more space, or perhaps building a boardwalk? Some
creative thinking may be needed.

6/14/2017 9:26 PM

80

Leave as is. Nice to visit Kings pond, if not very mobile

6/14/2017 6:13 PM

81

okay as is

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

82

Sign to indicate path area. Some people pull right up ontp path making it necessary for
pedestrians to walk behind vehicles

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

83

make sure a trail width is kept open so cars do not park over the trail

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

84

Too small and parkers block the walking trail.

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

85

fine, rarely used, don't waste money

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

86

This spot has: vehicles, pedestrians, pets, wildlife all using the same small area right next to a
narrow roadway. Definitely needs an improved design for safety and enjoyment of all users.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

87

no problem

6/12/2017 1:10 PM

88

Clean-up and restore.... very popular area with children and parents.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM
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89

not very tidy

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

90

Need road bumps to slow through traffic

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

91

Leave as it is.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

92

make a more clear pathway on the roadway side of the berm so cars don't block the existing
running path when parking

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

93

Needs a sign to tell people not to park their cars right over the pathway.

6/9/2017 7:48 PM

94

Needed???

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

95

Leave as is.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

96

I walk or bike so car parking is of no concern to me.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

97

improvements for more parking

6/9/2017 9:54 AM

98

also install some kind of barrier between road, parking lot and park perimeter

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

99

a necessary evil

6/8/2017 11:22 PM

100

No

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

101

Connect by bicycle to Doncaster

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

102

Yikes. Remember Joni Mitchell! They paved Paradise to put up a parking lot.

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

103

improved vegetatve screen between parking and the natural areas

6/8/2017 1:21 PM
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Q13 Imagine your ideal Vision for Cedar Hill Park in the year 2035. What
would it be like?
Answered: 273

Skipped: 332

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Well controlled and maintained foliage and trail.Tranquil safe haven. Undeveloped!

9/6/2017 11:07 AM

2

Mainly status quo - preserving a most wonderful sanctuary for all.

9/6/2017 10:57 AM

3

do not disturb

9/6/2017 10:52 AM

4

That it still exists and be very natural. We don't loose it to development. That the children get to
continue to enjoy and visit.

9/6/2017 10:48 AM

5

keep it like it is

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

6

Resurrecting the restaurant. I co-hosted many lunches for groups as well as family - social events.
So many people never knew there was a restaurant there! It needed proper advertising and could
be a money-maker if proper management (or a restaurant host) took it on.

9/6/2017 10:38 AM

7

as is

9/6/2017 10:33 AM

8

A naturally developed greenspace for golfers, walkers, runners and families, with wildlife
supporting wild spaces restored the park can provide education about nature and activities within
nature.

9/6/2017 10:18 AM

9

Well used outdoor recreation area

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

10

Who uses the park and who pays for the park? Regionalization of parks & rec across Victoria.
Need another strategy to allow brainstorming a vision for the future!

8/21/2017 3:42 PM

11

It would be a place of natural beauty, a place where walking is encouraged.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

12

The same with upgrades as required

8/7/2017 8:22 PM

13

Easy trails for my walker

8/7/2017 2:20 PM

14

more trails and natural areas - less golf area

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

15

Same as now with the few improvements I've suggested :-)

8/6/2017 2:13 PM

16

I would like to see a lot more of the park restored to the native ecosystems (alien invasives
removed and native species planted), the golfing part of the course much less groomed and not
expanded, a lot more variety of people and activities focused on nature appreciation, less focus on
golfing, wetlands and waterways restored and healthy, a really great restaurant featuring local food
in the clubhouse.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

17

Preservation and enhancement of this wonderful green area. Great walking area for people, and
environmentally friendly for animals. (Could some birdhouses help attract birds?)

8/6/2017 10:32 AM

18

Ideally, sheep used to keep grass down, no golf course. But, failing that, just more nature,
protection from urban encroachment and development (including too many signs)

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

19

I don't play golf but I love it that there's an affordable nearby course for locals. Golf can be so
inaccessible financially so I hope it will still be there.

8/5/2017 11:02 AM

20

I've been using the Park for over 30 years and intend to continue for 30 more. Don't have any
personal need for any change, but will be interested to see how others feel differently.

8/5/2017 9:51 AM

21

Just as it is today

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

22

Easy access, kids programs, couple events a month outdoors.

8/5/2017 8:47 AM

23

The way it is with the suggestions earlier made.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

24

Tour the park in flying cars!! :-)

8/4/2017 7:54 PM
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25

Chip trail has seating with little tables around the entire permieter to encourage community
use/visits. Creekway maintained and not encroached by blackberries or other weeds.

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

26

Protected with a thriving art and rec center and a restaurant that appeals to everyone not just
golfers

8/3/2017 8:17 PM

27

it is still all public space and use for mixed recreational activities.

8/3/2017 9:42 AM

28

The golf course would be reduced to 1/3 of park area. Natural areas would make up another 1/3
and publicly accessible community park amenities wuld make up the last 1/3 (sports fields, trails,
ponds, recreation facilities, etc.)

8/2/2017 12:03 PM

29

Healthy functioning green space

8/2/2017 11:49 AM

30

A place to come with my family to enjoy some nature, have a walk and a picnic

8/2/2017 11:41 AM

31

Something for all ages Young (very young and 6-11), tween, young adult, seniors Incorporate
library (+ pool?) - more young kids (its not just for old people)

8/2/2017 11:32 AM

32

Saanich's Beacon hill park equivalent

8/2/2017 11:22 AM

33

Hope park is improved. Encourage golf curse to reduce use of artificial fertilizers

8/2/2017 11:18 AM

34

Lovely natural area

8/2/2017 11:12 AM

35

Maintain area as a park and prevent development of housing

8/2/2017 11:07 AM

36

Keeping the natural areas as much as possible for birds and pleasure to look at and breath.

8/2/2017 10:51 AM

37

Beautiful natural area within increasingly built environment; well-used gathering place for
community with enticing cafe and restaurant

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

38

Improe the ugly southern end

8/2/2017 10:35 AM

39

Thriving Garry Oak ecosystem park with trails for walking and biking. Places for people (families,
individuals, etc) to be in nature.

8/2/2017 9:39 AM

40

WaterPark!!!!

8/2/2017 9:25 AM

41

A natural oasis with family-friendly elements such as a playground/pool/nature house/picnic
tables; families congregating on hill below McRae house

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

42

A more popular park with more diverse and variable recreation/sports uses (not just golf). Some
limited, diverse commercial space (not just club house) i.e. classy coffee shop, small pub/hub.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

43

Outdoor pool, better programs, restored stream, natural beauty supported

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

44

Families participating in the outdoor space

7/29/2017 7:54 AM

45

Cycling Paths for commuters.

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

46

Completely user friendly for walkers, runners and cyclists.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

47

make sure it is kept as a park even if the golf course is closed. NO DEVELOPMENT

7/28/2017 3:06 PM

48

I'd love to be able to take my children there and give them the same experience I grew up with.

7/28/2017 1:55 PM

49

I would like to see it remain the same as it is now - it's lovely and I have enjoyed it and used
regularly for 14 years. It is a great asset to the neighbourhood. I would only add trees and shrubs
to the south end of the trail, to screen from traffic on Finlayson.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

50

School age programs and field trip opportunities for the 4 elementary schools within walking
distance

7/27/2017 7:53 AM

51

Bike, walk, school trips, more/better food options using healthy local ingredients. You could grow
food onsite

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

52

Keep the chip trail, have more lighting along the trail to make it safe at night. Have a better cycling
connection for East West.

7/26/2017 10:09 PM

53

It would be more natural without any further homes built close to the walking trail. Essentially, it
needs to stay the same and still be maintained to the same level.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

54

people enjoying recreation and respecting others rights to enjoy the park safely. Tourists playing
golf and a safe cycling path.

7/26/2017 4:55 PM
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55

I'd like to see the ball fields re-developed for other activities that serve a wider cross section of the
population and promote health and social connection. Lots of walk ways, water features, artistic
elements that create interest and a reason for more people to come. The golf course is a gem. As
the population ages, it will become more popular because it's short and has a variety of options
(9,13 or 18 holes). Something for every golfer's needs. Maybe a croquet pitch and pickle ball.
People can bring their own equipment for impromptu play

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

56

I like it the way it is

7/25/2017 10:28 PM

57

Make sure there is still an 18 hole golf course

7/25/2017 12:29 PM

58

CHP would be a model for integrated urban land-use; accessible, inclusive; golf, community,
environment, recreation... recognized around the world! I've never seen a space like this. What an
opportunity!

7/24/2017 9:33 AM

59

Golf course gone. Large park similar to Beacon Hill Park

7/23/2017 4:15 PM

60

How the park could facilitate inclusion of all abilities

7/22/2017 10:35 PM

61

Continue to be the lovely park in the city that it is - a gem in our community. Continue to develop
and promote the golf course.

7/22/2017 7:59 AM

62

Improvement in golf course drainage so that it is playable through winter. Maintain the natural
elements of the walking trail

7/22/2017 7:45 AM

63

a park for multi use recreation and socialisation

7/21/2017 1:51 PM

64

Enhanced golf facility

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

65

Natural walking and sightseeing trail and area.

7/20/2017 11:43 AM

66

A lovely natural walk or run for all ages

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

67

Not a golf course anymore, replaced with housing and other amenities.

7/19/2017 1:21 PM

68

no golf, growing trees and walking paths. playgrounds for kids.

7/19/2017 11:26 AM

69

More quiet spaces away from errant golf balls. A covered playground just a roof. It is usually warm
enough but rain makes playgrounds inoperable.

7/18/2017 11:17 AM

70

More like beacon hill park, less golf.

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

71

It would be highly accessible and have all ages participating in physical activity both indoor and
outdoor

7/17/2017 11:21 AM

72

A quiet place for everyone to enjoy a walk and a place to escape the urban environment. A sea of
green.

7/17/2017 7:15 AM

73

Park enjoyed by all ages with large playground between Mcrae house and the rec centre, walking
path, natural setting with lots of trees and water features

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

74

No change.

7/15/2017 8:35 PM

75

Less invasive species and a more natural Garry Oak area

7/15/2017 6:44 PM

76

A gathering place for all in the community

7/15/2017 3:48 PM

77

Natural areas remain and golf course has Audobon certification. Public recognizes it as an
important area for wildlife. More people come to the park to walk on the chip trail and enjoy
activities at the rec and community centres. If interest in golf wanes, or if it becomes too expensive
to maintain the golf course, the golf course will become park land. Otherwise it will remain a golf
course. Good food and coffee will be served breakfast, lunch and dinner and there will be evening
entertainment some nights of the week. Local food will be featured as much as possible...that
needs to be a goal from the beginning.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

78

It would look similar to 2017, with no heavy housing developments surrounding this beautiful area.
People of all ages enjoying the walkable area as now.

7/15/2017 1:35 PM

79

Golf course enhanced to allow winter golfing ( fix drainage issues and discourage ducks from
ruining grass). Also houses are being built TOO CLOSE to course and trail.

7/15/2017 7:42 AM

80

A welcoming community based centre offering a wide variety of indoor and outdoor activities for all
ages

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

81

Very much as it is now. It's a delightful place to walk, watch wildlife and to enjoy its charms.

7/14/2017 2:39 AM
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82

Outside social area that doesn't conflict with the golfers and the cyclist. Cyclist should be
separated from the walkers and the golfers. This golf course is an excellent golf experience and I
would like to ensure it remains an 18 hole course.

7/13/2017 9:35 PM

83

That it remain as beautiful as it is today.

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

84

Golf with improved natural areas.

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

85

It is a gem. I hope it is essentially the same as today.

7/13/2017 9:21 PM

86

Same as it is now

7/13/2017 9:19 PM

87

My image for the Golf Course is the same as the very first day I was there in 1959. The golf
course being the centre of a very popular environmental jewel.

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

88

a natural multi-activty recreation/social area

7/13/2017 4:54 PM

89

Looking much the same as it does today.

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

90

No major changes as is.

7/13/2017 3:32 PM

91

Maintain the golf course so that it is accessible to all. Keep fees down to not out price the facility.

7/13/2017 2:41 PM

92

Remain a golf course. Remain as a trail for running and walking. Open up kings pond from over
growth

7/13/2017 2:30 PM

93

Multiuse sports playzone with golf, disc golf, tennis, walking and running trails, etc.

7/10/2017 10:03 PM

94

Improved natural areas.

7/10/2017 12:37 PM

95

A safe place to walk and enjoy nature.

7/9/2017 11:46 AM

96

Just about the same as it is now. More trees are always welcome. Perhaps a more aggressive
program to remove english ivy or other invasive species.

7/7/2017 10:11 PM

97

a daylighted Reach 17 and birds everywhere with a restored camas meadow on the hill below
McRae House

7/7/2017 6:02 PM

98

The park would look like a model for the world on how to build a sustainable community. It would
serve as an educational model with multiple geodesic domes growing food in vertical arrays
inside. This would be a technological showcase for the world to see with multiple tours of
elementary students having field day trips to see it. IT would also produce a lot of food for future
local public market.

7/7/2017 8:24 AM

99

A well run club house facility, privately managed on a cost recovery basis that does not directly
compete with private sector for such things as wedding receptions - as is the case now. Overall a
smaller club house would suite citizens demands.

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

100

The golf course would be an off leash park

7/4/2017 6:32 PM

101

A happening place where everyone enjoyed bing outside doing things. I'd like to see art-making in
nature be a big part of how the arts centre links to the park itself.

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

102

Much more native and naturalized areas. Less noise from homes, traffic. Indigenous activities
incorporated into park. Regular silent walks. No golf course.

7/4/2017 12:06 PM

103

Develop further arts programs

7/4/2017 7:27 AM

104

Park completely accessible to citizens for various community events. NO GOLF!

7/2/2017 8:38 PM

105

A meeting place for families and people on foot or by bike. Green, lush, lots of interesting nature to
explore.

7/2/2017 5:50 PM

106

A little bit more wild. A place of verdant green in a dry city.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

107

An area of Saanich preserved for future generations which includes a mix of public activities and
natural environments for wildlife to flourish. This park has some unique views - one of the only
places in Canada where you can see a flourishing coastal environment (flora and fauna) with the
backdrop of snow covered mountains. A place to let your imagination soar.

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

108

A healthy Garry Oak ecosystem with more trees, especially tall ones and brush that is conducive to
bird habitat.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

109

Swimming area, more trails through the park (not just around the edge), expanded boardwalk by
Bowker Creek, safe area for dogs.

6/29/2017 3:08 PM
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110

Outdoor tennis courts. Outdoor gathering space.

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

111

A park with a good playground or skatepark

6/29/2017 1:40 PM

112

I actually like it the way it is, imperfect but beautiful. Wabi sabi.

6/29/2017 10:42 AM

113

I'd play disc golf daily. There is nowhere in town to play disc golf.

6/28/2017 9:37 PM

114

People-oriented, with opportunities for passive and active enjoyment.

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

115

Expanded and restored oak woodland, meadow, wetland; dedicated open space for picnic/field,
separate dog area

6/28/2017 4:22 PM

116

A safe neighbourhood hub and green space for the community, used by all demographics.

6/28/2017 10:12 AM

117

Have it more utilized by the community

6/28/2017 7:20 AM

118

It continues to be an oasis in an urban area

6/27/2017 5:15 PM

119

same

6/27/2017 4:09 PM

120

residents walking, meeting and gardening together

6/26/2017 11:45 AM

121

A larger part of the community. Both a conduit for pedestrians and cyclists and a destination for
coffee and meals.

6/26/2017 9:29 AM

122

Evenings and days full of outdoor walking, golf, ball and entertainment (music/plays) and the
occasional event with good/various food options

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

123

A place like today where people come to walk/exercise, get fresh air, socialize, a multi-use park in
the city.

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

124

The walking trail will be the same. perhaps a native species garden down the hill below McRae
house with benches, an outdoor pool in the space behind the tennis courts with benches, ball
diamonds full of kids playing, dogs welcome!!!

6/24/2017 2:13 PM

125

Keeping with natural area and loop trail

6/23/2017 11:53 AM

126

More like the big parks in Europe. Educational signs and green space. Interactive things for adults
and kids. A nature house would be great. Teach people about bees and how to protect them.
Interactive displays about water use and what pesticides etc will do to our world. The Netherlands
has wonderful examples of well used park space. Not a big beckwith type playground tho, more of
a wilderness interactive educational area of park on McRae hill near parking lot.

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

127

A dynamic place that fosters community connection with people and nature

6/22/2017 7:37 PM

128

Unchanged

6/21/2017 10:49 PM

129

A place for gathering amd recreation. Restored natural areas, habitat and creek. The Golf Course
is replaced by a natural open space, small communirt farm, and affordable family housing.

6/21/2017 9:36 PM

130

A common area outside near the ball diamonds for community events. Farmers markets, family
days, art shows, etc

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

131

More trees

6/21/2017 8:12 PM

132

A huge central park where the entire green space can be used for natural habitats and recreational
activities with families.

6/21/2017 12:08 PM

133

Maintain as is

6/21/2017 11:26 AM

134

And ideal golf course well manicured with well kept trails.

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

135

see above, large playground with viewing area, seniors rose garden in same area, wheelchair
access around periphery of ball diamond

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

136

much as it is now - natural setting retained

6/20/2017 5:17 PM

137

Much as it is now with additional improvements including: enclosed dog park; wider pathways to
better accommodate multiple uses (maybe separate bike/walk lanes in congested areas such as
connection through middle of golf course); clubhouse cafeteria to encourage walk and then
snack/meal. Continue to maintain path well.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

138

Keep it as GREEN SPACE - we'll always need parkland and there will always be people wanting to
use it for something else!

6/19/2017 3:56 PM
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139

pretty much as it is today, which is probably not possible, given projected population trends; can a
few more trails be developed? I would introduce some periods when dogs were not permitted on
the trails, so that with more walkers and runners, pedestrians could move more freely.

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

140

A natural setting, that emphasizes the Garry Oak ecosystem. One that draws and accommodates
people of all ages to enjoy the outdoors and hopefully appreciate the unique flora and fauna of the
park

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

141

trail is much wider around Golf course, golf course and golfing less of a focus, more Garry oaks
planted and prospering, picnic and community gathering spot with outdoor festivals and special
events where ball diamonds are. Multipurpose spaces rather than a mix of single uses. Better use
of Clubhouse (limited refreshments/restaurants and pubs in that neighborhood)!

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

142

a mixed use rec space mixed with multiple varied gardens. 8 golf holes not 18, giving room for
Rose garden, Japanese gardens, etc....large pond and play area for children... while cultivating
and maintaining the perimeter path to be as naturally indigenous as possible.

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

143

If golfing becomes of less interest due to changing demographics I would like to see the whole golf
course restored to a Garry oak ecosystem and become the best wildlife sanctuary in the city.
Otherwise, at least have components of this remain on areas that presently just have invasive
grasses or invasive shrubs (including the invasive native shrub species such as snowberry).

6/19/2017 8:11 AM

144

A beautiful natural preserve within the city in which people can be active outside

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

145

more natural habitat areas for birds and animals

6/18/2017 8:00 PM

146

Walking trails and gathering areas for park goers. More facilities in the rec centre. Would love a
pool.

6/18/2017 3:36 PM

147

Idyllic natural setting

6/18/2017 10:49 AM

148

Expanded arts and recreation services in the rec center.

6/18/2017 10:26 AM

149

9 holes of golf; expanded natural area; opportunities for disc golf; east-west and North-south bike
paths

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

150

Pretty much the same

6/18/2017 7:39 AM

151

There would be people of all ages walking and enjoying the views and the rec centre and walking
and enjoying a round of golf. children laughing at the ducks.

6/18/2017 12:03 AM

152

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

153

A large kids playground Tennis courts

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

154

A very natural park with green space but designed to ensure it's used to the fullest

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

155

maintaining natural environment while adding some sports venues (sand volleyball and badminton)

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

156

The golf course footprint has been reduced in size or completely eliminated. Much greater area of
Garry oak and associated ecosystems have been restored and these areas are being maintained.
There are well loved community gardens producing food. There is a community centre offering
programming similar to what Saanich neighbourhood plce offers. There is a great playground with
facilities for all age groups.

6/17/2017 1:26 PM

157

Lush and natural greenspace

6/17/2017 8:13 AM

158

More benches to sit and observe the natural environment. Vegetable gardens for the apartment
dwellers in the community.

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

159

Multigenerational with good accessibility nature based attivities.

6/17/2017 6:57 AM

160

Chip trail has art pieces around it; rec centre has expanded with a gymnasium and outdoor public
tennis courts; playground for kids to play; scenic views have been preserved

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

161

The wild flowers negatively impacted by the increased width of the trail ...particularly in the Noth
west section have been restored. The geese have been removed. The food service restored.

6/16/2017 3:24 PM

162

not much different......................leave the building of "things"alone as the most precious thing we
have is space.Building things does mean that progress is being made.........usually the opposite.

6/16/2017 11:48 AM

163

Much the same, except more trees in the lower half.

6/16/2017 11:15 AM

164

The chip trail would be maintained but not poluted with over designed changes. Keep the big
changes to the center or golf pond areas.

6/16/2017 10:24 AM
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165

Wetlands, trail, allotment gardens, art centre, sculptures, space for a market.

6/16/2017 9:56 AM

166

The same

6/16/2017 9:46 AM

167

Golf gone. Community gardens, restored Gary oak meadows with sitting and walking paths,
demonstration gardens of native plants. Bowker Creek daylight and restored. A gracious
restaurant and coffee shop.

6/16/2017 8:58 AM

168

Hopefully not changed much

6/16/2017 8:28 AM

169

A community oriented natural area that is a center not only for physical activities but
social/community ones.

6/16/2017 8:19 AM

170

A public park that is far less about golf (although I'm not opposed to some golf), and much more
about a coming together of nature and people in an urban setting. I think of Cedar Hill in the future
as more like Stanley Park or Beacon Hill Park, and less like a golf course.

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

171

Less development. ...left in a more natural state .

6/16/2017 7:24 AM

172

Opening up of the creek area

6/16/2017 6:00 AM

173

Lots of activities for all ages. Functions that constantly draw members of the community to gather
curretly

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

174

It would be the community hub with a weekend farmer's market, a great coffee shop in the
clubhouse with nice seating inside and out, more community events such as cooking classes,
seminars, etc in the clubhouse, and a really fun mixed use sports area and playground for kids in
the grassy slope and ball diamond area

6/15/2017 10:14 PM

175

Maintained as it is now, with the natural environment protected and the chip trail well maintained.

6/15/2017 9:59 PM

176

A more multi use park that incorporates cycling

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

177

open to general public, well used but controlled access.

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

178

not too crowded, not surrounded by highrise buildings... lovely trees...

6/15/2017 6:56 PM

179

a natural environment with wetlands, gary oak sections, wild sections, attraction for birds, animals
... trails for all "walking" capabilities,

6/15/2017 3:27 PM

180

more natural, more wooded, no water sucking golf course

6/15/2017 2:59 PM

181

Gardens. Native plants, boardwalk along the creek. Outdoor pool with a retractable roof Outdoor
art and sculptures. More open space in building, and fewer doors.

6/15/2017 1:59 PM

182

Very much the same as it is now but with enhanced natural GOE values and a vibrant, inclusive
food and beverage services scene at the clubhouse that takes advantage of incredible views in a
beautiful setting.

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

183

NEVER any housing complexes. Leave this beautiful area as it is; clean ponds and creek areas.
Maintain the trails.

6/15/2017 1:09 PM

184

Relatively the same

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

185

Restored with a balance of the Golf with the natural areas surrounding.

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

186

Much as it is today.

6/15/2017 11:05 AM

187

Lush, with permaculture and community gardens and trails.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

188

A beautiful green space park maintained in it's present condition for future generations to enjoy.

6/15/2017 10:54 AM

189

No golf course - entire area as parkland

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

190

Maintenance of the green space, inclusive of all age groups.

6/15/2017 10:21 AM

191

It would look much the same except that the nature spaces would be restored.

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

192

There would be something for everyone!! A true place where everyone in the community has
something that they enjoy

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

193

It would be a watered green space (not natural brown in summer). A place with trees, shrubs and
flowering plants. Rest and outdoor excersize areas. A place we can walk and feel safe in the
eveing at night as a family.

6/15/2017 8:40 AM

194

No changes, except minor ones as listed

6/15/2017 8:37 AM
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195

It would be inspirational if it were left as it is, with the possible improvements you have mentioned
to the stream if needed

6/15/2017 8:16 AM

196

Just the way it is today. If it ain't broke, don't fix it.

6/15/2017 8:09 AM

197

continued natural green space with outdoor recreational for non-group/team activities

6/15/2017 7:37 AM

198

Maintain access to good walking/running trails with exposure to wildlife in the park.

6/15/2017 7:20 AM

199

Pretty close to what it is now. A little more art around outside, open up Bowker culverts, exercise
stations along the trail.

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

200

It would ideally be green with natural plants and a refuge for birds.

6/15/2017 7:09 AM

201

Much as it is now but with the changes I've suggested.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

202

would include Pickleball courts for public use

6/15/2017 6:19 AM

203

Expanded golf course.

6/15/2017 6:15 AM

204

more mature trees

6/15/2017 5:26 AM

205

It would be a huge park, with the golf course turned into gardens, lawn for picnicking and lounging,
a bandstand for community music programs, expanded natural areas, community garden,
stargazing, and maybe even an outdoor pool.

6/14/2017 9:26 PM

206

Same as now but with even more native flowers and native plants in general, also with an effort to
educate the public about the (former) indigenous use of the area, especially the indigenous use of
various plants and animals, prior to contact.

6/14/2017 9:00 PM

207

Hopefully it would still be the lovely special spot that it is today

6/14/2017 6:13 PM

208

Walking trails, golf course, more indoor & outdoor courts. Expanded gym.

6/14/2017 6:09 PM

209

More Garry Oak trees and native plants and habitat along the chip trail preserved.

6/14/2017 6:00 PM

210

A cohesive outdoor fitness loop along the trail.

6/14/2017 5:49 PM

211

still able to walk around the golf course and enjoy the space and the people

6/14/2017 4:40 PM

212

Similar to what it now is

6/14/2017 3:59 PM

213

Preservation and enhancement of natural features. The walk on the South Slope, coming down
from the club House could have more character.Planting trees to replace those that regularly fall

6/14/2017 2:51 PM

214

Natural environment maintained and encouraged to allow people to continue to enjoy the forests,
stream, ponds without impacting the environment too much.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

215

same as now with all invasive plants removed

6/14/2017 1:55 PM

216

More walking trails and an off leash dog area

6/14/2017 1:40 PM

217

By 2035 I think there will be a big demand for 'natural areas' with a conserved greenbelt, wild birds
and animals and well maintained paths.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

218

Accessible and natural. Part of a cohesive and unified picture with the rec centre, gold course, club
and public.

6/14/2017 12:42 PM

219

A beautiful example of the historical environment of the Victoria area, supporting communities of
plant and animal species; an open and healthy Bowker Creek with salmon spawning; a refuge for
bats, songbirds, native frogs, snakes, and lizards; an example of how we humans can live with
nature without destroying it

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

220

Nature!

6/14/2017 6:45 AM

221

Still here for everyone to enjoy (not likely I'll still be here as I'm almost 75 now)

6/14/2017 12:36 AM

222

Golf course is still there. Not houses built on it. More tennis courts built.

6/13/2017 5:07 PM

223

the property at the back would be developed into something everyone can use - it is not used
much now. The chip trail around the golf course is well used. Maybe a children's playground

6/13/2017 4:25 PM

224

More usable outdoor facilities

6/13/2017 3:42 PM

225

More tennis courts

6/13/2017 3:06 PM
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226

That is still available as a park for us and for all that fly to it, the birds. Good trails that drain well in
the winter rains

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

227

Family friendly outdoor space.

6/13/2017 1:42 PM

228

Retained and restored natural green space with additional outdoor facilities

6/13/2017 1:37 PM

229

quality tennis center

6/13/2017 12:54 PM

230

It would be exactly like the Cedar Hill Clay Court proposal that was so carefully and thoughtfully
created a few years ago

6/13/2017 12:47 PM

231

it would still look like it does today and will be a wonderful place for everyone to get out and enjoy
nature, work on their fitness and experience the beauty.

6/13/2017 11:46 AM

232

As is with a bunch of busy tennis courts instead of crappy ball diamonds, preferably clay but I'd be
happy with any type, indoor and/or outdoor : ) Just more!

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

233

Wild space with minimal human interference

6/12/2017 8:21 PM

234

Leave as is

6/12/2017 4:25 PM

235

Improvement od the trail to deal with traffic noise and unsightliness on Finlayson. A really fabulous
restaurant, cafe at the clubhouse with lots of outdoor seating and ice cream for everyon.

6/12/2017 2:10 PM

236

More accessible to all. And if not all of it, then be clear on maps/signage as to where people with
mobility issues can go to safely use and enjoy some areas of the park.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

237

Expanded baseball/softball field

6/12/2017 1:07 PM

238

A green oasis with beautiful vistas -- trails that are never too muddy -- a perfect place for a walk,
some exercise and a picnic.

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

239

A place full of fit, healthy people

6/11/2017 10:01 PM

240

Enviable mix of activities and facilities to provide recreation

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

241

Social pub style gathering place at derby building. Outdoor amphitheatre for concerts and nature
education programs. Community pool at rec center and a teen center and skate park for kids.
More connecting trails with netting to protect from golf balls. More community events including
summer bbqs and markets and halloween bonfires. More pedestrian and cycling paths safe
against stray golf balls. Kids playground and maybe a small adventure/ nature park for kids.
Lighted paths for nighttime safety especially from derby to derby. I still like the golf course use of
the park even though I don't golf. Run proD day camps for kids at the park. Indoor and outdoor
programing. And summer camps. Could consider building a lacrosse box too. Manage an outdoor
winter ice surface for community skating near christmas Near one of the existing buildings with
food and beverage service. Run star gazing education programs in concert with the center of the
universe observatory that closed.

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

242

Multi-use, community-minded, inclusive natural space that focuses on the benefits of physical
activity and the preservation of natural areas. A much reduced golf course in favour of program
goals that highlight this synergy.

6/11/2017 3:37 PM

243

An urban jewel forever. Balance retained. Natural and open areas respected, retained and
restored. Community and historical identity celebrated. An icon of community collaboration with
Saanich Parks.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

244

Natural growth allowed for trees, trail still there.

6/11/2017 8:46 AM

245

There would be an expansion of the tennis courts and some nice pathways for people with
restricted mobility, with improved protections for bowker creek. Also some drinking fountains

6/11/2017 8:07 AM

246

Much like it is today.

6/10/2017 8:11 PM

247

Entire area becomes a park & wildlife refuge - no golf course.

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

248

It would be the same.

6/10/2017 8:39 AM

249

Open creek which suppports insects and birds and mammals.

6/10/2017 7:35 AM

250

Very much as it is now. I love the fact that there is no cycling on the walking paths, unlike the
Galloping Goose, which is very dangerous for pedestrians because of the out-of-control cyclists.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

251

Forested. Savannah n wetland ecosystems Collecting oak nuts and observing flowers along with
an educational center about all the life there from the insects to plants to birds n mammals

6/9/2017 9:58 PM
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252

green space, walking/running path, kids play area, trees

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

253

Various meandering footpaths instead of the golf course

6/9/2017 8:14 PM

254

a go to place for parents and their children, a beautiful, accessible, well planned outdoor space
with a playground, picnic area and nature trails.

6/9/2017 8:11 PM

255

Still a centre of beauty, recreational diversity and habitat for birds and other wildlife.

6/9/2017 7:53 PM

256

A place where people can go to have a picnic, throw a frisbee or ball around, hang out, relax and
meet people in the community.

6/9/2017 7:48 PM

257

Much as it is now. It would be great if the golf course could be freed up as an open green natural
space, but that could be very expensive, and the old people need exercise too! Ideally, the Park
would not be NOT be threatened by more playgrounds, more parking, more rec center. It would
be: nature, and natural beauty.

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

258

Preserve as "lungs" of four core municipalities

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

259

Additional indoor tennis courts, with a viewing area. Another gym to allow more pickeball, table
tennis etc. A larger weight room. All of these generate revenue - which would offset the costs of
construction.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

260

Golf course reduced to a long 9 holes (2 par 5, 4 par 4, 3 par 3 holes) - based on declining
popularity of the sport, with the space from the removed holes going to: - Daylighting of and
naturalized area around Bowker Creek - 18 holes of Disc Golf with a complete tree canopy BMX/Mtn bike skills area - Rec Centre building expansion

6/9/2017 12:28 PM

261

Rec Centre Expansion, fitness areas

6/9/2017 10:05 AM

262

The golf course is gone, replaced with a spectacular, healthy, natural park accommodating a
variety of uses including active play, fitness and community gatherings,

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

263

Fully revitalized / restored back to its original state — before contact — as much as possible and if
that is not possible, then restored back to its former farm-like state. Reintroduce indigenous plant
and grass species, replant as many indigenous trees as possible. Develop low impact trails in all
directions throughout the park. Install sight and sound barriers between park and surrounding
houses to enhance park-like feel and atmosphere.

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

264

More or less just the same as it is now.

6/8/2017 11:22 PM

265

Very similar to how it is now. Ensuring that it's not taken over by development. It's nice to have the
green space. Such a beautiful walk.

6/8/2017 9:41 PM

266

Active people of all ages outside enjoying fresh air and free of electrical and non essential
mechanized devices

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

267

Lots of greenery!

6/8/2017 7:45 PM

268

rich, lush, more types of grasses and plants...

6/8/2017 7:24 PM

269

No golf just trails and natural areas with play space for all ages.

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

270

A community green space where everyone can enjoy the outdoors and nature

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

271

Imagination is easy. Thinking BIG is necessary. I'd like to know who will get improvements funded
and continuing maintenance properly funded. Easy to buy land; desperately difficult to fund
restoration, maintenance and repair. If you get the $, you could dream big. So my ideal vision for
the Park includes a strong financial base for protection etc for the FUTURE, as well as a
missionary passion in Saanich Parks Department for advocating for people and flora & fauna of
CHP.

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

272

a golf course with a restaurant within a totally naturalized green space

6/8/2017 2:57 PM

273

preserve the natural features, protect the waterbodies and riparian areas

6/8/2017 1:21 PM
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Q14 Do you feel pedestrian/cycling connections could be improved in the
park?
Answered: 445

Skipped: 160

Not Sure
Not Sure
Yes
Yes

No
No
ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Yes

43.82%

195

No

22.70%

101

Not Sure

33.48%

149

TOTAL

445
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Q15 What ideas do you have regarding pedestrian/cycling connections in
the park?
Answered: 255

Skipped: 350

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

No cycling on trail at all. Quiet signs near trail side homes. Voices carry, disturbing residents.

9/6/2017 11:07 AM

2

There should be NO cycling anywhere including east/west connection - it is too dangerous. I have
encountered many cyclists on a daily basis, including slow ones, mountain bikes at speed, even a
bike club - this is around the trail in general. There should be signage please as we have joggers,
people with dogs and most especially women carrying or pushing babies - it's an accident waiting
to happen!

9/6/2017 10:57 AM

3

not being cyclists, we have no opinion

9/6/2017 10:48 AM

4

separate the bikers from the walkers. The bikers rarely dismount when going through the park.

9/6/2017 10:43 AM

5

I though cycling wasn't allowed.

9/6/2017 10:40 AM

6

walk from Inverness Rd

9/6/2017 10:33 AM

7

no cycling

9/6/2017 10:24 AM

8

widening of paths

9/6/2017 10:18 AM

9

Access for pedestrians is good. Bikes should be kept off the chip trail

8/21/2017 4:00 PM

10

Much conflict at clubhouse between walkers, bikers and golfers!

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

11

bicycles and pedestrians do not mix...eliminate one or the other or separate the functions. Even
runners seem to have priority over pedestrians.

8/21/2017 3:42 PM

12

I sat on the committee to look at bicyle riding in the various paths. The groups are involved walked
the chip trail and discovered the trail is too steep in areas and it isn't meant for bike riding on much
of the trail. Pedestrians can't see the bikes, etc.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

13

No bikes on circular trail but allow bikes on east west trail. Bikers do not dismount thru congested
clubhouse area - suggest rerouting so dismount not required.

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

14

Biggest investment should be across middle of golf course (accommodating golfers, carts, walkers
and bikers. Separate and define paths for walkers and bikers in other areas where possible (can
be done in NE corner). Cranbrook to Queensbury is high conflict area so extra work needed here.

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

15

A map in the parking areas, showing the various loops and their respective length would be
helpful for "new" visitors

8/7/2017 8:47 AM

16

I think it should be made clearer where cycling should not be taking place. I've come close to
being hit by cyclists on parts of the trail they should not be on. It would be nice as a pedestrian to
be able to access more areas besides the perimeter and across the middle.

8/6/2017 11:04 AM

17

Bikers sometimes zoom along the walkway between the clubhouse and the pro shop even tho'
signage says they must dismount. I do not walk cycling on the chip trails!

8/6/2017 10:32 AM

18

More signage - directions

8/5/2017 8:45 PM

19

remove bicycle access. It's terrible to walk or jog quietly to have to suddenly jump out of a bike's
path

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

20

Better signage. I got "lost" the first few times I walked it. Golfers redirected me

8/5/2017 11:02 AM

21

the present east/west (Derby Road) connection appears to work OK as long as cyclists remain
alert to walkers and ride in single file. I would not want to see any further connections through the
park on the chip trail

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

22

They are fine the way they are. I'd hate to see the cyclists create dangers for walkers as they do
on the Galloping Goose. Keep the cyclist at bay. I am a cyclist and think many who use the Goose
are irresponsible. Don't let that happen to the park.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM
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23

Other than a thoroughfare across by the golf buildings, the permieter is a walking trail and should
not have cycling use.

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

24

Judge Place and Blenkinsop needs a cross walk to safely cross to path to golf course

8/3/2017 8:17 PM

25

designated paths for each.

8/3/2017 9:42 AM

26

The E/W route connecting DerbylRd. needs to be reconfigured for bicycles. Reduce conflict zones
nea clubhouse and parking lot.

8/2/2017 12:03 PM

27

The cycling connection at the southwest corner is difficult to navigate and follow. Clarification
needed on busy Finlayson.

8/2/2017 11:52 AM

28

Designated bike lanes

8/2/2017 11:49 AM

29

Separate N/S bike trail - allow but separate; improve bike access up Cedar Hill Rd and Doncaster

8/2/2017 11:32 AM

30

The walking trail from the rec centre going east to the top of hill on Finlayson should be where a
parallell cycling trail could be put in, it's a much easier grade than going up Finlayson.

8/2/2017 11:18 AM

31

If golf activity is ..no longer, keep area as a public park

8/2/2017 11:07 AM

32

Repeat the crosswalk between Tattersall and Cedar Hill X road

8/2/2017 10:59 AM

33

Usually use the park after commuting time so no comment

8/2/2017 10:51 AM

34

better signage?

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

35

ramps

8/2/2017 9:52 AM

36

Currently not very cycling-friendly. Just more paths.

8/2/2017 9:39 AM

37

widened

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

38

Not sure what this means

8/2/2017 9:05 AM

39

Doncaster school and Shelbourne are important nearby destinations. Access from Judge,
Queensbury to Derby could be a better shared use path. A twin path (fine gravel & chip trail) might
work.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM

40

Need to be able to travel in all directions through park. Make Bike paths throughout.

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

41

We need a cycling network to easily commute through the park.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

42

The east west connector is very important for cyclists. Unfortunately it's a busy walkway for golfers
too. Maybe a separated lane for cyclists going through so they don't have to dismount? Could
widen the gravel trails on either side of the paved bit too.

7/29/2017 12:32 AM

43

I think the trail is very well maintained as a frequent runner. I don't think anything should be added
in terms of cycling since it would impede on the current state that the trails are in. I also believe
that the through-fare connecting Derby Rd is sufficient for cyclists to cut across.

7/28/2017 1:55 PM

44

No specific ideas, but they're good to have

7/28/2017 12:28 PM

45

1. Paved east-west bike lane. 2. Separate bike and pedestrian paths.

7/27/2017 12:27 PM

46

It's ok. Cyclists cut across the middle of the park on the gravel trail. I don't think bikes should go
on the chip trail - the tires cut into the trail, not a good mix with walkers.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

47

Seperate paths for foot traffic and bike

7/27/2017 7:53 AM

48

Seperate trails for bikea and foot traffic running the whole park.

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

49

Have a paved, lit cycling path connecting East to West

7/26/2017 10:09 PM

50

Paving, lights and wayfinding signs

7/26/2017 9:21 PM

51

It would be great if there were room for a cycle path alongside the chip trail at the top of Epsom
Drive - but not at the expense of nature. As it is, I am happy to walk my bike along that stretch or to
cycle on Maplewood on the other side.

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

52

a few more protective fences would help

7/26/2017 4:55 PM

53

Cycling separated from golf cart and pedestrian traffic for safety purposes.

7/26/2017 4:50 PM

54

I often end up on the golf course by accident! Signage could improve

7/26/2017 11:51 AM
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55

should be for pedestrians , not cycling. Not enough room for both on existing path

7/25/2017 10:28 PM

56

more fencing between Derby road (West side) and parking lot/Clubhouse. The current path is very
exposed to golfers and can be dangerous

7/25/2017 1:12 PM

57

cyclists need to walk there bikes through congested areas

7/25/2017 12:29 PM

58

Segregated bike lane on Cedar Hill rd

7/23/2017 4:15 PM

59

paved cycling lanes

7/22/2017 6:55 PM

60

Cyclists dismount in golf club and pro shop area. No one drive to pro shop. Move all parking to
parking lot.

7/22/2017 7:59 AM

61

bicycles using the chip trail are a danger to walkers... cyclists passing in front of the pro shop,
often do not dismount

7/21/2017 1:51 PM

62

Better signage placed at eye level

7/20/2017 7:40 PM

63

There are enough cycling options in Saanich that don't get used.

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

64

Children are the only ones that obey signage

7/20/2017 11:43 AM

65

Have the cycling people dismount going through the area of the pro shop and club house, they
have signs but they are too high to see some older and young kids have nearly been hit, and the
cycling people are travelling at a high rate of speed. This needs to be monitored

7/20/2017 11:09 AM

66

Children are the only ones obeying the signs and rules

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

67

Pave the east/west trail, have it lit, remove the silly dismount sign.

7/19/2017 1:21 PM

68

more paths and ensure cycle and pedestrian paths are seperated or at least facilicate both.

7/19/2017 11:26 AM

69

Walk bike throw course

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

70

Add lighting to the current cycling connector. Remove the walk your bike signs, replace with yield
to other users and add a north south multi-use trail, preferably with some lights.

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

71

cycling through the park by the pro shop and the clubhouse should be discouraged. Some cyclists
travel too fast through that area

7/17/2017 3:20 PM

72

One of the features of the walkway that I like is the chip trail. Bikes and wheeled modes of
transport would require a more hard-pack surface which would take away from the comfort of
walking on the path as it is now. I'd prefer to not have the trail changed from the current chip trail.

7/17/2017 1:06 PM

73

I like the way it is

7/17/2017 8:44 AM

74

preferably more pedestrian

7/16/2017 3:20 PM

75

make it a walk only.

7/16/2017 12:28 PM

76

better signage for cyclists on the east/west cycle path at the golf course.

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

77

More trails

7/15/2017 3:48 PM

78

Too many people in Saanich rely on their cars because the infrastructure for cycling and walking is
so poor. Cedar Hill Road right by the rec centre has DITCHES, which is something you wouldn't
find in many other cities. If we had good sidewalks and good bike lanes and traffic calming
measures, walking to the park and rec centre from all directions would increase.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

79

Too much traffic to allow safe biking through the area

7/15/2017 1:56 PM

80

Connect Northwest, king pond area to east side, Derby for a safer route.

7/15/2017 10:37 AM

81

Signage warning of pedestrians (walkers with or without dogs) and golfers. A limit on the speed of
the cyclists would hopefully slow some commuters down. They seem to ride too fast in the areas
around the Pro shop and Clubhouse.

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

82

keep cycling out of golf course before someone gets injured

7/14/2017 8:48 AM

83

Access is very good now.

7/14/2017 2:39 AM

84

Wider pathways clearly marked lanes for walkers and biking

7/13/2017 9:38 PM

85

alternative route from the walkers and golfers.

7/13/2017 9:35 PM

86

Better infrastructure for walkers to understand differences between golf path and walking paths

7/13/2017 9:22 PM
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87

Do not expand. Already well used and no need to increase.

7/13/2017 7:00 PM

88

The main use of the park for cyclists is to travel east and west on Derby road. I do not see it as a
destination for them.

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

89

the chip trail should be off limits for bikes

7/13/2017 4:54 PM

90

Pedestrian connections are already good, nothing to improve

7/13/2017 4:20 PM

91

larger signs depicting trails and golf course paths

7/13/2017 4:09 PM

92

the cycling people should get off their bikes before they enter the area by the pro shop, and the
club house a few times adults and kids have been nearly hit, and this causes a lot of distraction
when you are walking.

7/13/2017 2:58 PM

93

Pedestrian access on the trail only and the same for the cyclists. I have seen cyclists cutting
across the golf course which is EXTREMELY dangerous

7/13/2017 2:40 PM

94

Cyclists need to slow down in the park. Use of off set curbs to force them to ride around but not so
close to interfere with greens crew.

7/13/2017 2:30 PM

95

Maintain chip trail for pedestrians only - no bikes

7/13/2017 2:04 PM

96

Please see previous page--things I cannot do in the park. Also more bike racks at access points.

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

97

cyclists ride through a very congested area (past pro shop and clubhouse)...supposed to dismount
but none ever do. Signage for pedestrians has improved a lot...thank you...but it still gets missed
and people get lost on the golf course, oblivious to how dangerous that might be.

7/11/2017 12:36 PM

98

Cyclists do not yield to pedestrians on the path and it can be quite dangerous. Perhaps there could
be signs saying no bicycles between certain hours or asking them to find an alternate route.

7/7/2017 10:11 PM

99

Do not allow cycling on chip trail or on golf course ( safety issues)

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

100

pavement perhaps?

7/6/2017 3:36 AM

101

Pedestrians and cyclists do not belong together

7/4/2017 6:32 PM

102

Designate a bike route for people to access the commuter route...for example, on nearby streets. I
use Glacier and Diana to get to Derby for example.

7/4/2017 4:42 PM

103

Cycling should be only for commuting through periphery, kept to minimal use so that main use is
on foot.

7/4/2017 12:06 PM

104

Adequate but awkward passing golfers at clubhouse by bike

7/4/2017 7:27 AM

105

ELIMINATE GOLF

7/2/2017 8:38 PM

106

Improved signage and pathways. Bike-specific pathways.

7/2/2017 5:39 PM

107

A bike cut through/connector

7/2/2017 11:28 AM

108

I am not comfortable with cycling in the park having been crowded off the pathways. Cyclists and
pedestrians both need to know the etiquette for sharing the paths.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

109

Signage to restrict bikes to the east - west connector and keep them off the chip trail.

7/2/2017 7:33 AM

110

Keep the cycling connection through the middle of the park by the clubhouse

7/1/2017 8:19 PM

111

While I do occasionally bike on part of the path connecting Derby with Queensbury, I would not
like to take out more habitat to make a separate bike trail. The connector across the park by the
Clubhouse to Persimion might be more clearly make to permit bikes.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

112

Be able to walk through the park not just around it.

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

113

More visible corners to avoid collisions

6/29/2017 1:40 PM

114

Safety is paramount, especially for children.

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

115

Pedestrian connections good as is. No need for cycling routes.

6/28/2017 4:22 PM

116

I suppose bikers could use a safe shortcut across the middle of the park. Not sure if it's feasible
through a tunnel or overhead bikeway?

6/28/2017 10:12 AM

117

Bicycling should be minimized. Ok to cross Derby.

6/27/2017 5:15 PM

118

dont feel cycling should be included in this park

6/27/2017 4:09 PM
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119

improve circle trail to allow cycling on sections without parallel road

6/26/2017 7:21 PM

120

paving the Bike shortcut off Finlayson, near the top of the hill. A north/ South connector

6/26/2017 11:45 AM

121

perhaps some efficient LED lighting along the main cycling conduit for night time travel

6/26/2017 9:29 AM

122

Separation or more bike path options to get through the park without intruding on walkers.

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

123

I was almost run over by a cyclist on the trail. I do not wish bikes anywhere near the trails.

6/25/2017 6:21 AM

124

Some cyclists come barrelling through the trail with no regard/respect for pedestrians. But I doubt
there is anything that can be done about them.

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

125

It seems to work well to me

6/24/2017 2:13 PM

126

Sings for bike connections through the park

6/23/2017 11:53 AM

127

No cycling please. They fly through there and it's dangerous. They aren't allowed on sidewalks and
should not be on trails.

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

128

North / south route; better bike parking at club house Also - 24 bus is very infrequent

6/22/2017 7:37 PM

129

Remove the stop signs by the club house; no one actually stops... I find that the majority of cyclists
will go slow and adjust accordingly if there's traffic. The stop signs create unnecessary friction
between user groups.

6/22/2017 2:33 PM

130

The hard gravel trails should include aoft surfaces for running and walking. Consider twinninf the
E-W trails for bikes (harder surface) and for peds (softer surface).

6/21/2017 9:36 PM

131

Don't see how it could be developed for cycling given the golf course dominates the site.

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

132

Paths connected to outside cycling trails

6/21/2017 8:12 PM

133

Am concerned that if cycling connections were increased that the walking trail would have even
more bikes on them. I don't think they are allowed now but that doesn't seem to stop cyclists taking
shortcuts. I don't want to share the walking trail when I am with my dog or friends. I share the
galloping goose usually without a problem but it is a wider trail.

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

134

Formalize the path that cuts across the golf course for non-golfers, so golfers of course don't
resent the pedestrian thru traffic. Put in a bike path around perimeter so pedestrians and children
are not in danger.

6/21/2017 1:41 PM

135

I don't think bikes should be on the chip trail.

6/21/2017 10:43 AM

136

north south connector

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

137

Improve cycling.

6/20/2017 8:40 PM

138

bike lanes could be added

6/20/2017 7:14 PM

139

pedestrian path is fine but hardly suitable for cycling. CYCLING SHOULD BE CONFINED TO
PATH BISECTING GOLF COURSE

6/20/2017 5:17 PM

140

widen the "through" pathway that cuts through golf course to allow cyclists and pedestrians to
share it more safely.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

141

better bus service for routes 24/25

6/20/2017 12:05 PM

142

Very important to give everyone access

6/19/2017 9:48 PM

143

Show a map so we know if you're referring to more than the pathway through the parking lot and
center of the golf course.

6/19/2017 6:07 PM

144

No cycling within the park - just along the Derby pathways through the golf course .

6/19/2017 3:56 PM

145

the present situation is OK; I would not encourage cycling on the paths (except for the Derby
connection)

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

146

They seem fine to me but I generally walk.

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

147

very hilly to cycle around park so a proper (promoted) trail through the park is encouraged to
promote alternate transportation that links to bike trails. Pedestrian (chip trail) seems well used and
sufficient

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

148

need a compatible way to cycle N-S using pathways

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

149

Keep them separate as cyclists disregard pedestrian rights

6/19/2017 8:50 AM
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150

I would hope any retained park trail would not be shared with cyclists, but if there are important
ways in which the park needs to be traversed, these could be addressed on the roadways.

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

151

oppose cycling in park, strongly against it

6/18/2017 8:05 PM

152

strongly oppose cycling in park

6/18/2017 8:00 PM

153

I commented earlier - Yes - reconfigure to enable cyclists to travel from Queensbury/Epsom, to
Jennifer/Derby.

6/18/2017 11:38 AM

154

Cycling kept separate from walking areas. Cyclists have nearly hit me in golfing area

6/18/2017 10:49 AM

155

Need to legitimize the east-west connection (remove the sign telling cyclists to dismount; pave half
the path and leave the other half chip for walkers/runners). Need to create a N-S bike connection should be paved and divided from the walkers/runners. The Golf course is an important biking and
walking route for students traveling to Doncaster Elementary School. Improving bike infrastructure
and routes in the golf course is important for providing safe routes to Doncaster students to get to
school.

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

156

Might be nice to have separated space for pedestrians and cyclists travelling by the club house

6/18/2017 7:39 AM

157

Pave some of the connecting trails to get you through the park

6/17/2017 9:29 PM

158

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

159

I wouldn't really call it bike friendly. I think bikes need their own designated lanes and that would
take away a greenspace and be costly. Also, chips are not nice or easy to bike on

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

160

maintain trails better in wet conditions

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

161

Remove cars parking at the pro-shop. Educate cyclist and golfers that the pathway is a shared
facility and the carts, bikes and people should not gather in the centre of the path. It is for all users
to share. Publicise and educate.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

162

this is a touchy area but it is a park not a cycling route and if we need a bike path then maybe it
should be around the area somewhere not shared

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

163

I have not really had any encounters with bicyclists only runners. The trails are not for cycling and
if it was introduced would really change the peacefulness of the walk about. The building at top of
the hill could be transformed to include a washroom facility.

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

164

I personally would like to be able to enter by the club house and exit by the pond on my bike.

6/17/2017 6:57 AM

165

Never think of the park as a connector

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

166

Keep the cycles off the perimeter trail as there are blind corners and cyclists are going too fast to
be safe for pedestrians. There are signs for cyclists to dismount but that will never happen

6/16/2017 11:48 AM

167

Keep bikes off chip trail. Don't add another trail for bikes...they can ride around on all the other
fancy bike lanes or trails everywhere else. Pedestrians need a place of their own.

6/16/2017 10:24 AM

168

Broaden the cross park connector to create more space for cyclists + walkers.

6/16/2017 8:58 AM

169

keep bicycles out of the park except for access to rec centre and golf clubhouse. No bicycles on
the chip trail!!

6/16/2017 8:28 AM

170

As a daily cyclist, I feel like an interloper on what for all intents and purposes is a golfing hub. This
is a HEAVILY used commuter link, and an adequate trail is needed that is wide enough for cyclists
and walkers, and doesn't flood in the winter(!). The connectors on each side of the park could be
improved, too. There's also an opportunity to create a cycle trail on the south end of the Park
through trail improvements, and potentially (although this more ambitious) to create a
walking/cycling trail that would direct people from the west-central side of the park more directly to
the Rec Centre (and not along the perimeter).

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

171

A paved two way connection.

6/16/2017 6:00 AM

172

Currently there's no clear way to cycle from kings pond to the rec center without zigzagging
through neighborhoods.

6/15/2017 10:52 PM

173

Walkers and golfers should have priority. I do not think the park is very suitable for cyclists.

6/15/2017 9:20 PM

174

Make the trail between Epsom Dr/Queensbury Ave and Diana Rd multi use for cyclists too.It is a
much safer way to ride rather than on narrow roads with no bike lanes.

6/15/2017 7:13 PM
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175

I thought cycling wasn't allowed around the park and that should remain that way. Perhaps the
ability to cycle from Derby to Derby across the park would be useful as it is cumbersome to have to
go around the park to go east/west.

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

176

would prefer to not have cycling within the park,although I am an avid cyclist... the chip trail is one
of the few places people can walk without being on pavement. Cyclists tend to go too fast and not
show regard for pedestrians.

6/15/2017 6:56 PM

177

As a frequent pedestrian in the park over the past 10 years, I feel the connections for pedestrians
and cyclists are user-friendly, effective and adequately-signed. Both the rec centre and clubhouse
should have/maintain bike lock-up structures to encourage access via cycling.

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

178

Complete the bike lanes on Cedar Hill Road

6/15/2017 1:07 PM

179

Cycling corridor from Derby Rd to Queensbury Ave.

6/15/2017 12:32 PM

180

NO cycling in the park

6/15/2017 12:09 PM

181

Just fine with the walking trail, don't need more access for bikes, I am a biker but don't feel the
need to use those trails,. Best for walkers

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

182

Simple inexpensive: Paint cycling logos with arrows in each direction on the paved area in front of
the clubhouse.

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

183

Once again, too much land committed to golf.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

184

I do not believe the trails are wide enough for bicycles except past the proshop and clubhouse.

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

185

I'd like to see cycling banned in the park with the exception of the connector across the middle

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

186

pedestrian controlled crossing/ cross walk crossing on lower maplewood

6/15/2017 10:21 AM

187

There could definitely be a better connection point between the parking lot at the Rec Centre and
the chip trail. I always feel like I'm wandering around somewhere I shouldn't be when I try to get on
the chip trail from there. Also, if there are going to be cyclists and pedestrians on the trail, some
areas definitely need to be wider. We typically enter the trail from the Rec Centre, Club House, or
off Ocean View Rd.

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

188

Paved and chip paths side by side or a special short cut narrow paved routes through the park
path designed to shorten commuter routes.

6/15/2017 8:40 AM

189

better signage, separate (or wider) spaces for cycling and pedestrians across the park where
cyclists link their routes together on either sides; clarify route through parking lot for cyclists too if
possible (safer for all)

6/15/2017 8:00 AM

190

Proper sidewalks on tattersall and provide crosswalk at Salisbury and tattersall . And as far as
biking on tattersall , it's a death wish

6/15/2017 7:17 AM

191

Please do not change the chip trail to accommodate cyclists!!!! They are downright dangerous on
the Goose if you are walking!

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

192

More cycling-friendly paths, not just the one in the centre of the golf course.

6/15/2017 6:52 AM

193

As I commute on two wheels throughout the year I could see paved parts of trails to be more
appealing to cyclists looking to cut through E-W and even N-S and also as a more appealing way
to access the park for a visit.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

194

They are dangerous

6/15/2017 6:14 AM

195

widen

6/15/2017 5:26 AM

196

The East-West connector (Derby) should be widened and paved, with two textures - smooth, for
cyclists, and 'bumpy' or 'ridged' for pedestrians. This will help golf carts and wheelchairs as well.
Also, there should be some cycling infrastructure in the North. Cyclists coming off Queensbury
from the west can shortcut at King's Pond, but then are stuck trespassing through the Oak View
(?) townhouses to get to Doncaster. Please make a safe designated cycle route through the park
in this area (yes, it's tough because of the hills). If it was wide, it would also work for wheelchairs.

6/14/2017 9:26 PM

197

We all need to keep in mind that many children must cross the golf course every school day, going
to and coming home from Doncaster School. some of the younger ones will be walking, while older
children will probably be riding bikes... we need to realize that this is a daily commute for these
young people and not try to restrict them from using the crossing paths this way, each school day.

6/14/2017 9:00 PM

198

There should not be any Bicycles on the trails, they just chew it up

6/14/2017 6:13 PM
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199

No bicycles on trails, crossing only.

6/14/2017 6:09 PM

200

Not allow cycling except across Derby to Derby

6/14/2017 5:15 PM

201

perhaps widen the path so that there is room for cyclists

6/14/2017 4:40 PM

202

Am not sure; though it is only natural that cyclists would want to use to route as a connector, the
conditions;visibility, chip trail surface, pedestrian traffic with children and dogs can make it
precarious.

6/14/2017 2:51 PM

203

I think that the use of the middle trail for bicycling is fine but I don't believe the rest of the trail
should be accessible to bicyles. I also believe that no new cycling trails should be built in the park
but that better access to the cut through would be useful (Maplewood and Cedar Hill Roads).
Cylists should continue to walk their bikes through congested areas.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

204

Problem with bikes on chip trails. Should be for pedestrians only.

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

205

Cyclists should not be riding on footpath

6/14/2017 1:17 PM

206

Label or better-label the fact that drivers need to share Derby with cyclists.

6/14/2017 12:42 PM

207

the chip trails are too wide and they infringe on the camas, chocolate lilies, and other native
plants; some plants (e.g. wild caraway) have already been extirpated because of the trails

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

208

The east/west connection could be better marked. The first time I used it from east to west, I
almost went the wrong way which would have put my on the golf course in my mobility scooter.

6/14/2017 12:36 AM

209

Please don't do anything about cycling. You're ruining Shelbourne street already and the
downtown is already ruined.

6/13/2017 5:07 PM

210

No bikes in parks. There are enough biking trails.

6/13/2017 4:25 PM

211

Love the trails - don't want bikes using them too much

6/13/2017 3:42 PM

212

please never allow bicycles on the trails

6/13/2017 3:10 PM

213

Signs to alert you to blind corners, reduce speed for cycles.

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

214

Improvements to North Dairy or other access to intersection of Cedar Hill and Finlayson.

6/13/2017 1:37 PM

215

It's ridiculous that cyclists are expected to dismount while carts are whizzing around, often too fast.
Cyclists are quite accustomed to looking out for ALL POTENTIAL DANGERS. Slowing down would
be a more realistic and logical suggestion. It feels like cyclists are being discriminated against.

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

216

No bikes

6/12/2017 4:25 PM

217

Keep bikes off the pedestrian trails. My experience at Playfair Park since 'improvements' were
made, is that bicyclist are now speeding along, mindless of blind curves and pedestrians.

6/12/2017 3:07 PM

218

the top end should have signs to show locations of the many connecting paths. with a safe
crosswalk at Blenkinsop and Judge one could access from Shelborne to quadra/MacKenzie and all
the schools in between

6/12/2017 2:11 PM

219

Cyclists should not have to dismount when going past clubhouse area. This lane should be
smooth and safe for the cyclists so that donot have to inteerupt their ride to and from work.

6/12/2017 2:10 PM

220

Many cyclists speed through the 'Derby Rd' throughway with not a care in the world! Perhaps
barriers need erecting so that they have to dismount.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

221

people need to respect each other

6/12/2017 1:10 PM

222

What is a pedestrian/cycling connection?

6/12/2017 11:01 AM

223

Please dont make them the priority - the pendulum is swinging too far as usual.

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

224

Lighted paths at night. Pedestrian and separate cycling path derby to derby. A cycling path running
north south

6/11/2017 8:05 PM

225

Needs careful study of road infrastructure in the whole Maplewood area. Pedestrians are not a
problem in the parks but bike transit routes E to W and N to S could really impact the park. N to S
bike paths should be provided outside of the park by utilizing and improving existing roadways.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

226

Add a cycling connection from Queensbury parking lot to Cedar Hill Road that does not require
travelling on the walking path or through the stratas private road

6/11/2017 11:03 AM

227

No bikes on the waking trails

6/11/2017 8:43 AM
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228

No to cycling connections.

6/10/2017 5:18 PM

229

limit the bikes to the middle cross road only - very dangerous for young children and old folks to
encounter gung-ho bikers on the chip trails and hills.

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

230

Reduce golf area and increase area accessible to walkers (not bikes). Separate north-south bike
path. Separate runners and walkers

6/10/2017 12:12 PM

231

I'm not aware of any problems with the present connections.

6/10/2017 9:05 AM

232

Cyclists should dismount when they drive through the middle of the park but they dont

6/10/2017 8:39 AM

233

Bike access from kings pond to club house.

6/10/2017 7:35 AM

234

Leave it as it is.

6/9/2017 11:08 PM

235

That initial cycling section to the golf course is annoying. Maybe have a small trail that enters the
trails thru the golf course instead of having to go thru the parking lot and wait for traffic at times.

6/9/2017 9:58 PM

236

I think there are areas for improvement near the clubhouse parking lot for cyclists; although this
would not be high on my priority of things to do in the park.

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

237

Connect Queensbury to North Dairy with a bike trail parallel to the existing chip trail

6/9/2017 8:14 PM

238

They seem pretty good. There's a path through the middle. More paths may damage more land.
Are these necessary?

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

239

There should be an east-west connector corridor.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

240

Create a bike path from Derby Road through to Queensbury Avenue. Allow bikes to ride from
Derby Rd through past the restaurant and pro shop to the other side of Derby Rd. Currently they
are suppose to dismount - nobody does.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

241

no to more cycling in the park heavy bike usage tends to destroy the trails

6/9/2017 11:27 AM

242

Path or trail that goes completely around the rec centre.

6/9/2017 10:20 AM

243

Re-do paved portions of pathways. Make wider.

6/9/2017 10:06 AM

244

widen the trail

6/9/2017 10:05 AM

245

It would be nice if it could be hooked up with Swan Lake

6/9/2017 8:43 AM

246

The east/west connection by the clubhouse - the golfers, golf carts and cars create conflict with
other users. It is not reasonable to have a connection that expects cyclists to dismount (which is
why virtually none do). A cycling connection between Doncaster & Queensbury would also be
useful. The other cycle connection that may be valuable is to connect more or less on grade from
Derby to the top of the Findlayson hill to the West of the park, enabling cyclists to get between
those two points without being on Cedar Hill and Findlayson, and avoiding going up and down the
hills. Not all of this connection would need to be in the park, but a trail in the park may make such
a connection possible. The ride to Quadra (a proposed cycle route) is then relatively flat.

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

247

bipedal mobility in and around the park only, except the bisecting corridor in the middle of the park
could be expanded to provide a specific lane for bike-through-only traffic

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

248

Would rather not focus on cycling ... chip trail is more conducive to slower modes such as walking.

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

249

just getting to Cedar Hill via Judge place is a pain.. crossing that street ...we asked for a cross
walk...

6/8/2017 7:24 PM

250

Widened trails in busy areas. Make cycle connection north south with packed gravel trail separate
from walking wood chip trail

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

251

Connect Queensbury to Doncaster and improve connection from club house through to Derby.
Much conflict in parking lot with walkers, bicycles with golfers, cars and carts

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

252

I think cycling should be permitted

6/8/2017 6:36 PM
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253

speeding adult bikes have no place here except on the Derby throughway. Youngsters riding to
Doncaster school are fine. Put bikes on a leash! CHP is a magnet/connector/crossroad for walkers
between several destinations: Quadra Street, the Goose, Hillside Mall, University Height Mall,
Shelbourne Street, Camosun, and Uvic, and Jubilee Hospital. E & W & N & S. Plenty of signs point
the way to the Golf Course BUT NOT TO Park nor to the connector that it is. Too much traffic will
kill the park if it is allowed to disintegrate but CHP is could be a natural heaven for commuters and
walkers. No signs on Blenkinsop at the alleys (about 3799 Blenkinsop) point the way to the Park;
Tolmie Street entrance to the Park goes unsigned; no invitation to the Park exists outside the Rec
Centre like at the steel bridge; and at the entrance to the golf course no invitation to use the trail
exists. Few walkers know about the Derby Street connector. Ascot Drive is unsigned. GOOGLE
MAPS doesn't even know about Cedar Hill Park except for a near invisible "pin".

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

254

the signs for the majority of cyclists to dismount are too high on the post and obviously too small as
the cyclists can't see them as they don't dismount. Better signage of where the paths are for
pedestrians to keep them off the golf course (safety)

6/8/2017 3:49 PM

255

I don't know if bikes are currently allowed on the chip trail. Either way, they should not be. The trail
is best suited to a walking/jogging path.

6/8/2017 1:21 PM
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Q16 What are your ideas for making accessibility improvements and
features in the park (for those in wheelchairs or with mobility challenges)?
Answered: 163

Skipped: 442

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Viewing platforms at the park entrances with areas cleared for viewing. Mobility cannot be catered
for on the trail.

9/6/2017 11:07 AM

2

If the duck pond is a priority for improvement (for example that the needs mentioned in the
question are addressed) by accessible viewing areas.

9/6/2017 10:48 AM

3

Improve the bus-stop across the street!!

8/21/2017 3:54 PM

4

Not sure I agree with providing park access to all. Can be some localized access but not be
expanded to whole park.

8/21/2017 3:42 PM

5

That is a great question. I think there are people within the area that have mobility issues (?
committee in Saanich??) that could be asked for their input.

8/9/2017 3:01 PM

6

Make (half of width of) trails accessible for those in wheelchairs or with mobility challenges; not
with

8/7/2017 2:20 PM

7

Need opinions of disabled community.

8/7/2017 1:04 PM

8

Integration of access and viewpoints could be considered at Kings pond. Access to clubhouse. A
new viewpoint at north end of parking lot (over the par 5's green)?

8/7/2017 10:48 AM

9

Wheelchair ramp into the club house

8/7/2017 8:47 AM

10

at least parts of the trail could be accessible & perhaps create new trails where the ground
permits.

8/6/2017 3:13 PM

11

use parking area near Finlayson as rest area for those with mobility challenges (or King's Pond) ;
do not make all of park trail accessible because it will ruin the natural appeal of the trail

8/5/2017 6:23 PM

12

Maybe the top loop can have a wheelchair path

8/5/2017 11:02 AM

13

other parks alreadyhave lots of accessibility features. Not every park needs them

8/5/2017 9:45 AM

14

The people with mobility challenges should not ruin the trail for the vast majority. I've never seen a
scooter or disabled person on the path. The terrain is just too difficult so don't change things just
because some disabled person cannot enjoy the park as an able bodied person can.

8/4/2017 8:58 PM

15

with seating areas, ensure level areas that allow scooters and wheelchairs to join in and have
room and not feel in the way.

8/4/2017 11:10 AM

16

All parks not just Cedar Hill should be accessible to all people with disabilities

8/4/2017 10:01 AM

17

Paved trail sections

8/2/2017 12:03 PM

18

No speific ideas but it is desirable to make trails more accessible.

8/2/2017 11:18 AM

19

improve access from Maplewood Road

8/2/2017 11:07 AM

20

Probably by golf course and lower part of park with one way access up to the duck ponds

8/2/2017 10:51 AM

21

please don't pave chip trail

8/2/2017 10:43 AM

22

Paving path from parking lots to circumference trail

8/2/2017 10:35 AM

23

?

8/2/2017 10:05 AM

24

boardwalks?

8/2/2017 9:18 AM

25

Boardwalks??

8/2/2017 9:05 AM

26

Some limited paving near clubhouse parking lot could allow mobility-challenged people partial
access.

7/31/2017 10:13 PM
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27

If there was an extended care or assisted living facilities abutting the park (this could be cost
shared thing between a credit union, builder and Saanich), the parks should have accessible
features.

7/30/2017 11:34 AM

28

Widen paths and make designated paths for them.

7/29/2017 7:42 AM

29

Widen areas of paths around golf course trail system. Make specific wheelchair friendly paths.

7/29/2017 7:20 AM

30

The chip trail is nice but obviously difficult for things with wheels. Maybe a portion could be paved
for increased accessibility? Maybe not the whole thing though.

7/29/2017 12:32 AM

31

Not sure. I really like the chip trail surface for walking and running - it's easy on the joints. I would
not want to see the chip trail paved.

7/27/2017 8:31 AM

32

Paved bike trail

7/27/2017 7:53 AM

33

Accessible viewing arwas. Paved bike trail around the park.

7/27/2017 1:05 AM

34

Paving

7/26/2017 9:21 PM

35

Hmmm, there must be experts who can answer that question. Please consult them!

7/26/2017 5:58 PM

36

they seem adequate already. Maybe an elevator in the clubhouse.

7/26/2017 4:55 PM

37

Maybe an area with 1 km boardwalk loop?

7/26/2017 11:51 AM

38

Pave the path that runs between Derby road (west side) and pro shop

7/25/2017 1:12 PM

39

Pathways should be paved and widen to allow for more accessibilty

7/20/2017 2:06 PM

40

Most areas of upper area of golf course are accessable to wheelchairs although pushing is a
problem

7/20/2017 11:43 AM

41

Some areas of the park are easily accessable for wheelchairs while other areas are almost non
accessable.eg.large hill on East side of walking trail

7/19/2017 9:14 PM

42

path like Francis King park would be amazing.

7/19/2017 11:26 AM

43

an area with paved paths/ramps.

7/18/2017 11:17 AM

44

Better axcces

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

45

Make a loop trail that is accessible near some of the Gary Oak groves. Add a viewing platform
near Kings Pond.

7/17/2017 4:16 PM

46

Limited due to grade/slop at certain areas of trail. Chip trail is limiting to mobility aids & stroller so
maybe a crushed gravel would be better

7/16/2017 1:32 PM

47

Pave the east/west pathway at the golf course so it is accessible for wheelchairs, etc. designate
one side for cycle use to improve safety.

7/15/2017 8:54 PM

48

Not enough

7/15/2017 3:48 PM

49

The improvements to infrastructure (such as decent sidewalks in neighbourhoods surrounding the
park) would enable those with mobility challenges to better get to the park. Any improvements to
buildings and parking areas also need to meet current standards for accessibility.

7/15/2017 2:04 PM

50

Not qualified to comment

7/15/2017 1:56 PM

51

The central access/bike route is made more accessible through some kind of ?paving or surface
that is more readily accessible.

7/15/2017 1:35 PM

52

Paving would be expensive but would give access to our population in wheelchairs.

7/14/2017 10:37 PM

53

I find little problem with general wheelchair or disability accessibility.

7/13/2017 5:40 PM

54

Ensure upper part of chip trail is accessible for those with mobility challenges.

7/13/2017 2:04 PM

55

Create mobility-challenged access to King's Pond and possibly to lookouts on walking trail on west
side of the upper park by upgrading paths to a harder surface which wheelchairs and walkers
could maneuver on easily. Same should apply to Bowker Creek area.

7/11/2017 2:45 PM

56

The buildings are currently accessible. The chip trail may be difficult given the soft nature of the
material.

7/6/2017 9:04 PM

57

You would need some improvement to paths in some selected sections

7/4/2017 4:09 PM
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58

I am privileged to be able bodied and in good health. I think a consultation with these stake
holders/rate payers would be important. The cedar paths are wonderful for me to walk on but
would make it difficult for a wheelchair. I wonder if there is a place to have donated motorized
wheel chairs available for use in a section of the park that does not have hills. The motorized
chairs could be kept at the golf course, possibly the volunteer centre.

7/2/2017 9:10 AM

59

A lot of good walking trails are wrecked in the name of "accessibility". As someone approaching
that stage and needing to use walking sticks, I do not want to see soft hiking trails hardened for
my convenience - as it would ruin it for far many more and there are not that many places with
"soft" trails that are easier on our joints. Perhaps you can put a couple of access point to particular
features, but don't pave the park in the name of accessibility.

6/30/2017 10:16 PM

60

Wooden ramps at steep areas on west side.

6/29/2017 3:08 PM

61

Improvement of key trails, but not all trails

6/29/2017 1:40 PM

62

While I recognize the slope of the park is a challenge for those with disabilities, I do not see a way
forward that would respect nature.

6/29/2017 10:42 AM

63

Not sure, but feel it is important to be inclusive in this repect.

6/28/2017 6:41 PM

64

Boardwalks over wet areas? Perhaps you should ask your integrated recreation dept.

6/28/2017 10:12 AM

65

Although I have mobility problems I do not expect the trail to be improved. Just having access to
short distances satisfies me.

6/27/2017 5:15 PM

66

not needed - goose has that covered

6/27/2017 4:09 PM

67

more sections of chip trail converted to hardpack

6/26/2017 7:21 PM

68

perhaps an area near the golf course entrance could be made with benches and pavement or
gravel in amongst the trees

6/26/2017 11:45 AM

69

Packed gravel might be more conductive to mobility than chip trail.

6/26/2017 9:29 AM

70

Love the chip trail, but some paved pathways would be good

6/25/2017 1:41 PM

71

Yes, the steep rough hills can be a problem for people with mobility issues. I don't have an issue
and appreciate the slightly technical nature of these parts. But if improvements can be made, it is
probably a good thing for the community.

6/24/2017 10:11 PM

72

Soften the grade on hilly areas

6/23/2017 10:28 AM

73

Could have a couple viewpoints paved from parking areas. Perhaps offer rentals for "off road
wheelchairs" that would allow access on non paved trails.

6/23/2017 7:16 AM

74

create a smaller loop (or portion of the main loop) that is paved and wheelchair accessible, e.g. a
portion of the trail off of the main golf course parking lot

6/22/2017 2:33 PM

75

Consider having some area of the trail, such as near King's Pond, paved to increase access for
wheelchairs

6/21/2017 10:49 PM

76

Saanich parks team does a great job of maintaining the trail.

6/21/2017 8:20 PM

77

Hard to do without changing the natural aspect of the walking trail. Pavement would change the
whole experience. Chips are a lovely surface to walk on.

6/21/2017 1:51 PM

78

Wide Boardwalks with handrails over wetlands & kings pond.

6/21/2017 1:41 PM

79

wheelchair access to playground and seniors rose garden

6/21/2017 8:05 AM

80

Yes

6/20/2017 8:40 PM

81

the more accessible parts for those with mobility issues be paved so more user friendly.

6/20/2017 5:17 PM

82

alternate, paved pathways on hilly areas that accommodate wheelchairs. Add benches to allow
mobility challenged places to rest during walks. Create a walking path without elevation changes
for wheelchair/mobility challenged pedestrians.

6/20/2017 3:23 PM

83

Pave the Derby foot/cycle path! Also, possibly pave a path around the Rec Centre and/or around
the ball field.

6/19/2017 3:56 PM
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84

parallel trails, I suppose, if paving is the issue; the problem with paving is that it attracts faster
traffic, such as skateboarders and bicycles, whether forbidden or not. So (as someone who will
have mobility challenges very soon) I hope 'improvements' can be avoided if improving means
paving. I can see no alternative except the development of a separate system of trails intended for
those with special needs.

6/19/2017 1:33 PM

85

I would have to think more on that.

6/19/2017 12:08 PM

86

any development should include accessibility (for everyone)

6/19/2017 10:42 AM

87

a few more hard surface walkways. incorporate into Bowker Creek re-do

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

88

Dedicated area in the eastern portion for this.

6/19/2017 8:11 AM

89

That's tough. we can't pave parks for accessibility, that rather defeats the purpose. Depends on
the needs expressed by the community requesting accessibility.

6/19/2017 7:38 AM

90

Circular walk near parking areas

6/18/2017 10:49 AM

91

The fact that the chip trail is easy on the body to walk is of great importance to me and those I
share the park with. Its a soft trail so wheelchairs must be difficult but perhaps boardwalks in
some areas around view points might make limit accessibly possible

6/18/2017 12:03 AM

92

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

93

An accessible children's playground Widen some parts of the trail

6/17/2017 8:28 PM

94

Wider pathways, maybe alternative routes for large hills

6/17/2017 7:42 PM

95

The buildings are accessible but that's about it.

6/17/2017 7:23 PM

96

I have none

6/17/2017 1:42 PM

97

Too hard to comment, as not being in that category I do not fully appreciate their challenges.

6/17/2017 10:59 AM

98

the kings pond area could be made easier and safer other areas are possible near the views on
the west side but it is a golf course still and you need to make sure it is safe for all

6/17/2017 9:41 AM

99

I like the option of providing two choices in certain tricky parts...a smooth path and then the natural
path.

6/17/2017 7:48 AM

100

Trail surface would need to change; a paved lit walking path around the current ball fields; ball
field area is under utilized

6/16/2017 4:44 PM

101

The trail is too steep for many scooters and the chips are unsafe....................paving of some kind
would be needed but that would impact the joggers and make it VERY inviting for bikes.Perhaps
the paths used by the golf carts could be used by the mobility scooters early in the mornings
before the golfers hit the links.

6/16/2017 11:48 AM

102

Maybe I'm being selfish but any drastic changes on the west side to allow for better accessibility
would remove what I like best about the trail and keep me from returning.

6/16/2017 10:24 AM

103

access to the chip trail at Ocean View Rd on the west side is difficult for strollers, wheelchairs, and
other assistance devices...That is an area for improvement

6/16/2017 8:28 AM

104

I would support them so long as they don't detract from the natural aspects of the park (e.g., I
would not suppor extensive paving).

6/16/2017 8:19 AM

105

There are opportunities in the "middle" of the Park, where ground is level and some hard
infrastructure is already in place. Again, if trails were improved and the network expanded, this
would allow for increased mobility.

6/16/2017 7:46 AM

106

We have enough accessibility for wheel chairs.... we don't want the park looking like a parking lot

6/16/2017 7:24 AM

107

no ideas

6/15/2017 7:13 PM

108

add parking to Kings Pond for disables access.

6/15/2017 7:09 PM

109

I believe there could be less golfing and put in some more multi capable trails

6/15/2017 3:27 PM

110

nice to have perhaps the lower half of the chip trail paved for wheelchairs

6/15/2017 2:59 PM

111

Just about anything other than paving the chip trail.

6/15/2017 1:40 PM

112

Paved trail east-west next to the existing gravel path

6/15/2017 1:07 PM
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113

Paved paths beside difficult areas of chip trail

6/15/2017 12:39 PM

114

Not necessary

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

115

Would not like to see more pavement and Asphalt.

6/15/2017 11:37 AM

116

None. With due respect and compassion, I believe that not all areas of our environment should be
modified to provide access for those in wheelchairs or with mobility challenges. This is one such
area.

6/15/2017 10:54 AM

117

Trail surface could be improved for wheelchairs

6/15/2017 10:46 AM

118

Using an accessible trip surface such as engineered wood fibre instead of wood chips, or minus 1
basalt finings

6/15/2017 10:30 AM

119

none

6/15/2017 10:27 AM

120

Perhaps a board walk around King's pond.

6/15/2017 10:16 AM

121

Again, wider trails in some areas. I think that the trail is nice because it's not paved and therefore
it's much easier on the knees for running and walking. However, I can see that it could create
accessibility issues, so perhaps a solid surface that is not as tough as concrete or asphalt?
Perhaps the bouncy rubber surface used in playgrounds?

6/15/2017 9:36 AM

122

If you can improve the pathways to chip and paved then walking a wheelchair or walker is greatly
improved.

6/15/2017 8:40 AM

123

Perhaps the upper loop which is the most level section could be paved for wheel chair use.

6/15/2017 8:09 AM

124

Better utilize flat open areas near recreation building

6/15/2017 7:37 AM

125

Sure

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

126

I would be open to this so long as it did not require paving in natural areas (e.g., perhaps it would
be suitable for some areas of the park but not others)

6/15/2017 6:52 AM

127

Haven't thought about it but acknowledge that is important.

6/15/2017 6:49 AM

128

Some accessible sections of the loop trail would be very helpful. This could include facilities
(accessible parking, slower traffic, paved trail surface) near King's pond and perhaps in other
sections too.

6/14/2017 9:26 PM

129

fine how it is unless wheelchair trails might be possible in some of the more level areas? (as in
Francis King park, I mean)

6/14/2017 9:00 PM

130

The soft trail is best for me, which I realize makes wheelchair accessibility more difficult

6/14/2017 5:15 PM

131

Perhaps in specific areas like around King's pond and lower Bowker Creek?

6/14/2017 2:51 PM

132

I think that if Bowker creek is daylighted and wetlands developed, an accessible boardwalk
through these areas would be great. I believe Kings Pond is accessible but it's true that parking
could be improved in that area.

6/14/2017 2:41 PM

133

Excellent question! I would be interested in some form of access to wheelchair in key areas of the
trail (i.e., Kings Pond, etc.)

6/14/2017 1:32 PM

134

there should be access points and some trails that would be usable, but it would be sad to pave
the walking trails and would change their nature considerably. motorized vehicles should not be
used on the trails.

6/14/2017 9:57 AM

135

Make the whole chip trail accessible and provide washrooms at Kings Pond and more washrooms
at the club house. Us old fogies need to go more often.

6/14/2017 12:36 AM

136

Not sure how you could flatten the park.

6/13/2017 5:07 PM

137

A soggy chip trail is not conducive for prolonged wheelchair access. Consider sections of trail with
appropriate surface for wheelchairs and walkers

6/13/2017 2:53 PM

138

Unfortunately one of the best part is the chip trail and the change in elevations. Might not be
possible to improve access to those.

6/13/2017 1:42 PM

139

Path could be renovated to provide Ramos or otherwise acceptable grades for wheelchair/walker
users on steep pitches.

6/13/2017 1:37 PM
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140

Easy enough at strategic spots (ponds, lookout points) but too difficult/expensive overall
considering the natural terrain.

6/13/2017 8:29 AM

141

Boardwalks

6/12/2017 8:21 PM

142

given the elevation changes such changes should be focused on the flat ares at the south end and
around Kings pond

6/12/2017 4:32 PM

143

Involve people from the disability center, who have actual knowledge of what it is like to be mobility
challenged.

6/12/2017 3:07 PM

144

Include these and ensure that signage/maps are clear to show where these users can enjoy the
park.

6/12/2017 1:19 PM

145

Widen trails, make sure any platforms have ramps

6/11/2017 8:56 PM

146

Need to look at the challenging sections of the chip trail to improve safety and accessibility for older
people. Access to ball fields from Rec. Centre parking is very poor via either side of building. Could
provide accessible paths (not asphalt!!) in ball fields area.

6/11/2017 1:26 PM

147

Smooth pathways throughout with surfaces conducive to people who use mobility devices

6/11/2017 8:07 AM

148

Some areas are too hilly for the disabled to comfortably get to, but there could be viewing areas
and level places to sit/walk where folks can enjoy the various 'flavors' of the park, and get fresh air
and "feed" their souls with nature.

6/10/2017 2:35 PM

149

It would be great but I'm not sure how. Maybe flatten out some of the trail so those in walkers can
use it?

6/10/2017 8:39 AM

150

Ask those who know

6/9/2017 8:14 PM

151

Not my area of expertise!

6/9/2017 5:19 PM

152

Support this idea, but have no solutions in mind.

6/9/2017 4:20 PM

153

I have no ideas about this. I leave this to folks in the know.

6/9/2017 1:51 PM

154

Those with mobility challenges really don't have an easy way to access the park. Level, wide,
paved paths to and, possibly, around the area would provide an option to exercise outside in
nature.

6/9/2017 10:20 AM

155

flat walking loop, perhaps where diamond currently are.

6/9/2017 10:05 AM

156

Perhaps a boardwalk on the east side by the clubhouse to have access to the wooded area.

6/9/2017 7:40 AM

157

An excellent idea. Not all areas need to be accessible, but far more should be.

6/9/2017 3:19 AM

158

if the golf course was eliminated then there would be more room within the park to accommodate
those with wheelchairs or other mobility challenges. As it is now, there is no room for such
improvements. The perimeter trail is inadequate as it is for dealing with high volume pedestrian
traffic as it is, on very active days and the golfing greens aren't available to anyone except golfers,
on most days.

6/9/2017 2:41 AM

159

Benches to rest, a walkway across the middle for folks who cannot make it around the whole loop,
and area (smaller loop? That is wheelchair/Walker friendly... perhaps near the recreational centre

6/8/2017 7:53 PM

160

Improve the bus stop across the street from Rec Center on Cedar Hill

6/8/2017 6:39 PM

161

There are experts on this subject. They can tell you when you get the $$ to fund improvements. In
the meantime, the Rec Centre should offer classes on getting around the park.

6/8/2017 5:37 PM

162

if you change the naturalness of the paths that exist you will spoil the park. Sorry for the folks with
wheelchairs and mobility issues

6/8/2017 3:49 PM

163

There could be limited sections of trail that have improved accessibility, but need to mindful of not
removing too much vegetation or not paving more surface area than absolutely necessary.

6/8/2017 1:21 PM
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Q17 Cedar Hill Recreation Centre is a key facility in the park. It strives to
meet current demand for services and programs. In the future,
improvements in and around the facility (e.g., better pedestrian
connections or improved program areas) may be required. Do you have
any comments or ideas about this?
Answered: 193

Skipped: 412

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

For those many elderly and immobile folk who cannot use the trails. A rose or flower garden with
level paths easily accessible from teh car park created on McRae slope.

9/6/2017 11:08 AM

2

CHRC is an excellent facility. Perhaps add outdoor workout equipment that seniors/children could
use.

9/6/2017 10:31 AM

3

It has good public facilities and is well maintained.

8/21/2017 4:01 PM

4

Open the Café earlier!! Recreation Centre is currently 'overused'

8/21/2017 3:55 PM

5

Expand the center for more uses, spectator sports, community building use.

8/21/2017 3:45 PM

6

Keep the green areas green. If extra services are needed, satellite rec center in the area that may
serve various programs i.e., yoga, badminton in the evening or various programs. I also believe
structural work was done to allow for the expansion upwards in the rec centre. I attended the
meetings to discuss all of this and I believe that structural capability exists.

8/9/2017 3:07 PM

7

Yes! Please include GENTLE FIT type of classes weekday EVENINGS at Cedar Hill for those of us
55+ who still work weekdays. Sadly, I don't use CHRC because of this.

8/7/2017 2:29 PM

8

Expansion northwards toward the McRae house would be acceptable as long as some of the land
is kept natural or reforested.

8/7/2017 10:52 AM

9

Cedar Hill Open Art is a valued asset.

8/7/2017 8:50 AM

10

I would like to see a really good restaurant in the club house featuring local food. Maybe it could be
a partnership with chef training programs. Some of the food could even be grown on site.

8/6/2017 11:11 AM

11

I occasionally take classes here, and facility is adequate for my needs.

8/6/2017 10:36 AM

12

Bigger ceramics studio!

8/5/2017 8:47 PM

13

Yes. I'm completely opposed to such improvements which will urbanize one of very very few
remaining natural spots in the area

8/5/2017 6:26 PM

14

no comment

8/5/2017 9:48 AM

15

Great Rex centre. Keep it friendly and welcoming.

8/5/2017 8:49 AM

16

Try to maintain the natural feel of the park. No paved trails

8/5/2017 8:12 AM

17

not a problem as long as thee improvements do not significantly encroach on the walking trails.

8/4/2017 9:00 PM

18

no concerns.

8/4/2017 11:11 AM

19

A good start would be improving sidewalks in all neighbourhoods not just a park

8/4/2017 10:04 AM

20

I would be in favor of creating more room for art and rec programs, without disrupting the natural
environment. maybe a second floor?

8/3/2017 8:20 PM

21

Don't build out, build up. Make bike and pedestrian access the focus not cars.

8/2/2017 11:50 AM

22

outdoor programs and climbing park for kids

8/2/2017 11:42 AM

23

Library; outside gazebo/education; tennis facility outside (open to public); mountain bike course;
picnic tables; older kid playground; waterpark

8/2/2017 11:34 AM

24

Centre has lots of good art shows

8/2/2017 11:19 AM
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25

No. -- though some indoor/outdoor art shows/demos would be great--maybe already exist. Cedar
Hill Paint in?

8/2/2017 11:01 AM

26

Signage for the entry ways, as there are several but unmarked.

8/2/2017 10:53 AM

27

If additional space is needed, don't encroach on remaining green space, go up or elsewhere in
community

8/2/2017 10:45 AM

28

It is good the way it is.

8/2/2017 9:48 AM

29

Pool

8/2/2017 9:19 AM

30

Better ped and bike access for sure. Current drive in from Cedar HillRd. is designed for cars-only.

7/31/2017 10:15 PM

31

improved program areas are key...if it's good, people will come

7/30/2017 11:35 AM

32

build a pool

7/29/2017 7:55 AM

33

Better cycling routes to commute through park in all directions.

7/29/2017 7:45 AM

34

Better access for cyclists to commute around and through the golf course.

7/29/2017 7:25 AM

35

Rec centre is great, too bad it doesn't have a pool. It seems like the green space immediately
around the rec center could be better utilized - there's the baseball diamond but otherwise empty
fields. It's not quite clear if those empty fields are okay to hang out on or if they're golf territory. A
playground would be cool, and maybe a clear picnic / multi use field / clearing with trees.

7/29/2017 12:39 AM

36

The gym needs updating. The equipment is aging and not replaced when broken.

7/28/2017 3:08 PM

37

Expand the gym

7/28/2017 11:15 AM

38

I think the art gallery and pottery/art studios are great additions, as well as the covered bike
parking. No comments here - I don't use the rec centre a lot. Like to exercise outdoors!

7/27/2017 8:39 AM

39

It meets all my needs. The younger members of my family would appreciate better bicycle
connections to save them using busy Cedar Hill Road and steep uphill Doncaster St.

7/26/2017 6:03 PM

40

it needs a pool.

7/26/2017 4:56 PM

41

I'd like to see the rec centre expanded. Particularly for racquet sports and the arts and more
spaces for the community to gather for social activity.

7/26/2017 4:52 PM

42

Not more buildings. No private buildings.

7/25/2017 10:30 PM

43

More programs for young adults

7/24/2017 11:49 PM

44

It is a very tricky spot to bike to with kids

7/22/2017 10:36 PM

45

...I would love to see a swimming pool on this complex

7/21/2017 1:57 PM

46

It's a busy Centre and could use more parking options

7/20/2017 2:08 PM

47

They have great hours, the club house at the course should be open like the rec center.

7/20/2017 11:12 AM

48

Better connections needed.

7/19/2017 1:22 PM

49

swimming pool, outdoor play ground

7/19/2017 11:28 AM

50

a safe bridge over cedar hill rd.

7/18/2017 11:21 AM

51

New buildings and urban development is not the answer. Design multi use, recreation site that
integrates art and athletics ...

7/17/2017 7:17 AM

52

for me it is adequate

7/16/2017 3:25 PM

53

make the food and beverage more eccessible to the golfers by opening earllire.

7/16/2017 12:33 PM

54

Yes, build a second story community centre. And, as I've indicated before, improve the sidewalks
and cycle lanes on Cedar Hill Road and Finlayson...not to mention Shelbourne. Get Shelbourne
done!

7/15/2017 2:08 PM

55

No

7/15/2017 2:00 PM

56

The rec Centre should not extend beyond its current footprint. Instead, if more space is needed,
rec staff should utilize other local centres that can provide the necessary space. Brings programs
'closer to home'.

7/15/2017 1:40 PM
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57

There is a wide variety of programs available for all ages. A good facility,

7/14/2017 10:40 PM

58

I do not use the Centre

7/14/2017 2:43 AM

59

Not at this time

7/13/2017 5:44 PM

60

...depends on your budget...bigger gym...swimming complex

7/13/2017 4:59 PM

61

Build a swimming pool.

7/13/2017 3:38 PM

62

if needed, it could expand upward. Don't take away parking...it's tight as it is now.

7/11/2017 12:39 PM

63

Expand the facility if possible.

7/11/2017 3:58 AM

64

There should be a teen centre. The fitness centre could be enhanced and expanded. There could
be a better food and beverage area.

7/10/2017 10:08 PM

65

There certainly could be a path on the north side of the building to connect the east parking lot to
the trail.

7/10/2017 12:40 PM

66

More tennis courts - additional indoor plus outdoor (at least 3) Washroom facilities along trail

7/9/2017 8:21 PM

67

I have a general concern about developing the land around the rec centre. I am cautious about
sacrificing the fields in favour of more buildings or parking lots.

7/7/2017 10:14 PM

68

I'm ok with improvements in pedestrian connections and program areas but not at the expense of
eco-system restoration.

7/7/2017 6:03 PM

69

The large tennis court structure could be generating power with solar panels. Cedar Hill Rec
Centre should strive to become a model of sustainability for the community.

7/7/2017 8:26 AM

70

None

7/6/2017 9:10 PM

71

I remain concerned about what seems to be an obsession with taking over the ball diamonds and
filling up that space with buildings, tennis or something else. I already resent this question,
designed to get public support for "improvements" you have yet to name, at the expense of that
green space that many folks already enjoy, playing with their kids itr their dogs.

7/4/2017 4:53 PM

72

no

7/4/2017 4:18 PM

73

There are lots of young families in the area. Baby and toddler classes or drop in groups would be
great.

7/2/2017 5:52 PM

74

Keep it clean. Keep it natural. No hard scaping. No multi-day events that damage land and
generate garbage and noise. I believe single-day multi-cultural events would build community,
help us to know our neighbors. For example a community potluck welcoming the Syrian families to
Saanich. Embracing the diversity in our communities helps us to better understand the diversity in
nature, manifest in the park itself.

7/2/2017 9:16 AM

75

Good idea. Keep the major public access near the rec centre

7/2/2017 7:36 AM

76

I think the rustic beauty of the park should be preserved.

7/1/2017 9:09 PM

77

CHRC is a great facility. Focus on getting more of us to walk or bike to the park instead of driving.
Why not walk to the exercise room or tennis courts. Enhances ones fitness.

6/30/2017 10:41 PM

78

Desperate need of a swimming pool in this area.

6/29/2017 3:11 PM

79

Cedar Hill road can be risky to bike along en route to the park

6/29/2017 1:42 PM

80

Any chance of a pool or whirlpool? I think water would bring in a lot of people who go to Gordon
Head.

6/29/2017 10:44 AM

81

Love the centre. Could always use improvement or expansion of programming.

6/28/2017 6:43 PM

82

More affordable or subsidized programs for those with low or no incomes. Add an outdoor workout
loop. More First Nations classes, cultural activities or events.

6/28/2017 10:24 AM

83

Enhance senior programs at this location. (I.e. Work with senior homes to bring groups there for a
walk at the park or other programs at the centre)

6/28/2017 7:22 AM

84

Please the park as natural as possible.

6/27/2017 5:19 PM

85

improve away!

6/26/2017 11:47 AM
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86

I do mostly outdoor activities at this time so do not currently utilize the programs and services of
the facility, but as I get older know that I will be looking at more of these.

6/25/2017 1:43 PM

87

its fine the way it is.

6/25/2017 6:23 AM

88

I think it would be very nice to have an outdoor pool at Cedar Hill Rec. Pool space is very limited
here and with the only outdoor pool now closed (Ian Stewart), I think it would be a wonderful
addition to Cedar Hill and Saanich

6/24/2017 2:15 PM

89

Making a paved loop around the building for those that would want to walk but can't access the
whole cedar hill chip trail. Improving the back end of the Cedar hill rec centre - around near the
baseball dimonds

6/23/2017 11:55 AM

90

Increase variety of programming. I've taken Pilates, pottery and painting classes. All great but
would be nice to try some new classes too. TED type talks in the park would be fun. Create a
gathering space for public with tables and shade. Large outdoor chess board would be awesome
too. People would gather to watch. Check out the variety of Netherlands parks and public
gathering spaces ??

6/23/2017 7:24 AM

91

There are very few toddler / preschool classes. Music together would be great.

6/22/2017 7:39 PM

92

It would be great to have more drop-in (or registered) evening athletic programs available. I'm
happy with the current accessibility by options (sometimes arriving by walking, bike or car).

6/22/2017 2:35 PM

93

Lets provide a varsity of arts and recreation opportunities for all ages. I live that wr have an arts
centre - build on the arts for the community!

6/21/2017 9:42 PM

94

i think it is good currently

6/21/2017 10:44 AM

95

Yes, all for wider community facilities

6/21/2017 8:06 AM

96

Do it.

6/20/2017 8:42 PM

97

Agree, better pedestrian and cycling connections.

6/20/2017 7:15 PM

98

Great! Always try to keep improving the facility. Do not neglect ongoing maintenance!

6/20/2017 3:26 PM

99

I like the current size of this Rec Centre.

6/19/2017 4:05 PM

100

I hope further expansion of buildings can be avoided; if it cannot, keep new structures close to the
existing centre; do not sacrifice any of the open spaces to building.

6/19/2017 1:36 PM

101

I would welcome expansion if it included a swimming pool, but otherwise keep it as is.

6/19/2017 12:20 PM

102

any development should be as "welcoming" and human scale as possible (big walls of existing
gym seem to exclude human scale)

6/19/2017 10:46 AM

103

Improve selection and monitoring of instructors. Most course i have taken at other facilities have a
standard survey handed out at end of courses. Confidential, professionally handed out with
independent handing back to management, who then beneift from the process. At Cedar Hill,
having now taken 6? or so courses, only once was a comment sheet handed out, but the teacher
who stood over me while i filled it out, then said it was to be given back to her. I suspect
management never saw my less than favourable comments. she was unprofessional throughout
the course - and enabled apparently to continue.

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

104

The area behind the recreation centre is underused - best uses need to be determined and make it
into a quality area - better field or other quality facility - clay courts, soccer field, other uses

6/19/2017 8:17 AM

105

I'm a strong supporter of the Rec Centres, but their needs have to be balanced with the park's,
and I'd tend to be more protective of the park.

6/19/2017 7:43 AM

106

more tennis courts are needed

6/18/2017 10:27 AM

107

better bike paths and side walks up Cedar Hill. North-South Bike path connection through/around
the golf course

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

108

The baseball field doesn't seem to get much use as a baseball field. Its a large area that could be
used for other activites.

6/18/2017 12:11 AM

109

Great Recreation Facility: squash, tennis, workout room, and arts and crafts.

6/17/2017 9:32 PM

110

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

111

I would support bigger/ wider paths as long as the greenspace is preserved

6/17/2017 7:26 PM
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112

add some outdoor sand volleyball courts and outdoor badminton courts

6/17/2017 1:45 PM

113

Programming more towards a community centre (rather than strictly a rec centre) would be most
welcome. E.g. Baby groups, drop in play groups, space for the community to use, community scale
events (such as what the city of Victoria community centres offer).

6/17/2017 1:32 PM

114

Maybe institute play parking for the centre, to be offset lower, of less rapidly raising, costs for
programmes and facility use.

6/17/2017 11:02 AM

115

I don't use the rec center facilities

6/17/2017 8:14 AM

116

It would be easy to get disoriented in the park...I would love to see some signage for entrance and
exit points.

6/17/2017 7:55 AM

117

Don't separate the seniors area from the rest of the rec centre.

6/16/2017 6:01 PM

118

Playground; public square for community events

6/16/2017 4:46 PM

119

No

6/16/2017 10:26 AM

120

I really like the facility and the programs. Could add more cultural and skills programming (not only
recreational-physical).

6/16/2017 9:01 AM

121

better access from Ocean View Rd, as mentioned above. Bring back the restaurant

6/16/2017 8:37 AM

122

I would support better connections and improved program areas so long as they would not
increase bike/pedestrian traffic significantly and result in overuse.

6/16/2017 8:29 AM

123

Please see my earlier supportive comments about better pedestrian and cycling connections. I
would strongly encourage some measured improvements to racquet sport facilities. In the
contentious and bitter disputes over the clay court proposal, what became lost was the idea of
Cedar Hill being a regional hub for racquet sports. There is no good and accessible facility of this
kind anywhere in the region (except perhaps now Bear Mountain, a private facility for tennis), and
the existing facilities are heavily tapped. Could there be a way of creating better facilities that build
on strength without polarizing the community? I was really torn: as someone who cares deeply
about the ecosystems, I was also keen on seeing improved amenities at the Rec Centre. And, I'm
reminded daily that racquet sport facilities take up a tiny fraction of the land that is presently given
over to golf.

6/16/2017 7:54 AM

124

A proper pathway all around the center.

6/16/2017 6:02 AM

125

I'd love to see more fitness classes here that cater to a younger group. Boot camp or family boot
camp perhaps.

6/15/2017 10:58 PM

126

Upgrade and enlarge the weight room.

6/15/2017 7:17 PM

127

No

6/15/2017 7:14 PM

128

The front desk staff is known throughout the city for its kindness, friendliness and efficiency. The
there go the extra mile, often. Recently, new staff have been hired on; they do NOT exhibit
the same great service. They need to change attitudes. The new staff
are not
kind, and don't extend in the ways we have so very much appreciated.

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

129

Seems pretty good to me!

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

130

Drop in child minding would be wonderful for joggers, golfers, and baseball players.

6/15/2017 12:41 PM

131

Pickle Ball courts.

6/15/2017 12:40 PM

132

Love the drop- in Strength and Stretch. Would love another day added. Lovely Gallery and Art
classes

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

133

No further expansion within Cedar Hill Park.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

134

Keep these services in that corner of the park so the rest can be modified for natural
improvements. Put more trees around it so from the rest of the park you don't see the facility.

6/15/2017 8:53 AM

135

Do not enlarge the footprint

6/15/2017 8:38 AM

136

No

6/15/2017 8:12 AM

137

I love the mix of athletics and arts. Keep up the good work on that front.

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

138

The connection with the loop trail is awkward at best - could be improved significantly.

6/14/2017 9:31 PM
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139

seems ok as it is now

6/14/2017 9:02 PM

140

The gym seems quite crowded at times and will likely need to be expanded as demands increase

6/14/2017 2:57 PM

141

I believe Rec Centres should be community hubs and if the community agrees on new program
areas or pedestrian connections that do not impact the natural environment adversely, I would be
in favour.

6/14/2017 2:46 PM

142

no

6/14/2017 1:56 PM

143

I teach art here and am delighted with the facility as it currently stands. It is the top art-teaching
facility in metro Victoria. I don't see any problems with pedestrian comnnections.

6/14/2017 1:39 PM

144

don't expand parking; improve bus access

6/14/2017 10:01 AM

145

A small pool would be nice, but I'm daydreaming. It's a long way on a mobility scooter to Gordon
Head.

6/14/2017 12:39 AM

146

I have to show up twice a year to try and get a block booking for tennis. Seems like we have less
and less availability for people wanting to play tennis in the winter time. Not happy about that.

6/13/2017 5:10 PM

147

I use CHRC a great deal - playing tennis and maybe dropping in for pickleball and this centre is
used a lot. It is wonderful to see so many people coming out to the programs. No sure how it could
be improved - only with the parking

6/13/2017 4:27 PM

148

More indoor tennis courts - with the lessons, it is often very hard to get a court

6/13/2017 3:43 PM

149

more seniors fitness programs - need more in the neighbourhood

6/13/2017 3:12 PM

150

More tennis courts are needed

6/13/2017 3:06 PM

151

More tennis courts are needed

6/13/2017 12:48 PM

152

I use the gym regularly. The physio people don't have a designated space and utilize the main
gym's stretching area which takes away from the public users. In general, the gym is too small for
the number and type of users. It's difficult to find any time of day when it's not busy. Signs are
desperately needed re. NOT TEXTING (or reading!) ON EQUIPMENT! This is a chronic problem
(especially in the evenings) that no one in charge seems to care about. The gym is for working out
in.

6/13/2017 8:46 AM

153

As long as they don't affect the nature in the park!!

6/12/2017 10:41 PM

154

size of facility areas should be related to amount of usage by general public - tennis area is very
large in relation to number of participants

6/12/2017 4:36 PM

155

Seems fine as is

6/12/2017 4:26 PM

156

None that I can think of.

6/12/2017 4:05 PM

157

It is a fabulous place. Just add more and better services for outdoor eating and drinking here and
and up at the clubhouse.

6/12/2017 2:13 PM

158

Yes, the signage for the trail is non-existent. It is like the CHRC doesn't want to advertise that
there is such a trail right outside its doors. There is no path/access from the parking lot (along side
the gym portion) to direct/invite people to the trail.

6/12/2017 1:28 PM

159

no

6/12/2017 11:02 AM

160

As above, expanded recreation and tennis facilities.

6/11/2017 10:05 PM

161

I go there every week - I find the weight room very overcrowded - the special physio programs
should have their own space. The roadways could have bike lanes to help anyone who would like
to bike.

6/11/2017 8:58 PM

162

I would love to see a community pool, teen center and skate park. Maybe consider a lacrosse box.
I would love to use cedarhill rec the way I use gordon head but I could walk or ride there. Could be
primarily swimming lessons, lengths and waterfit with weekend family shared use. Would like to
see pro d day kids programs/ summer camps. eg swim and gym or eco education for kids.

6/11/2017 8:17 PM
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163

A pool instead of baseball diamonds would be a significant improvement to the facility. With pools
at Oak Bay Rec, Gordon Head Rec, and Crystal, there is a huge "hole" of population in the middle
of this triangle: Oaklands and Saanich south that are equidistant to all pool facilities and therefore
disadvantaged. A pool and all of it's related public safety and team sport aspects would employ
many people and serve a segment of inter-municipality border population that seems to be caught
in the middle of the artificiality of map lines.

6/11/2017 3:45 PM

164

Any such planning needs to be undertaken in context of a vision for Saanich Parks services
including all providers and all locations. If Parks only focus on a CHP solution it will less optimal
and the source of conflict. If/when expansion is clearly justified, build up... not out.

6/11/2017 1:44 PM

165

Build a swimming pool for the neighbourhood

6/11/2017 11:04 AM

166

I think the facility is lovely. Parking seems adequate when I am there.

6/11/2017 8:48 AM

167

Please expand the tennis facility. Seniors are having trouble accessing courts and programs and
this sport is wonderful as one ages. Also there are social benefits.

6/11/2017 8:09 AM

168

Bigger gym and more gym equipment.

6/10/2017 5:19 PM

169

Possibly more benches around the different sides of the building - like the sunny west side. The
view from the top of the hill by the historic house (the volunteer centre) is splendid and would be a
fine place for seats for folks with limited mobility to take the air.

6/10/2017 2:41 PM

170

Gymnasium needs to be expanded - too crowded these days.

6/10/2017 12:15 PM

171

Support improvements to programs and facility

6/10/2017 7:37 AM

172

I think it does a very good job but need to encourage more people to walk or cycle there instead of
paving ever larger car parks

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

173

my comment is more about age driven accessibility. Currently, there is only one class my child
could take there and it is only 45 min long, because she is under 3. i would like there to be more
classes and activities for kids 0-2, like an ECE led playgroup, kindergym, music or other early
development classes.

6/9/2017 8:15 PM

174

Outdoor fitness stations as part of a circuit.

6/9/2017 7:56 PM

175

Build UP not OUT. Part of Cedar Hill Rec is its low-key versatility. It is welcoming because of the
coffee bar, and the socializing. Adding more may, ironically, take away what already works well.

6/9/2017 5:22 PM

176

As well as an east-west connector for cycling, there should be some sort of north-south connector
as well. This should be SEPARATE from the walking trail.

6/9/2017 4:22 PM

177

More indoor tennis courts, another gym and a bigger weight room.

6/9/2017 1:55 PM

178

The Rec Centre should be expanded - it's already hitting capacity in some areas. Increased
population growth in the region will see increased traffic to the Centre, and being highly accessible
via transit and bike should make it a priority - we should be working to keep people out of cars.

6/9/2017 12:41 PM

179

keep it small maintain the community social atmosphere let the private sector take up the slack in
providing recreational services.

6/9/2017 11:31 AM

180

No

6/9/2017 10:59 AM

181

Consider adding creek and wetland educational art programming.

6/9/2017 10:49 AM

182

The rec centre is busy and there is not much available space. With the growing older adult
population and additional need for wellness and prevention, Cedar Hill needs more space to meet
the demand. For example, dedicated rehabilitation space, larger weight room with adapted
equipment. Also, more community meeting space and open areas for people to gather and
socialize.

6/9/2017 10:25 AM

183

fitness studio, weight room expansion , health services, more meeting space

6/9/2017 10:07 AM

184

See above

6/9/2017 3:21 AM

185

no expansion of current buildings, or additions of new buildings. While the park is large, it is not
that large to be able to afford further land loss to accommodate more recreational buildings. As a
society we spend enough time indoors. Presence in the outdoors needs to be encouraged more.

6/9/2017 2:57 AM

186

No comments here. I like everything as it is.

6/8/2017 11:23 PM

187

It would be nice to have a pool included with the facility.

6/8/2017 9:57 PM
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188

Ensure the park is not impacted by any work the recreational centre needs done.

6/8/2017 9:44 PM

189

Does not seem to have many activities for kids or young adults. This could be improved as there
are many in the area. Perhaps more outreach to encourage youth leadership, and innovative ways
to engages youth (skateboard park?).

6/8/2017 7:59 PM

190

Improve pedestrian access across parking lot

6/8/2017 6:42 PM

191

Design more program activities which integrate the CHP with the Rec Centre and with the Golf
Course---leave badminton to Cadboro Bay club--make PARK & ART the niche for this Recreation
Centre.. Be a leader in moving MOVES to the out of doors. Forget bricks and mortar. No more
bricks & mortar unless it is a second or third story upwards or on a Parking Lot currently in place.

6/8/2017 5:54 PM

192

Do not expand except, if needed.... expand up

6/8/2017 3:23 PM

193

An outdoor play area for older children is needed. Also, consider allowing increased access to the
current play structure (the rec centre is a public space and should have improved public access to
facilities).

6/8/2017 1:26 PM
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Q18 Cedar Hill Park contains beautiful natural areas, which volunteers
work hard at restoring. What else could be done to improve the
conservation and restoration of the Garry Oak Ecosystems and Natural
areas in the park?
Answered: 177

Skipped: 428

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

The volunteers are doing an AMAZING JOB!!! More volunteers!

9/6/2017 10:19 AM

2

Information sign for the Friends of the Park? Most people would be likely unaware of their work -some might consider joining in.

8/21/2017 4:01 PM

3

Less Golf, more Garry Oak areas

8/21/2017 3:55 PM

4

The whole issue of a public park in an urbanized area needs to be discussed as it relates to
Environmentally Sensitive Areas.

8/21/2017 3:45 PM

5

Perhaps more trees could be planted (but workers need the time to care for them). One just can't
add things without the capability to look after new plantings, etc.

8/9/2017 3:07 PM

6

Are there federal government infrastructure programs or Federation of Canadian Municipalities
funding programs that would support some of these initiatives?

8/7/2017 10:52 AM

7

Much is already being done. I appreciate the care that the community has for the natural areas.

8/6/2017 3:15 PM

8

Put some resources into park restoration in addition to the volunteer work. Use salvaged plants
from development sites to restore native plants to areas from which invasives have been removed.
Stop using chemicals to maintain the golfing areas. Provide more educational signs about the
natural areas.

8/6/2017 11:11 AM

9

Love the restoration work being done. Looking forward to seeing the waterways, and less
blackberry canes. Some golf courses have installed birdhouses, and have fenced off areas to
preserve the habitat....more informational signage would help ensure that everyone complied with
this.

8/6/2017 10:36 AM

10

i'd love to help with the restoration projects but they are typically scheduled for Monday mornings making it impossible for those of us who work to participate.

8/5/2017 6:26 PM

11

Continue what is being done now.

8/5/2017 9:48 AM

12

They are doing a great job! Keep working on the broom and blackberries.

8/5/2017 8:49 AM

13

Not sure!

8/4/2017 11:11 AM

14

Start by getting rid of the EDPA and have a program dedicated to Saanich parks. Get politicians
and government worker weasels out of our private properties

8/4/2017 10:04 AM

15

public education tours, school tours

8/3/2017 9:44 AM

16

Much more needs to be devoted to garry oak natural ecosystem areas in the park.

8/2/2017 12:04 PM

17

Plant more indigenous plants and trees

8/2/2017 11:50 AM

18

Educational signs explaining to public what work is going on.

8/2/2017 11:19 AM

19

Keep housing away

8/2/2017 11:12 AM

20

Volunteer opportunities on the weekend.

8/2/2017 11:01 AM

21

As long as the areas are kept that would be important

8/2/2017 10:53 AM

22

Pulling Together team needs help with holly removal

8/2/2017 10:45 AM

23

Develop a system to kill stumps of unwanted trees--contact Director of Canadian forest Service.
They have developed a biological control system for some species of unwanted species of trees to
be applied immediately after cutting down.

8/2/2017 10:37 AM
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24

More manpower/$ to keep invasive species out

8/2/2017 9:48 AM

25

Dedicate resources to help get rid of invasives in the park and plant more natives.

8/2/2017 9:40 AM

26

Nature house would support this through education

8/2/2017 9:19 AM

27

Build garry oak meadow in hill lose to house

8/2/2017 9:07 AM

28

More volunteers, and natural local plantings.

7/31/2017 10:15 PM

29

Aerate King's Pond. Fix erosion at front of King's Pond.

7/29/2017 7:45 AM

30

King's pond could use an aeration system to help clean the water.

7/29/2017 7:25 AM

31

The Blackberry bushes are obviously invasive but tasty. It must be difficult to keep them in check.
Planting more native plants would be nice.

7/29/2017 12:39 AM

32

I have mixed feelings about the restoration work being done by volunteers. I think the Garry Oak
trees were doing fine the past 14 years, without pulling out a lot of greenery and making areas so
bare. I am also wondering if native plants are planted in their place, how they will get growing
without the deer browsing them to death, and if they are not watered, not surviving. Then all will
have been wasted. I have seem other baby trees planted in the park and other areas that did not
grow. I think the Garry Oak areas are fine as is, like the Garry Oaks on Mt. Tolmie - the other
plants do not seem to be threatening them. We have so many other introduced species in the
area, why are we trying to make this "natural" now??

7/27/2017 8:39 AM

33

Restoration program for elementary kids and seniors

7/27/2017 7:54 AM

34

See above. You MUST NOT allow any more houses to be built in the buffer area beside the chip
trail on the west side of the park. Even if you don't allow garry oaks to be cut down, the
undergrowth and nearby growth is badly affected.

7/26/2017 6:03 PM

35

Keep houses far away.

7/26/2017 4:56 PM

36

Remove Golf course

7/23/2017 4:16 PM

37

...the volunteers do a great job...some professional help??

7/21/2017 1:57 PM

38

Enough is already being done.

7/20/2017 2:08 PM

39

Volunteers need more help.They do a wonderful job both summer and winter

7/20/2017 11:48 AM

40

I think you do a good job now

7/20/2017 11:12 AM

41

It is quite obvious the volunteers need more help.

7/19/2017 9:17 PM

42

remove the golf course.

7/19/2017 11:28 AM

43

more space away from golf. involve community to restore forest in many areas

7/18/2017 11:21 AM

44

Reduce the amount of land used for golf and expand the Garry Oak ecosystems.

7/17/2017 4:18 PM

45

prevent the deer destructive activity

7/16/2017 3:25 PM

46

More of the same

7/15/2017 6:45 PM

47

More of the same

7/15/2017 3:50 PM

48

Educate the public about the areas. Hold nature walks monthly. Hold bird walks. Have a youth
program (young ecologists) volunteer in the park.

7/15/2017 2:08 PM

49

Not sure

7/15/2017 2:00 PM

50

Parks staff to assist the volunteer restoration on a more regular basis? I am not sure how much
time Parks staff currently put into maintenance and restoration of the natural areas (i.e. not golf
course)

7/15/2017 1:40 PM

51

They are doing a great job removing invasive species.

7/15/2017 7:46 AM

52

Cannot think of any

7/14/2017 10:40 PM

53

Chip trail is brilliant. The natural areas are delightful and 'natural'.

7/14/2017 2:43 AM

54

better management of the blackberries.

7/13/2017 9:37 PM

55

Good job with broom and blackberry removal. Could we make the golf course AUDUBON
certified?

7/13/2017 9:25 PM
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56

Garry Oaks while stately beings are naturally a hazardous type of tree. Care should be taken to
husband these trees in a manner that will provide safety as they age or become damaged

7/13/2017 5:44 PM

57

...the volunteers are doing an excellent job...hire a couple of "groundsmen" to coordinate

7/13/2017 4:59 PM

58

Keeping invasive plants away

7/13/2017 1:48 PM

59

Shouldn't depend solely on volunteers...Saanich needs to maintain it as well.

7/11/2017 12:39 PM

60

I think park staff could be used to work in the natural areas. At present the golf course staff have
little time to devote to this.

7/10/2017 12:40 PM

61

Control ivy, conduct tree inventory, replant where feasible. consider broadcast application of
herbicides to control ivy. reliance on had tending with volunteers may be good for community
relations but is not effective in the big picture. I speak form experience.

7/6/2017 9:10 PM

62

I see them working every day and I'm sure they knowledgable and committed.

7/4/2017 4:53 PM

63

Not sure

7/4/2017 4:18 PM

64

Educate people. I have always wanted to volunteer but I work when the clean up times are
typically scheduled. Expand volunteer hours and opportunities. I know this usually causes more
work for the steady volunteers. I'll have to educate myself more about this.

7/2/2017 9:16 AM

65

Restoration takes time. Keep up the good work.

7/2/2017 7:36 AM

66

The biggest challenge is the English Ivy - it chokes out anything else from coming up and is too
hard to remove by hand. I fear will will have to use some kind of short term herbicides as with the
Ivy, it is unlikely that new plantings will be able to take hold. I'd like to see a goal of at least 5,000
new trees planted in the next 10 years. I'd even welcome more flowering trees and shrubs on the
golf course. There is no reason we could not have CHGC looking a lot more like Augusta with
dogwoods and rhodos and azaleas alongside tees and behind greens with more tall trees like
Garry Oaks and Grand and Doug Firs lining the fairways. It would make a fairly plain course into a
real place of beauty and draw rave reviews.

6/30/2017 10:41 PM

67

Education for visiting walkers.

6/29/2017 3:11 PM

68

Community involvement and education on invasive species

6/29/2017 1:42 PM

69

Probably more money and support from Saanich Parks. Volunteers are great but do have some
limitations.

6/28/2017 6:43 PM

70

Expand meadow and oak woodland restoration to reclaim parts of golf course; restore meadow
below McRae house.

6/28/2017 4:27 PM

71

Plant more flowering trees and fruit trees, Add rain gardens to improve drainage. Cultivate and
maintain First Nations plants/medicines with interpretive signage.

6/28/2017 10:24 AM

72

Collaborate more with schools (all levels) to get students involved in conservation and restoration.

6/28/2017 7:22 AM

73

Encourage Gary Oak meadows to spread. Plantings.

6/27/2017 5:19 PM

74

not sure

6/26/2017 11:47 AM

75

More work on elimination of invasive species.

6/24/2017 2:19 PM

76

Signage and educational tours for tourists and students

6/23/2017 10:31 AM

77

Get schools involved. Kids could plant more Gary oaks and native plants. More signs to educate.
The big one by McRae house is great but more along the way would point out what plants are as
you see them.

6/23/2017 7:24 AM

78

Native plantings and invasive species removal; prohibition of dogs in certain areas; addition of bird
boxes

6/22/2017 7:39 PM

79

Check out what Playfair Park has been doing nearby; their restoration efforts are truly amazing.

6/22/2017 2:35 PM

80

Replace parts of the gold course with natural areas.

6/21/2017 9:42 PM

81

Pull the blackberries; and broom on the hill (5th hole I think)

6/21/2017 8:23 PM

82

Local First Nations people spearheading controlled burns, caretaking, teaching others

6/21/2017 8:14 PM

83

Keep deer herds under control

6/21/2017 11:28 AM

84

i think they do a great job at the moment

6/21/2017 10:44 AM
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85

reintroduce indigenous wild flowers

6/21/2017 8:06 AM

86

Support the volunteers

6/20/2017 8:42 PM

87

Limit scope of development around park (houses, townhouses). Identify areas within golf course
that are not being utilized and see if they can be restored to natural state and made accessible to
walkers.

6/20/2017 3:26 PM

88

specialists/ arborists could perhaps be involved more than now; they could direct paid and
volunteer workers (and I suggest employment of more workers, if necessary to get on with this
project)

6/19/2017 1:36 PM

89

Not sure

6/19/2017 12:20 PM

90

management practices reflect ethic to conserve existing remnant populations (I've seen chips bury
native wildflowers and mowing, expanding of chip trail on those populations) before further
enhancements are considered

6/19/2017 10:46 AM

91

Plant more young oak trees all over the golf course, or there will eventually be none - removing
invasive grass species- removing invasive native shrub species - create Garry oak meadow on
slope above the recreation centre - work with First Nations to create a demonstration camas and
other species harvesting site. Saanich needs to put significant funding into restoration here and in
other parks with former Garry oak ecosystems.

6/19/2017 8:17 AM

92

That's for an expert to answer, and their advice should be heeded.

6/19/2017 7:43 AM

93

More benches

6/18/2017 3:43 PM

94

daylight bowker creek and restore the habitat around the creek. Keep some of the natural
environment for kids to explore, and some for conservation.

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

95

The volunteers do an amazing job. I understand the creek required a lot of work to keep it clear but
I don't know what could be done to assist in this.

6/18/2017 12:11 AM

96

Well done volunteers!

6/17/2017 9:32 PM

97

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

98

Keep up the great work!

6/17/2017 8:30 PM

99

Provide funding! Develop a site conservation and ecological integrity plan. Identify areas of the
park with natural values and work to restore them. Convert some of the golf course to native
ecosystem. Identify potential recovery habitat for rare species and opportunities to (re)introduce
rare species.

6/17/2017 1:32 PM

100

Looking for and coming up with new ideas. I am not an expert in the field, so I cannot comment
with accuracy.

6/17/2017 11:02 AM

101

it seems that we need a whole park plan for what we remove, some areas now are regrowing
invasive species, are we planting any natural species?

6/17/2017 9:45 AM

102

Natural plantings

6/17/2017 8:14 AM

103

I love the bablackberry bushes and really think we should maintain them as a food source for birds
and humans.

6/17/2017 7:55 AM

104

No idea

6/16/2017 4:46 PM

105

Spear grass removal

6/16/2017 10:26 AM

106

Really good work being done with the blackberries, I notice and appreciate every time!! Can we
bring back some Camas and other native wildflowers?

6/16/2017 9:01 AM

107

Get rid of the blackberries

6/16/2017 8:37 AM

108

Related to the above, I would be very cautious about making changes that might result in overuse
of the park and damage to sensitive environmental areas.

6/16/2017 8:29 AM

109

Connectivity. There are presently isolated Garry oak ecosystem patches that could be connected
ecologically through clever design and restoration. I recommend undertaking historical and
ecological mapping of communities, and then creating a design that emphasizes connectivity.

6/16/2017 7:54 AM

110

Get rid of the golf course.

6/15/2017 7:17 PM
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111

Continue supporting the volunteers and provide assistance in keeping a natural balance between
golf course and natural areas (ex. fertilizers and their effect on Bowker Creek )

6/15/2017 7:14 PM

112

we should ensure wetlands and quiet spaces for migratory birds as well as other wildlife, plus
some flowering shrubs etc for our native hummingbirds

6/15/2017 3:30 PM

113

get rid of the golf course

6/15/2017 3:00 PM

114

educational signage

6/15/2017 2:38 PM

115

While the volunteers do commendable work, it is unclear if there is a restoration strategy in place
for eradicating invasive species (such as blackberry & ivy) and allowing native species to return &
flourish? It is disheartening to see how quickly & robustly the blackberries in particular return after
being cut back.

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

116

Keep up the good work

6/15/2017 1:08 PM

117

Replace the over grown grass near Epson/Queensbury with something native.

6/15/2017 12:40 PM

118

Require set-back and height restriction on the new mega houses that are going up.

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

119

Parks Department to continue to support efforts of Pulling Together, Friends of Cedar Hill Park and
Bowker Creek Restoration Project and Plan.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

120

Hire students in the summer to speed up the restoration process

6/15/2017 10:29 AM

121

Improve pods of tree types so that garry oak, fir, cedar and shrub areas are not mixed to enable
their long term sustainability. Do not need to be really large but more pods for natural growth and
greenery.

6/15/2017 8:53 AM

122

Make sure no chemicals are used on the golf course

6/15/2017 8:38 AM

123

The volunteers are doing a wonderful job!

6/15/2017 8:12 AM

124

Love that these areas are being restored and conserved - keep up the good work.

6/15/2017 8:02 AM

125

Continue to remove the invasive species.

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

126

Too much emphasis is being placed on "Natural" areas. Instead of focusing on "Natural" areas,
just beautify the entire park with all manner of plantings.

6/15/2017 6:18 AM

127

They do an excellent job

6/15/2017 6:15 AM

128

The extent of the ivy and blackberry brambles is rather depressing.

6/14/2017 9:31 PM

129

as said previously, help retain and multiply the various native flowers and flowering plants, in
appropriate areas, as in Playfiri park

6/14/2017 9:02 PM

130

I appreciate the hard work of the volunteers

6/14/2017 4:41 PM

131

More tree planting at the south end, North Dairy hill

6/14/2017 2:57 PM

132

I am not sure. Perhaps more visits from experts in Botany and Ethnobotany would be useful to
volunteers? Perhaps Saanich could provide more labour for this work?

6/14/2017 2:46 PM

133

Expand the park

6/14/2017 1:43 PM

134

The fact that volunteers HAVE to maintain the natural areas should be a big embarrassment for
Saanich Parks & Rec. And I imagine it is a big relief for them too. Parks & Rec should pony up
more resources to support and/or take over this important work! The current operating plan, where
Cedar Hill Park is self-funding is unique to all other parks and has led to this lack of support!

6/14/2017 1:39 PM

135

do not widen the trails and apply the chips with more care so they do not constantly spill over into
the wildflower areas; better protect the camas when it is sprouting in the early spring; it's always
getting trampled on by people and dogs and bicyles

6/14/2017 10:01 AM

136

More natural flowers.

6/14/2017 12:39 AM

137

Don't build cycling trails.

6/13/2017 5:10 PM

138

Areas that have been cleared have given magnificent camas desplays. But I am seeing rapid
return of ivy and blackberries in those areas that have been cleared. Better ads to getting more
volunteers - can clearing the undergrowth be a " course" managed by the rec centre?

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

139

Open volunteer days for invasive removal or restoration of meadows cf. Fort Rodd Hill

6/13/2017 1:39 PM
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140

Not my area of expertise but do feel a bit threatened at times regarding the dead branches that
over-hang the walking trail.

6/13/2017 8:46 AM

141

Increased signage identifying the uniqueness of GOEs and their cultural significance.

6/13/2017 7:14 AM

142

Getting more volunteers in the park, especially youth volunteers. Collaborating more with the
Greater Victoria Green Team!!

6/12/2017 10:41 PM

143

None that I can think of.

6/12/2017 4:05 PM

144

Parks could hire staff to do this also!!! And educate people. Maybe local schools could
oversee/maintain a certain 'plot' and businesses such as garden centres could become more
involved in being partners. The current volunteers work very faithfully in restoring the park but it is
a huge park area to keep ahead of the invasives.

6/12/2017 1:28 PM

145

Cedar Hill is an "active" park, and environmental areas should enhance, not override, this
fundamental use

6/11/2017 10:05 PM

146

Nature walks and talks

6/11/2017 8:58 PM

147

Dogs on leash and continue invasive species removal.

6/11/2017 8:17 PM

148

The reduction of the golf course to nine holes in favour of returning the upper course portion to it's
natural habitat would rival popularity with Summit Park (Victoria), Beaver lake, Swan Lake and
other large parkland areas.

6/11/2017 3:45 PM

149

I'm a volunteer... we need clearer Parks policy, more coordination, collaboration, better planning
and a better balance of funding with Rec. priorities. Natural areas have been neglected for 20 plus
years and berms created by golf course construction never properly restored. Invasive willow
trees, dumping, blackberry, holly, broom, etc. Process is being made but need more focus.

6/11/2017 1:44 PM

150

I don't see this as a huge priority for change. It's fine the way it is.

6/11/2017 8:09 AM

151

Could the various schools get involved in the restoration and conservation activities?

6/10/2017 2:41 PM

152

Need less golf, more trees.

6/10/2017 12:15 PM

153

I have volunteered for this. It's hard physical labour. It's unfair to expect volunteer senior citizens to
undertake this work. Why isn't this work covered by the city. ?

6/10/2017 9:09 AM

154

Attract more birds

6/10/2017 8:42 AM

155

Redesign the golf course to facilitate more wildlife. Like put wildlife areas where golfers wont be
trying to hit into as much as possible. Or simply reduce the golf course area but i know thats likely
not happening. Education on the wildlife like swanlake christmas hill sanctuary or saltspring nature
reserve

6/9/2017 10:04 PM

156

Well I believe ecosystem restoration is important, I also believe family connections and teaching
kids about food is important and in that sense I would hope that you find a balance between
removing all the blackberry bushes around the golf course and leaving some for families to enjoy
and kids to learn about. I have seen many families & kids excited about picking these berries and
believe it's an important to keep this as part of our park.

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

157

PLanting more trees in place of the golf course

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

158

Educational signage and awareness activities - guided birdwatching etc.

6/9/2017 7:56 PM

159

More volunteers dealing with invasive species and getting the help of Saanich Parks to haul the
plant matter away.

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

160

This is so true. Please put your money here.

6/9/2017 5:22 PM

161

Continue to remove the invasive species.

6/9/2017 4:22 PM

162

sorry, no ideas about this question.

6/9/2017 1:55 PM

163

Perhaps a greenhouse to grow native plants and trees needed to further build out the restored
areas, in order to reduce purchasing costs for the city. The Rec Centre could offer programs where
local citizens and schoolkids could help work in the greenhouse, creating a greater sense of
involvement with the park.

6/9/2017 12:41 PM

164

more invasive species removal, if Saanich wants residents to maintain natural eco systems they
have to lead by example

6/9/2017 11:31 AM
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165

Little natural pockets where people can sit comfortably and enjoy the environment ... on benches
that do not slant back or curve

6/9/2017 8:46 AM

166

Host a native plant planting day in one of the restored areas to get people aware of the wide
variety of plants that this type of ecosystem supports, as a learning tool to understand that native
plants are not secondary in gardens. Also, encourage neighbours to understand which invasive
species in their own gardens can cause serious problems when they encroach in the natural
areas.

6/9/2017 7:45 AM

167

Allocate budget to support the volunteer work with staff and equipment. The budget appears to be
disproportionately assigned to support golf, yet the natural areas are more important.

6/9/2017 3:21 AM

168

Saanich Parks needs to hire people to keep up with the task of full time maintenance required
within the park. Relying solely on volunteers is not only inadequate, it is also unacceptable. The
work in restoration is urgent; it is real work, hard work and as such, it needs to be compensated
with wages! Less people in Saanich offices in front of computers and more boots on the ground
doing actual physical work. The amount of work allotted for the maintenance of grass on the golf
course for golfers would be better redirected toward the restoration and maintenance of the park's
overall health.

6/9/2017 2:57 AM

169

Nothing that I can see. Staff and volunteers are doing a fantastic job.

6/8/2017 11:23 PM

170

Ensure Garry oaks aren't impacted. Trim any dead branches off of Garry oaks so they don't fall on
people. One time I was walking through the park and it was windy and a huge branch fall down
right in front of me.

6/8/2017 9:44 PM

171

Provide guided naturalist walks .... partner with local environmental groups to know how this site
connects to other regionally important sites, offer Intro birding /naturalist courses to better engage
community ...

6/8/2017 7:59 PM

172

remove the golf course

6/8/2017 7:02 PM

173

Remove all blackberry. Convert golf areas to native plant/ Garry oak meadows

6/8/2017 6:42 PM

174

What could be done? Create a clear/transparent budget for CHP and no doubt other parks,too. As
long as the restorations services are mostly FREE to SAANICH , and maintenance and repair and
vegetating of the Park is off the side of the desk of a manager of Recreation, the Park will never be
a priority for funding nor fulfill anyone's hope for a restored Garry Oak Ecosystem vision. This
question has no place here; it's just wishful thinking. You folks at Saanich Parks are learning these
days the many things that have to happen to conserve and restore CHP. I hope you
know/have/hire a great "grant writer" who knows how to get big money for CHP. Once I see you
vegetate "Persimmon Pond" and repair the railings at Kings Pond, I'll believe CHP has hope of a
future in your eyes.

6/8/2017 5:54 PM

175

Education, preservation, watershed health

6/8/2017 3:23 PM

176

attract more volunteers or paid workers to restore it

6/8/2017 2:58 PM

177

Consider limiting or preventing access to some of the natural areas to prevent erosion and
destruction of native vegetation. More educational signage would help.

6/8/2017 1:26 PM
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Q19 Are there additional features around the perimeter trail you’d like to
see? (check all that apply)
Answered: 396

Skipped: 209
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ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

Interpretive/educational signs (environmental, historical, cultural and First Nations)

62.37%

247

Public washroom services (washrooms are located in both the Recreation Centre and the Golf Club House)

27.27%

108

More seating

33.33%

132

Picnic areas

39.14%

155

Exercise stations

32.83%

130

Children/youth play spaces

36.62%

145

Other (please specify)

23.48%

93

Total Respondents: 396
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

It would be great if the golfers could have a toilet at the north end section of the course to avoid
seeing them use the bushes or open areas!

9/6/2017 10:58 AM

2

Toilets: only if modest and maintained

8/21/2017 3:45 PM

3

A calthithenics outdoor temple for serious muscle building.

8/7/2017 10:02 PM

4

signage in local First Nations language

8/7/2017 2:29 PM

5

off leash dog play area

8/7/2017 1:11 PM

6

water fountains

8/6/2017 2:14 PM

7

You have improved the trail signage but there are still too many walkers coming onto the golf
course. I suggest stronger signage...like Walkers Keep Out!

8/6/2017 10:36 AM

8

Explicitly none of the above, with the exception of environmental and cultural signage but not
along trail - rather at trail entrance or some other already urbanized spot

8/5/2017 6:26 PM

9

PLEASE don't add children's play structures. I'm a preschool teacher and it breaks my heart when
people think that we need a playground. If anything, maybe some signage stating the health
benefits of playing in nature. Climbing rocks is good for your muscle and bone development, core
strength as well as eyesight

8/5/2017 11:11 AM
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10

Don't have any personal need for any of these features and would likely not use them.

8/5/2017 9:54 AM

11

Bat houses

8/4/2017 7:55 PM

12

pullup bar setup

8/4/2017 3:59 PM

13

dog off leash area

7/30/2017 11:35 AM

14

Bike trails throughout the golf course. What to feed and not feed the ducks sign.

7/29/2017 7:45 AM

15

Bike trails throughout the golf course.

7/29/2017 7:25 AM

16

I don't think any of the things listed above are necessary.

7/28/2017 1:57 PM

17

Perhaps a couple of benches, but the attraction of this park is the nature and being able to be
immersed in it on the chip trail, without a lot of structures, man-made things - I do not want to see
buildings, excercise stations, picnic areas - keep it simple as it is!!

7/27/2017 8:39 AM

18

No more exercise stations!

7/27/2017 7:54 AM

19

Please keep it natural. No need for any of the unchecked items above.

7/26/2017 6:03 PM

20

An outdoor exercise circuit in one location and not stations spread out all around the trail. People
don't want to stop running to use an exercise station but they would do a circuit before or after a
run or just come to the park for the circuit. Great examples in New York.

7/26/2017 4:52 PM

21

There must be something to learn from the Europeans re: exercise stations!

7/24/2017 9:35 AM

22

Water bottle filling station

7/22/2017 10:36 PM

23

Waterpark instead of ball fields

7/20/2017 2:08 PM

24

It is a trail, not long so the washrooms are located just fine at the moment, have the children play
area By Mcrae house onthe slope going down to the rec center

7/20/2017 11:12 AM

25

seperated bike and pedestrian path.

7/19/2017 11:28 AM

26

water fountains that actually work!

7/18/2017 11:21 AM

27

More signs to direct walkers OFF golf course.

7/15/2017 7:46 AM

28

Better signage. Lots of people wander on to the golf course

7/14/2017 9:01 AM

29

Perhaps washrooms at the Kings Pond end?

7/14/2017 2:43 AM

30

Only where it is safe from the golfers

7/13/2017 2:41 PM

31

Water fountains

7/13/2017 2:31 PM

32

more fencing in high risk areas for golf ball strikes

7/7/2017 8:26 AM

33

Art installations

7/4/2017 4:53 PM

34

Listening stations

7/4/2017 12:07 PM

35

Do not over develop this park. There are plenty of seats and we dont need exercise stations!

7/2/2017 7:36 AM

36

Let the children play in a natural playground. Exercise stations rarely are used and take up more
habitat. Picnic with your blanket. There are lots of nice park benches, which are not used a lot - but
there when you want to sit and rest or just take in the beauty.

6/30/2017 10:41 PM

37

Dog safe area on field below house

6/29/2017 3:11 PM

38

A disc golf course

6/28/2017 9:38 PM

39

More water stations for humans/dogs

6/28/2017 10:24 AM

40

Community gardens

6/26/2017 11:47 AM

41

Perhaps a bike repair & water station

6/26/2017 9:30 AM

42

Water stations. I don't think we need playgrounds but small educational play areas would be good.

6/23/2017 7:24 AM

43

Wider in areas where it's possible and enforcement of leashed dog requirements.

6/22/2017 2:35 PM

44

Soft surfaces along the entire trail.

6/21/2017 9:42 PM

45

Seating at the ballpark too.

6/21/2017 8:23 PM
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46

More trees

6/21/2017 8:14 PM

47

keep it natural - no exercise stations, play spaces, picnic areas, etc.

6/19/2017 5:26 PM

48

I would avoid further development; there are facilities elsewhere for picnics and play, and I see
'excerise stations' as likely to interfere with free-walking

6/19/2017 1:36 PM

49

Plant trees along pathway to keep golf balls away from walkers.r

6/17/2017 9:32 PM

50

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

51

The chips are soft but get stuck in your socks etc. Would gravel be better? It might make the trails
more accessible

6/17/2017 7:26 PM

52

accessible are areas for walkers wheelchairs etc

6/17/2017 9:45 AM

53

Anything we can do to bring younger people to the facility is essential...get them away from digital
hobbies!

6/17/2017 7:55 AM

54

Art installations; could be part of a temporary art program

6/16/2017 4:46 PM

55

An outdoor gym( I have only seen the one in Courtenay)would be a great attraction and could
possibly go on the hill by the rec centre

6/16/2017 11:50 AM

56

Bring back the restaurant.

6/16/2017 8:37 AM

57

Perhaps a small bandshell for concert performances or other live events.

6/16/2017 8:29 AM

58

nice coffee shop in the club house

6/15/2017 10:15 PM

59

V

6/15/2017 9:21 PM

60

Dedicated cycling areas

6/15/2017 7:17 PM

61

play space near the rec centre rather than ner the golf course

6/15/2017 7:14 PM

62

I quite appreciate that it is in a natural state, and woud not like to see it overwhelmed with signage,
etc. leave it, so few places are >unmarked>

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

63

public art

6/15/2017 2:01 PM

64

No additional feature - keep it natural

6/15/2017 12:10 PM

65

Leave it as is!

6/15/2017 11:44 AM

66

None of the above, please.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

67

Fenced off-lease dog area

6/15/2017 9:40 AM

68

No, I would prefer it to stay as is without the above

6/15/2017 8:38 AM

69

Keep it natural

6/15/2017 7:11 AM

70

Pickleball courts built somewhere for public use

6/15/2017 6:20 AM

71

Sculpture features and /or landscape design especially in area immediately adjacent to the
Rec.Center

6/14/2017 2:57 PM

72

Any features like picnic areas and seating should be limited to areas outside of the environmentaly
sensitive areas.

6/14/2017 2:46 PM

73

Washroom I can take my dog into so I don't have to leave dog outside unattended

6/14/2017 1:43 PM

74

keep the perimeter trail as natural as possible please

6/14/2017 10:01 AM

75

Adequate parking for walkers including parking at the end of some of the side streets that lead to
the park

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

76

more usage etiquette signs e.g. dog management, passing on trails

6/12/2017 4:36 PM

77

Upgrade the filthy washrooms

6/12/2017 4:26 PM

78

if there are particular spots that continue to be regularly unsafe due to errant golf balls....please
address that for everyone's safety

6/12/2017 1:28 PM

79

Nature play spaces with benches and garbage cans/ waterfountain

6/11/2017 8:17 PM
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80

Picnic/gathering area at the rec. centre where we have washrooms, parking, transit, security,
services

6/11/2017 1:44 PM

81

Drinking fountains

6/11/2017 8:09 AM

82

Please keep human activity to a minimum. I prefer it to be left to wildlife.

6/9/2017 11:10 PM

83

Pickleball courts

6/9/2017 10:04 PM

84

More plants other than the lawn grasses. If u really still need grasses. Have native grasses and put
a sign up about their ecological importance cause there's always going to be some person saying
it looks bad

6/9/2017 10:04 PM

85

definitely a playground and a picnic area at the North End would be a huge hit with parents like
myself in the community

6/9/2017 8:15 PM

86

concert area?

6/9/2017 1:55 PM

87

climbing wall or area

6/9/2017 10:25 AM

88

a public toilet at Kings Pond (the north end is the farthest from the other facilities. I've watched
golfers relieving themselves in the bushes at that end.)

6/9/2017 2:57 AM

89

I like it the way it is.

6/8/2017 6:43 PM

90

Improve chip trail to reduce conflict

6/8/2017 6:42 PM

91

Exercise stations were suggested by the consultant; not one of the stakeholders mentioned it
VERY OFF BASE, I hope.

6/8/2017 5:54 PM

92

children/youth play spaces nearer the rec center

6/8/2017 3:51 PM

93

natural outdoor amphitheatre

6/8/2017 1:26 PM
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Q20 Do you have any other comments or concerns about Cedar Hill
Park?
Answered: 131

Skipped: 474

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Defending the green space for all ages - not just sports enthusiasts.

9/6/2017 11:08 AM

2

It can be noisy for neighbours near the tees, especially during tournaments, and the end of the day
when the beer has unfortunately now been flowing!

9/6/2017 10:58 AM

3

Need: Playground, Improve the Chip Trail and add an Outdoor Fitness Area

8/21/2017 3:55 PM

4

Be aware that it is a park enjoyed by so many. Any upgrades to be simple and not deterring from
the park. The natural areas are the beauty and need to be preserved. With climate change, it does
appear that in the winter we can be exposed to more flooding, etc. Perhaps more money for the
chip trail during the fall and winter months would be helpful. Interpretive signs are ok if there is a
place for them without exposing the park users to lots of signage.

8/9/2017 3:07 PM

5

In those very rare winters when there is snow or cold weather to freeze golf ponds, children skate
or bring out snow sleds. Allow this to happen and perhaps augment if not disruptive or costly

8/7/2017 1:11 PM

6

The signs about the dogs-on-leash bylaw should be re-worded. Currently they say that dog
leashes are restricted, not that dogs should be on leash at all times. I'm not sure whether this
contributes to the lack of compliance but enforcement should be stepped up.

8/6/2017 11:11 AM

7

We are very lucky to have CHP. Saanich, keep up the great work with preserving this important
green space!

8/6/2017 10:36 AM

8

If features were added to the trail it would disappoint me if they changed the natural atmosphere of
the trail. I want to see nature when I go around, not workout stations, signs, art etc.

8/5/2017 9:54 AM

9

no.

8/5/2017 9:48 AM

10

Let's reduce the amount of space devoted to a single use (golfing).

8/2/2017 12:04 PM

11

I'm worried that in the future, more paring lots and building will take away from the existing green
space

8/2/2017 11:50 AM

12

perhaps a water feature or water park would be nice

8/2/2017 11:42 AM

13

I suppose there's no room for a farmers market, maybe the new one @ the school will fill the gap.

8/2/2017 11:01 AM

14

Was not aware the Golf Club washrooms were for public use, good to know. Not to add more
pavement unless for mobility challenges.

8/2/2017 10:53 AM

15

Love it pretty well as is!

8/2/2017 10:45 AM

16

This park is a real treasure.

8/2/2017 9:40 AM

17

have made other comments on poster boards

8/2/2017 9:07 AM

18

Thanks for the survey

7/31/2017 10:15 PM

19

Make it accessible for everyone and expand the trail systems.

7/29/2017 7:45 AM

20

Remove cut Blackberry branches to expose Blackberries for picking.

7/29/2017 7:25 AM

21

1. Additional trees would help block noise from Finlayson on the south side. 2. The weird pit with a
few sad trees in it (also south side) is a bit ugly and seems a bit unsafe despite the guard rails. 3.
Love the garbage cans around the trail 4. Love the duck pond at the tolmie part of the path. Maybe
some expansion of wetland vegetation around it would increase the wildlife and naturalness

7/29/2017 12:39 AM

22

I think the LONG term future of the park does not include a golf course that benefits a rather small
group. Saanich should not be in the golf business in my opinion.

7/28/2017 4:32 PM
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23

Please preserve and protect as a simple green space for people to enjoy for walking, running, a
quiet area within the city that you can escape to - we need that so much! Don't tamper with a good
thing - take care of it and preserve it for all time.

7/27/2017 8:39 AM

24

Better use of food places

7/27/2017 7:54 AM

25

Just the safety at night. I would like to feel safe going for a walk or run around the trail when it is
dark.

7/26/2017 10:11 PM

26

See above. How did the developers get permission to build in the buffer zone (south of Derby and
Camrose)?

7/26/2017 6:03 PM

27

Ensuring walkers on path are aware they are walking next to an active golf course and that balls
could potentially leave the course and land on path.

7/25/2017 1:13 PM

28

Its a jewel. I'm 62. I've lived and travelled across this country... I've never seen a space like it.

7/24/2017 9:35 AM

29

Improve signage on golf course warning about walking trails and homes. The existing signs are
indirect and meaningless. Be more direct. Add signage at selective tee boxes.

7/22/2017 8:05 AM

30

Keep it natural

7/19/2017 9:17 PM

31

amazing green space in the centre of the suburbs, let's change from golf course to park.

7/19/2017 11:28 AM

32

a better outdoor meeting space with chairs/tables. The current one is near parking lot in front of
rec centre. It is noisy and often dark. A lovely sun room would be awesome.

7/18/2017 11:21 AM

33

Please preserve and maintain the golf course

7/17/2017 3:21 PM

34

When walking, runners often come up from behind. Many announce their coming, but some don't.
Though I've never had an accident, many of my fellow walkers have been startled by a runner's
approach. Though I joke some, I think bells on running shoes - like a bell on a bike, would help to
announce a runners approach. Maybe a sign "Pass on the Left"; "Give warning when passing"?

7/17/2017 1:12 PM

35

Just want more of a community involved feel

7/15/2017 3:50 PM

36

If it is to be both a park and a golf facility, subsidies from Saanich should be equal for both.
Currently, the golf course members and their tournaments are paying for some improvements to
make the course even more of a draw.

7/15/2017 2:00 PM

37

Keep it natural!

7/15/2017 1:40 PM

38

It is a wonderful park. Do not build houses all around or it will take away the natural feeling of the
park. We need trees, hedges to keep it peaceful.

7/15/2017 7:46 AM

39

None

7/14/2017 10:40 PM

40

I enjoy the golf course very much and the walking trail is one of the best walks in Victoria

7/14/2017 9:01 AM

41

Don't want it to lose its present charm.

7/14/2017 2:43 AM

42

More money to improve the driving range and practice areas

7/13/2017 9:25 PM

43

Increased open hours for restaurant

7/13/2017 9:21 PM

44

Not at this time

7/13/2017 5:44 PM

45

I feel very strongly that Cedar Hill Golf Course/Club not be adversely impacted by change.I fear
that unrelated operating charges are already being overly attributed to the Budget,inflating the true
expenses picture and driving up our user fees.There was a 20 % increase in Passholders fees
already this Year.

7/13/2017 3:38 PM

46

I would love to see the restaurant return to the clubhouse. It was a popular place for local people,
especially seniors, to go for a meal. I think advertising would have made it more viable.

7/11/2017 2:47 PM

47

The golf course is fun to play, but it seems like two separate courses. The front nine could be
removed and the space used for other activities like disc golf and expanded walking trails. The
back nine is longer and could benefit from alternative tee boxes. The course plays way too slow
because it is in between skill levels. Too hard for most amatures and too short/easy for stronger
players.

7/10/2017 10:08 PM

48

No

7/8/2017 1:54 PM
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49

The golf course must be treated in the same fashion as the commonwealth pool facility. Saanich
needs to invest in the golf course. Jacking fees up by 20% a year over the last 3 years is not the
way to encourage sustainability.

7/6/2017 9:10 PM

50

I am concerned about the trend to improve parks which seem fine as they are

7/4/2017 6:33 PM

51

I do really love Cedar Hill Park as it is and would prefer it to remain a quiet green space rather than
too much development.

7/4/2017 4:18 PM

52

Eliminate golf

7/2/2017 8:39 PM

53

This park has some unique views - one of the only places in Canada where you can see a
flourishing coastal environment (flora and fauna) with the backdrop of snow covered mountains. A
place to let your imagination soar.

7/2/2017 7:36 AM

54

Restrict houses and condo's corralling in the park. They are crowding the limits of the park. The
grassy area behind King's Pond is full or rats and it is prime duck nesting habitat. Either trap it out
or let young teenage boys in with pellet guns:))) years ago, berms were put in without a lot of
though. perhaps this can be ameliorated with more trees planted on the berms? Build on the oasis
aspect of the park in a suburban area.

6/30/2017 10:41 PM

55

It's too golf centric.

6/29/2017 3:11 PM

56

I think you need to find a better way to attract more folks and diverse groups or entire families to
golf, at affordable or even subsidized prices, to create a better more inclusive hub at the
Clubhouse for the entire community. We love and appreciate the green space but it can be used by
more than sports minded golfers if sponsors and partnerships could be formed.

6/28/2017 10:24 AM

57

We should always remember that humans need to escape from the urban environment on a
regular basis

6/27/2017 5:19 PM

58

Dont feel the need to improve

6/27/2017 4:34 PM

59

These additional features are all great but all this stuff costs money and I consider are optional
nice-to-have features.

6/24/2017 10:16 PM

60

Right now the chip trail is overgrown in some places.

6/23/2017 11:20 AM

61

It's my favourite local park. I live two blocks away on Oakmount. It's a great space already. Small
enhancements are good but don't change too much please.

6/23/2017 7:24 AM

62

Don't lost the connection to nature!

6/22/2017 2:35 PM

63

The park is a wonderful area. They soft trails, the arts and thw ecosystem are all valuable. This
park could be so much more. Replacing some of the golf holes with natural habitat, restoring the
creek, adding areas for picnicing, childrens play, would make this more of a community place.
Longer term, I believe we need to be asking if acres upon acres of golf course is the best use for
land in a constrained urban area. I can see a balance of restorwd habitat and affordable family
housing.

6/21/2017 9:42 PM

64

It's a great park!

6/21/2017 8:23 PM

65

Don't change too much ...people love it now

6/21/2017 11:28 AM

66

I fear 'development' because it may compromise the simplicity of the park (I like it as unadorned as
it is...) This is a good questionnaire, but it would have been even better if it had included room for a
final comment. Mine would be: this is the most important public space in Victoria for me; I hope it
can be kept as open and 'undeveloped as possible. I regret I was unable to attend the 8 June
meeting. I am content to contribute money to the work of the Friends, since I cannot contribute
labour.

6/19/2017 1:36 PM

67

I would like to see the Golf club house cafe developed into a nicer pub or restaurant.

6/19/2017 12:20 PM

68

I love this park. I live in Victoria but it's the park I visit in Saanich most often. Natural values make
it a beautiful place/oasis to recreate within the urban environment. Please continue to balance the
need to create more facilities with the need to preserve the natural values in this park.

6/19/2017 10:46 AM

69

I would love to have a place for the kids to play - swing set etc.

6/19/2017 9:05 AM

70

The recreation center is a wonderful facility - great staff - wonderful spaces and uses.

6/19/2017 8:17 AM

71

regarding question below..hours of fair were far to restricted and limited for any real imput from
community as most people would not have been able to attend during brief hours open

6/18/2017 8:03 PM
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72

less golf. The golf course fees should be kept low and to provide a more affordable golf
opportunities for youth and those who wouldn't be able to afford other golf courses. However the
holes should be reduced to 9 - this would be consistent with attracting youth and allowing it to be
affordable while making space for other uses that are more inclusive.

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

73

Love it!

6/17/2017 9:32 PM

74

Leave the park alone, give it back to First Nations.

6/17/2017 9:10 PM

75

Don't change too much!

6/17/2017 7:43 PM

76

educational signs on trail would increase understanding of the ecosystems / wildlife / flora. Don't
add steel and concrete exercise stations or playgrounds on the trail. Keep it natural.

6/17/2017 1:45 PM

77

Basically, it is a well run facility which deserves thanks, and appreciation for everyone's efforts.

6/17/2017 11:02 AM

78

I love this place and feel totally blessed to have it in my neighbourhood! Thank you to everyone
who works and volunteers there! Thank you for this opportunity too!

6/17/2017 7:55 AM

79

Not much actual park as the rec centre and golf course are entities within it that are serving the
community.

6/16/2017 4:46 PM

80

Lawn mowers on the golf course start at an ungodly hour in the morning and wake up the
neighbourhood at a time people would rather be sleeping. If I mowed my lawn at that hour the
bylaw enforcement officer would be at my door. Bring back the restaurant. I could be a money
maker if well run and would be a good social addition to the neighbourhood.

6/16/2017 8:37 AM

81

I would like the visioning and planning to also consider new uses for the park oriented around
community events. For example, part of the south end of the park could be used for live
entertainment (e.g., jazz or acoustic concerts, spoken word, theatre) outdoor movies,
neighborhood "block" parties, and similar events.

6/16/2017 8:29 AM

82

It's a park with so much potential. Thanks for undertaking this consultation, and I look forward to a
much more diverse--ecologically and culturally--place for Saanich in the future.

6/16/2017 7:54 AM

83

I think that the park needs more to attract youth. Saanich has a skate park, but does not have a
pump track/dirt jump park. I think this would be a beneficial addition to Cedar Hill Park for all users.

6/15/2017 7:17 PM

84

The loss of the café or pub at the club house creates a problem. Only 9ndine on Tuesday now
available. Surely this could be worked out somehow.

6/15/2017 7:14 PM

85

Beautiful space that could be somewhat developed for greater use. You can't swim on grass.

6/15/2017 2:01 PM

86

It is a very special place with wonderful services and great access. It is one of my favourite places
to walk in the mornings for many reasons. How great would it be to see the morning walkers &
joggers & volunteers and golfers, even the cyclists riding through, stopping to socialize over a
coffee and/or a quick bite on the clubhouse terraces??

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

87

Don't overdo trying to please all, leave it natural as it is, encourage more golfers to continue
playing, there's your income

6/15/2017 11:44 AM

88

It's my favourite Rec Center. Love the art and the large gym for exercise classes.

6/15/2017 11:42 AM

89

Too much land dedicated to golf.

6/15/2017 11:00 AM

90

Please leave it alone. It's wonderful just the way it is! Find other locations for desired fitness and
community-building facilities.

6/15/2017 10:59 AM

91

Item 1) above is usually for first time park users so not really needed. Item 4) above. Adding picnic
tables to key areas is a nice touch but putting lots of them in pods is not a desired situation. Good
to have 2-3 in playground areas as in Beckwith park.

6/15/2017 8:53 AM

92

Just to say that it is wonderful just the way it is.

6/15/2017 8:12 AM

93

Sometimes flying golf balls can be a hazard - as a cyclist I am happy I have a helmet on; as a
pedestrian on the paths, I have been startled a few times by golf balls landing near me. Not sure
what can be done about this.

6/15/2017 8:02 AM

94

appreciate both the trails for walking as well as the recreation centre's programs and facility

6/15/2017 7:40 AM

95

Thanks for the efforts to improve this great aspect of Saanich!

6/14/2017 9:31 PM

96

no

6/14/2017 9:02 PM
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97

I appreciate having Cedar Hill Park in my neighbourhood and do not want the Garry Oak
Ecosystems lost or destroyed by urban development.

6/14/2017 6:02 PM

98

Large buildings encroaching on the perimeters

6/14/2017 2:57 PM

99

the people who do mowing and trail edge clearing should receive a quick training course in plants
to look out for, nesting birds, etc. and take greater care in protecting the native plants and in
removing invasive species

6/14/2017 10:01 AM

100

Think I provided them.

6/13/2017 5:10 PM

101

It's beautiful. Don't let any one group change it too much

6/13/2017 3:12 PM

102

It is remarkable park Each season gives the user a treat not found anywhere in southern Saanich,
uninterrupted walking, ever changing nature, and new friends. Don't let any commercial venture
impede this park. Such as the attempt by the private tennis venture to take over the lower playing
field.

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

103

As I use the walking trail on a daily basis I can really only comment on that. I love everything
about it and am not interested in seeing much change.

6/13/2017 11:48 AM

104

Only spend money on things that will actually be used. Check the demographics. Some of the
ideas put forth at the clay court meetings were absolutely ridiculous, very tacky and junky
sounding. The current 'natural' look of the golf course, the course's club house and the beautiful
addition to the rec center have been tastefully done. I hope this theme continues.

6/13/2017 8:46 AM

105

fantastic outdoor asset

6/12/2017 4:36 PM

106

None that I can think of.

6/12/2017 4:05 PM

107

It is wonderful and we are proud to have it in our neighbourhood of 29 years.

6/12/2017 2:13 PM

108

Please act on this vision soon and not let it drag on for another five or ten years !

6/12/2017 1:28 PM

109

I worry that many groups of "active" users - golfers, tennis players, etc. are targeted as special
interest groups by more passive interests.

6/11/2017 10:05 PM

110

I believe its a gem - I hope the balance of citizen needs is kept.

6/11/2017 8:58 PM

111

I do not want too much development so keep the natural setting but create a stronger sense of
community by organizing family events for gathering, eg outdoor amphitheater for concerts and
talks, weekend or evening markets, halloween bonfire, outdoor winter skating rink, Pub nights at
golf course building on derby, easter egg hunt for kids, first nations pow wow, etc.. Safer trails
from stray golf balls for esp the kids.

6/11/2017 8:17 PM

112

It's an amazing natural asset that will increase in value as Greater Victoria expands and densifies.
It is NOT land for future construction. Collaboration and communication with Saanich Parks must
continue to be built and supported. It is an essential asset for building a healthy community.

6/11/2017 1:44 PM

113

This seems to be the wrong time to make park changes, let's wait another 5 years and than review

6/11/2017 8:45 AM

114

The ball diamond is poorly drained and utilized. Could be used to expand the facility.

6/11/2017 8:09 AM

115

We have been so blessed to have this park to enjoy, and so far to be able to walk around its trails
SAFELY, without fear of physical danger from others. i guess one concern is how to keep it healthy
and safe, and free from homeless setting up tents, etc. in the bushes.

6/10/2017 2:41 PM

116

Replace concessionaires with MacDonald's :-) The current coffee is expensive and terrible, while
food is mediocre at best.

6/10/2017 12:15 PM

117

Please don't build any tall buildings. Please don't over improve.

6/10/2017 8:42 AM

118

I'd hate to see Cedar Hill Park become over-run with people, who inevitably leave garbage
everywhere and scare away the wildlife.

6/9/2017 11:10 PM

119

If there are opportunities for more seating, I'd suggest encouraging the use memorial benches.

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

120

Cedar Hill Park is a jewel and the exclusive use of so much of the park by a golf course may not
be the best or most environmental usage.

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

121

Love love love it!

6/9/2017 7:56 PM

122

I hope Cedar Hill doesn't try to become like the other Rec Centers. I hope it can maintain its
strengths (welcoming, green, low key and peaceful). It stands out because of this.

6/9/2017 5:22 PM
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123

Keep it public forever !

6/9/2017 4:22 PM

124

The Rec Centre staff are the best!!!!

6/9/2017 1:55 PM

125

I am very concerned about the potential impact of the
group upon the
process. In their campaign against the public/private clay court facility, their conduct was disturbing
- their misrepresentations, fabrications, slander, and outright lying in that instance would severely
taint the process around the park planning if they resurrect their tactics. They absolutely should be
involved in the process and have their voice heard, but they should not be allowed to steamroll or
degrade the process by bringing public discourse down. There need to be stronger protections in
place against their tactics for both city staff and residents with opposing opinions.

6/9/2017 12:41 PM

126

Very concerned about it being turned over to / sold to developers in the future to increase the tax
base. This came up as a very real possibility under the previous mayor.

6/9/2017 2:57 AM

127

I absolutely love this space!

6/8/2017 7:59 PM

128

lighting

6/8/2017 7:26 PM

129

Give people priority- not golfers

6/8/2017 6:42 PM

130

10001---- Lets keep in touch!

6/8/2017 5:54 PM

131

I have concerns about potential loss of natural areas (through neglect or destruction, or by
development). I am also very concerned about loss of access to public space. e.g., private
facilities being built that the general public has limited or no access to.

6/8/2017 1:26 PM
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Q21 Did you attend the Ideas Fair on June 8th at the Cedar Hill
Recreation Centre?
Answered: 486

Skipped: 119
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ANSWER CHOICES
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Yes

13.37%

65

No
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Not sure
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TOTAL

4
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Q22 On a scale of 1 to 4 how satisfied, were you with the Ideas Fair?
Answered: 60

Skipped: 545
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80%
60%
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Satisfied

ANSWER CHOICES
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1 - Dissatisfied

1.67%

1

2 - Somewhat Dissatisfied

13.33%

8

3 - Satisfied

66.67%

40

4 - Very Satisfied

18.33%

11

TOTAL

60
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Q23 Do you have any suggestions on how to improve future public
engagement events?
Answered: 22

Skipped: 583

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

Yes, need focus, visioning sessions not only simple 'carded' thoughts

8/21/2017 3:46 PM

2

Larger space

8/2/2017 12:05 PM

3

Mind mapping exercises

8/2/2017 11:51 AM

4

more days on weekend

8/2/2017 11:35 AM

5

Have more dates so that more people can attend.

7/29/2017 7:48 AM

6

More publicity

7/15/2017 3:51 PM

7

Use the information garnered from the Ideas Fair to have staff speak about how some of the ideas
can be implemented. Ask people who attend if they would like to receive a regular newsletter about
what's happening in the park. Find a way to have ongoing engagement with people who turn out
for this kind of event. Too often open house events are one-offs with no way for those who attend
to build community with each other or work together to achieve outcome. Saanich is big on open
houses and small on follow-up.

7/15/2017 2:12 PM

8

Be more transparent in possible affect to golf.

7/13/2017 3:40 PM

9

You had lots of staff there to answer question and some local citizens with their displays featuring
aspects of the park. Nice touch.

6/30/2017 10:43 PM

10

It was only by chance that I heard about the event, so improved advertising might help

6/29/2017 1:43 PM

11

Set-up tables at summer events and Hillside Mall. Engage with local businesses and property
owners.

6/28/2017 7:23 AM

12

more of them

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

13

Some people took up way too much time of staff; either more staff available to ask questions or
techniques needed to disengage from time suckers

6/16/2017 4:48 PM

14

Yes, provide terminology glossary. Some of your early questions lead to unsettling options in
interpretation.

6/14/2017 1:41 PM

15

I was very happy that you mailed out cards to the neighbourhood...thank you. I was able to put that
on my fridge as a reminder.

6/12/2017 1:29 PM

16

Make the ideas fair an event over multiple weekends so as to reach as many citizens as possible,
given the need to accommodate shift workers and those whose jobs include travel away from the
Greater Victoria area.

6/11/2017 3:47 PM

17

Appreciated the effort of Saanich Parks. The area around the rec. centre will continue to be an
issue. Should we plan to do a more focussed community consultation with more information and
better examination of comparative priorities?

6/11/2017 1:48 PM

18

No - it was very well orchestrated

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

19

There were not directions about what to do. I just followed other peoples lead....

6/9/2017 1:56 PM

20

was heartened by the level of public turnout but felt wasn't much info on current usage of the park
or current costs or running the park and facilities.

6/9/2017 11:36 AM

21

Better signage to room. Greeters in entry way.

6/8/2017 6:43 PM

22

Many people had no idea how to use the Boards. They expected a meeting at some point. People
wondered who the boss of the event was? Introductions would be great throughout the event.

6/8/2017 5:56 PM
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Q24 How did you hear about the Ideas Fair?
Answered: 59

Skipped: 546
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Postcards Advertising the Event

18.64%

11

Saanich Parks Website

5.08%

3

Saanich Parks and Recreation E-Newsletter

13.56%

8

Friends of Cedar Hill Park Society

15.25%

9

Quadra Cedar Hill Community Association

23.73%

14

Camosun Community Association

1.69%

1

Cedar Hill Golf Club

11.86%

7

Mount Tolmie Community Association

1.69%

1

Facebook

6.78%

4

Twitter

0.00%

0

Other social media

3.39%

2

Word of mouth

32.20%

19

Saanich News

33.90%

20

Cannot recall

5.08%

3

Other (please specify)

13.56%

8

Total Respondents: 59
#

OTHER (PLEASE SPECIFY)

DATE

1

email

8/2/2017 12:05 PM

2

Friends of Cedar Hill Park Pull Together Group

8/2/2017 9:48 AM

3

Invitation from Saanich staff via email and in person

7/17/2017 11:23 AM

4

Judge Place blockwatch community emails

7/15/2017 10:39 AM

5

Municipality of Saanich

6/28/2017 7:23 AM

6

doncaster school

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

7

Cycling Coalition

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

8

GO section of Times Colonist

6/8/2017 5:56 PM
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Q25 Please enter the first 3 characters of your postal code (e.g., V8P)
Answered: 436

Skipped: 169

#

RESPONSES

DATE

1

V8P

9/6/2017 11:08 AM

2

V8P

9/6/2017 10:58 AM

3

V8P

9/6/2017 10:52 AM

4

V8P

9/6/2017 10:50 AM

5

V8P

9/6/2017 10:49 AM

6

V8P

9/6/2017 10:44 AM

7

V8X

9/6/2017 10:41 AM

8

v8p

9/6/2017 10:39 AM

9

v8x

9/6/2017 10:34 AM

10

V8X

9/6/2017 10:31 AM

11

V8X

9/6/2017 10:24 AM

12

V8P

9/6/2017 10:22 AM

13

V8P

9/6/2017 10:19 AM

14

V8N

8/21/2017 4:02 PM

15

V8P

8/21/2017 3:56 PM

16

V8P

8/21/2017 3:46 PM

17

V8P

8/9/2017 3:07 PM

18

V8Z

8/8/2017 9:00 PM

19

v8n

8/7/2017 10:03 PM

20

v8p

8/7/2017 2:29 PM

21

V8P

8/7/2017 1:12 PM

22

V8P

8/7/2017 9:47 AM

23

V8S

8/7/2017 8:50 AM

24

V8X

8/6/2017 3:16 PM

25

v8p

8/6/2017 2:14 PM

26

V8X

8/6/2017 11:11 AM

27

V8S

8/6/2017 10:37 AM

28

V9Z

8/5/2017 8:47 PM

29

V8X

8/5/2017 6:26 PM

30

V8P

8/5/2017 1:12 PM

31

V8P

8/5/2017 11:12 AM

32

V8P

8/5/2017 9:55 AM

33

V8P

8/5/2017 9:49 AM

34

V8X

8/5/2017 8:49 AM

35

V8X

8/5/2017 8:12 AM
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36

V8P

8/4/2017 9:00 PM

37

V8n

8/4/2017 8:00 PM

38

V8P

8/4/2017 7:55 PM

39

V8Z

8/4/2017 11:11 AM

40

V8X

8/3/2017 8:21 PM

41

V8L

8/3/2017 9:45 AM

42

V8P

8/2/2017 12:05 PM

43

V8X

8/2/2017 11:53 AM

44

V8T

8/2/2017 11:42 AM

45

V8P

8/2/2017 11:35 AM

46

V8T

8/2/2017 11:19 AM

47

V8P

8/2/2017 11:08 AM

48

V8P

8/2/2017 11:02 AM

49

V8P

8/2/2017 10:53 AM

50

V8P

8/2/2017 10:45 AM

51

V8P

8/2/2017 10:38 AM

52

V8P

8/2/2017 10:06 AM

53

V8P

8/2/2017 9:53 AM

54

V8T

8/2/2017 9:41 AM

55

V8P

8/2/2017 9:20 AM

56

V8P

8/2/2017 9:08 AM

57

V8P

7/31/2017 10:15 PM

58

V8N

7/30/2017 11:35 AM

59

v8p

7/29/2017 7:55 AM

60

V8P

7/29/2017 7:48 AM

61

V8P

7/29/2017 7:26 AM

62

V8x

7/29/2017 12:40 AM

63

v8z

7/28/2017 4:32 PM

64

V8P

7/28/2017 3:08 PM

65

V8P

7/28/2017 1:57 PM

66

v8z

7/28/2017 12:28 PM

67

V8X

7/28/2017 11:16 AM

68

V8x

7/28/2017 10:04 AM

69

V8N

7/28/2017 7:58 AM

70

V8S

7/27/2017 12:28 PM

71

V8P

7/27/2017 8:39 AM

72

V8w

7/27/2017 7:55 AM

73

V8R

7/26/2017 10:11 PM

74

V9A

7/26/2017 9:22 PM

75

V8P

7/26/2017 6:04 PM

76

v8n

7/26/2017 4:56 PM
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77

V8X

7/26/2017 4:52 PM

78

V8P

7/26/2017 3:36 PM

79

V8R

7/26/2017 11:52 AM

80

v8p

7/26/2017 11:17 AM

81

V8X

7/26/2017 10:28 AM

82

V8P

7/25/2017 10:30 PM

83

V8N

7/25/2017 1:14 PM

84

V8N

7/25/2017 12:30 PM

85

V8N

7/24/2017 11:49 PM

86

V8T

7/24/2017 4:52 PM

87

v8r

7/24/2017 9:35 AM

88

V8n

7/23/2017 4:17 PM

89

V8x

7/22/2017 10:36 PM

90

V8P

7/22/2017 6:57 PM

91

V8P

7/21/2017 1:58 PM

92

V8Z

7/20/2017 7:41 PM

93

V8T

7/20/2017 4:30 PM

94

V8P

7/20/2017 2:09 PM

95

V8P

7/20/2017 11:48 AM

96

V8b

7/20/2017 11:13 AM

97

V8Z

7/20/2017 7:56 AM

98

V8P

7/19/2017 9:18 PM

99

V9A

7/19/2017 1:22 PM

100

v8n

7/19/2017 11:28 AM

101

v8p

7/18/2017 11:21 AM

102

V8R

7/17/2017 10:12 PM

103

V8p

7/17/2017 4:18 PM

104

V8S

7/17/2017 3:22 PM

105

V8P

7/17/2017 1:12 PM

106

V8R

7/17/2017 11:23 AM

107

V8P

7/17/2017 8:45 AM

108

V8p

7/17/2017 7:17 AM

109

V8S

7/16/2017 6:14 PM

110

V8P

7/16/2017 3:25 PM

111

V8X

7/16/2017 1:34 PM

112

V8P

7/15/2017 8:57 PM

113

V8P

7/15/2017 6:45 PM

114

V8P

7/15/2017 3:51 PM

115

V8P

7/15/2017 2:12 PM

116

V2B

7/15/2017 2:01 PM

117

V8P

7/15/2017 1:40 PM
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118

V8P

7/15/2017 10:40 AM

119

V8S

7/15/2017 9:22 AM

120

V8S

7/15/2017 7:47 AM

121

V8Z

7/14/2017 10:40 PM

122

V9c

7/14/2017 10:13 PM

123

V8W

7/14/2017 4:08 PM

124

V8N

7/14/2017 9:01 AM

125

V8X

7/14/2017 2:43 AM

126

V8Z

7/13/2017 9:40 PM

127

V8N

7/13/2017 9:37 PM

128

V8Z

7/13/2017 9:25 PM

129

V8Z

7/13/2017 9:23 PM

130

V8r

7/13/2017 9:22 PM

131

V9A

7/13/2017 9:21 PM

132

V8T

7/13/2017 5:44 PM

133

V8P

7/13/2017 4:50 PM

134

V8N

7/13/2017 4:21 PM

135

V8n

7/13/2017 3:51 PM

136

V8T

7/13/2017 3:40 PM

137

V8M

7/13/2017 2:44 PM

138

V8M

7/13/2017 2:42 PM

139

V8W

7/13/2017 2:41 PM

140

V8r

7/13/2017 2:32 PM

141

V9A

7/13/2017 2:06 PM

142

5c5

7/13/2017 1:49 PM

143

V8P

7/11/2017 2:48 PM

144

V8Z

7/11/2017 12:40 PM

145

V8X

7/11/2017 3:58 AM

146

V8V

7/10/2017 10:09 PM

147

V8P

7/10/2017 12:41 PM

148

V8X

7/9/2017 8:21 PM

149

V8N

7/8/2017 1:54 PM

150

V8P

7/7/2017 10:14 PM

151

V8T

7/7/2017 6:03 PM

152

V8P

7/7/2017 8:27 AM

153

V8p

7/7/2017 7:57 AM

154

V8X

7/6/2017 9:10 PM

155

V8n

7/6/2017 8:02 PM

156

V8P

7/6/2017 7:18 PM

157

V9A

7/6/2017 8:35 AM

158

v8p

7/6/2017 3:37 AM
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159

V8p

7/5/2017 6:12 PM

160

V8S

7/5/2017 7:07 AM

161

V8N

7/4/2017 10:12 PM

162

V8R

7/4/2017 7:32 PM

163

V8N

7/4/2017 6:34 PM

164

V8P

7/4/2017 4:54 PM

165

V8P

7/4/2017 4:18 PM

166

V8Z

7/4/2017 3:37 PM

167

v8n

7/4/2017 12:07 PM

168

V8p

7/4/2017 7:29 AM

169

V8N

7/2/2017 5:39 PM

170

V8y

7/2/2017 11:29 AM

171

V8P

7/2/2017 9:17 AM

172

V8P

7/2/2017 7:37 AM

173

V8P

7/1/2017 9:10 PM

174

V8P

6/30/2017 10:43 PM

175

V8P

6/29/2017 3:11 PM

176

V8P

6/29/2017 2:09 PM

177

V8P

6/29/2017 1:43 PM

178

V8N

6/29/2017 10:44 AM

179

V8N

6/29/2017 6:37 AM

180

V8x

6/28/2017 9:38 PM

181

V8N

6/28/2017 6:43 PM

182

v9e

6/28/2017 4:27 PM

183

V8p

6/28/2017 12:37 PM

184

V8W

6/28/2017 10:25 AM

185

V8P

6/28/2017 7:23 AM

186

V8P

6/27/2017 8:31 PM

187

V8P

6/27/2017 5:19 PM

188

v8n

6/27/2017 4:34 PM

189

V8P

6/26/2017 7:22 PM

190

v8z

6/26/2017 7:09 PM

191

v8x

6/26/2017 11:47 AM

192

V8n

6/26/2017 11:04 AM

193

V8P

6/26/2017 9:30 AM

194

V8P

6/25/2017 1:44 PM

195

V9X

6/25/2017 6:23 AM

196

V8P

6/24/2017 10:16 PM

197

V8P

6/24/2017 2:20 PM

198

v8x

6/24/2017 2:15 PM

199

V8P

6/24/2017 7:16 AM
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200

v8n

6/23/2017 11:55 AM

201

V8P

6/23/2017 11:20 AM

202

V8N

6/23/2017 10:31 AM

203

V8p

6/23/2017 7:25 AM

204

V8r

6/23/2017 6:55 AM

205

V8p

6/22/2017 7:39 PM

206

v8p

6/22/2017 2:36 PM

207

V8P

6/22/2017 12:15 PM

208

v8v

6/21/2017 10:50 PM

209

V8P

6/21/2017 9:42 PM

210

V8X

6/21/2017 8:23 PM

211

3h9

6/21/2017 8:14 PM

212

V8P

6/21/2017 3:17 PM

213

V8P

6/21/2017 1:42 PM

214

v8p

6/21/2017 12:08 PM

215

V8P

6/21/2017 11:29 AM

216

V8X

6/21/2017 10:44 AM

217

V8P

6/21/2017 8:07 AM

218

V8P

6/20/2017 7:15 PM

219

V8Z

6/20/2017 5:57 PM

220

v8p

6/20/2017 5:19 PM

221

V8P

6/20/2017 3:26 PM

222

V9A

6/20/2017 12:06 PM

223

V9A

6/19/2017 9:49 PM

224

v8p

6/19/2017 6:09 PM

225

V8P

6/19/2017 5:27 PM

226

V8P

6/19/2017 4:05 PM

227

V8R

6/19/2017 1:36 PM

228

V8P

6/19/2017 12:21 PM

229

V8T

6/19/2017 10:46 AM

230

v8p

6/19/2017 10:40 AM

231

V9A

6/19/2017 9:05 AM

232

V8X

6/19/2017 8:51 AM

233

V8Z

6/19/2017 8:17 AM

234

v8n

6/19/2017 7:43 AM

235

v8z

6/18/2017 10:45 PM

236

V8N

6/18/2017 10:27 PM

237

V8R

6/18/2017 3:43 PM

238

V8P

6/18/2017 1:34 PM

239

v8p

6/18/2017 11:39 AM

240

V8T

6/18/2017 10:50 AM
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241

V8Y

6/18/2017 10:27 AM

242

V8P

6/18/2017 8:36 AM

243

V8Z

6/18/2017 8:01 AM

244

V8z

6/18/2017 7:40 AM

245

V9A

6/18/2017 12:11 AM

246

V8X

6/17/2017 9:33 PM

247

V8P

6/17/2017 8:58 PM

248

V8X

6/17/2017 8:30 PM

249

V8X

6/17/2017 7:43 PM

250

V8p

6/17/2017 7:26 PM

251

V8p

6/17/2017 1:52 PM

252

V8N

6/17/2017 1:45 PM

253

V8n

6/17/2017 1:32 PM

254

V8P

6/17/2017 11:17 AM

255

V8P

6/17/2017 11:02 AM

256

V8P

6/17/2017 10:26 AM

257

V8P

6/17/2017 9:46 AM

258

V9A

6/17/2017 9:33 AM

259

V3h

6/17/2017 8:14 AM

260

V8N

6/17/2017 7:55 AM

261

V8p

6/17/2017 6:57 AM

262

v9a

6/16/2017 6:01 PM

263

V8P

6/16/2017 4:48 PM

264

v8p

6/16/2017 11:50 AM

265

V8P

6/16/2017 11:17 AM

266

V8P

6/16/2017 10:26 AM

267

V8P

6/16/2017 9:47 AM

268

V8X

6/16/2017 9:02 AM

269

v8p

6/16/2017 8:37 AM

270

V8P

6/16/2017 8:29 AM

271

V8X

6/16/2017 7:54 AM

272

V8x

6/16/2017 7:26 AM

273

V8p

6/16/2017 6:02 AM

274

V8P

6/15/2017 10:59 PM

275

V8P

6/15/2017 10:15 PM

276

V8P

6/15/2017 9:22 PM

277

V8P

6/15/2017 7:17 PM

278

V8X

6/15/2017 7:15 PM

279

V8X

6/15/2017 7:00 PM

280

V8X

6/15/2017 3:30 PM

281

V8p

6/15/2017 3:03 PM
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282

v8p

6/15/2017 3:00 PM

283

v8x

6/15/2017 2:38 PM

284

V8P

6/15/2017 2:01 PM

285

V8R

6/15/2017 1:55 PM

286

v8p

6/15/2017 1:37 PM

287

V8P

6/15/2017 1:10 PM

288

V8P

6/15/2017 1:08 PM

289

V8X

6/15/2017 1:06 PM

290

v8p

6/15/2017 12:45 PM

291

V8P

6/15/2017 12:41 PM

292

V8P

6/15/2017 12:26 PM

293

V8P

6/15/2017 12:10 PM

294

V8P

6/15/2017 11:44 AM

295

v8n

6/15/2017 11:06 AM

296

V8X

6/15/2017 11:00 AM

297

V8P

6/15/2017 10:49 AM

298

V8T

6/15/2017 10:31 AM

299

V8T

6/15/2017 10:29 AM

300

v8p

6/15/2017 10:24 AM

301

V8N

6/15/2017 10:17 AM

302

V8T

6/15/2017 9:46 AM

303

V8y

6/15/2017 9:41 AM

304

V8P

6/15/2017 9:40 AM

305

V8X

6/15/2017 8:53 AM

306

V8R

6/15/2017 8:38 AM

307

V8V

6/15/2017 8:17 AM

308

V8Y

6/15/2017 8:12 AM

309

v8n

6/15/2017 8:02 AM

310

V8P

6/15/2017 7:58 AM

311

V8P

6/15/2017 7:40 AM

312

V8M

6/15/2017 7:21 AM

313

V8p

6/15/2017 7:19 AM

314

V8T

6/15/2017 7:12 AM

315

V8R

6/15/2017 7:12 AM

316

V8T

6/15/2017 6:53 AM

317

V8P

6/15/2017 6:53 AM

318

V8X

6/15/2017 6:20 AM

319

V8N

6/15/2017 6:18 AM

320

V8x

6/15/2017 6:15 AM

321

v8x

6/15/2017 5:27 AM

322

V8W

6/15/2017 5:09 AM
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323

V8P

6/14/2017 9:31 PM

324

V8P

6/14/2017 9:02 PM

325

V8X

6/14/2017 8:25 PM

326

V8T

6/14/2017 6:15 PM

327

V8X

6/14/2017 6:11 PM

328

V8P

6/14/2017 6:02 PM

329

V8W

6/14/2017 5:49 PM

330

v8p

6/14/2017 5:25 PM

331

V8P

6/14/2017 5:17 PM

332

v8p

6/14/2017 4:41 PM

333

V8P

6/14/2017 4:02 PM

334

V8P

6/14/2017 2:57 PM

335

V8P

6/14/2017 2:46 PM

336

V8X

6/14/2017 1:56 PM

337

V8X

6/14/2017 1:43 PM

338

V8P

6/14/2017 1:41 PM

339

V8P

6/14/2017 1:19 PM

340

V8X

6/14/2017 12:43 PM

341

V8P

6/14/2017 10:01 AM

342

V8R

6/14/2017 7:24 AM

343

V8P

6/14/2017 6:45 AM

344

V8P

6/14/2017 12:39 AM

345

V8N

6/13/2017 8:36 PM

346

V8v

6/13/2017 7:35 PM

347

V8N

6/13/2017 5:11 PM

348

V8X

6/13/2017 5:10 PM

349

V8Y

6/13/2017 4:28 PM

350

V8X

6/13/2017 3:43 PM

351

v8x

6/13/2017 3:12 PM

352

V8p

6/13/2017 3:09 PM

353

V9B

6/13/2017 3:07 PM

354

V8p

6/13/2017 1:43 PM

355

V8R

6/13/2017 1:39 PM

356

V8V

6/13/2017 12:55 PM

357

V8x

6/13/2017 12:50 PM

358

V8X

6/13/2017 12:49 PM

359

v8p

6/13/2017 11:48 AM

360

V8P

6/13/2017 8:46 AM

361

V8T

6/13/2017 7:14 AM

362

V8T

6/12/2017 10:41 PM

363

V8V

6/12/2017 8:45 PM
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364

V8T

6/12/2017 8:30 PM

365

V8X

6/12/2017 8:27 PM

366

v8p

6/12/2017 4:37 PM

367

V8T

6/12/2017 4:27 PM

368

V8N

6/12/2017 4:06 PM

369

V8P

6/12/2017 3:07 PM

370

V8P

6/12/2017 2:13 PM

371

v8p

6/12/2017 2:12 PM

372

V8P

6/12/2017 1:29 PM

373

v8p

6/12/2017 1:11 PM

374

V8X

6/12/2017 1:07 PM

375

V8P

6/12/2017 11:03 AM

376

V8R

6/11/2017 10:07 PM

377

V8R

6/11/2017 8:59 PM

378

v8p

6/11/2017 8:17 PM

379

V8T

6/11/2017 3:47 PM

380

V8P

6/11/2017 1:48 PM

381

V8P

6/11/2017 11:04 AM

382

V8x

6/11/2017 8:48 AM

383

V8P

6/11/2017 8:45 AM

384

V9A

6/11/2017 8:09 AM

385

V8P

6/11/2017 6:59 AM

386

V8n

6/10/2017 8:12 PM

387

V8x

6/10/2017 5:19 PM

388

V8P

6/10/2017 2:41 PM

389

V8P

6/10/2017 12:16 PM

390

v8x

6/10/2017 11:55 AM

391

V8m

6/10/2017 9:09 AM

392

V8p

6/10/2017 8:43 AM

393

V8p

6/10/2017 7:37 AM

394

V8P

6/9/2017 11:10 PM

395

V8N

6/9/2017 10:05 PM

396

V8z

6/9/2017 10:04 PM

397

v8p

6/9/2017 8:47 PM

398

V8t

6/9/2017 8:29 PM

399

V8P

6/9/2017 8:17 PM

400

v8p

6/9/2017 8:15 PM

401

V8N

6/9/2017 7:56 PM

402

V8X

6/9/2017 7:51 PM

403

V8x

6/9/2017 7:43 PM

404

V8X

6/9/2017 5:22 PM
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405

V8P

6/9/2017 4:23 PM

406

V8P

6/9/2017 1:56 PM

407

V8R

6/9/2017 12:43 PM

408

V8N

6/9/2017 11:04 AM

409

V6P

6/9/2017 11:00 AM

410

V8R

6/9/2017 10:49 AM

411

V8N

6/9/2017 10:25 AM

412

V8P

6/9/2017 10:07 AM

413

V8Y

6/9/2017 10:07 AM

414

V8P

6/9/2017 9:55 AM

415

V8V

6/9/2017 8:46 AM

416

V8p

6/9/2017 8:26 AM

417

V8T

6/9/2017 7:45 AM

418

V8P

6/9/2017 3:22 AM

419

V8P

6/9/2017 2:57 AM

420

V8P

6/8/2017 11:24 PM

421

V8P

6/8/2017 10:37 PM

422

V8X

6/8/2017 9:57 PM

423

V8X

6/8/2017 9:44 PM

424

V8p

6/8/2017 7:59 PM

425

V8P

6/8/2017 7:46 PM

426

V8P

6/8/2017 7:26 PM

427

v8p

6/8/2017 7:03 PM

428

V8P

6/8/2017 6:44 PM

429

V8P

6/8/2017 6:43 PM

430

V8p

6/8/2017 6:36 PM

431

V8P

6/8/2017 5:57 PM

432

V8Z

6/8/2017 3:52 PM

433

V8P

6/8/2017 3:24 PM

434

V8P

6/8/2017 2:59 PM

435

V8P

6/8/2017 1:31 PM

436

v9a

6/8/2017 11:57 AM
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Q26 How old are you?
Answered: 467

Skipped: 138

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

under 18
years old

18-29

30-44

45-59

60 -70

70-80

80+

ANSWER CHOICES

RESPONSES

under 18 years old

0.21%

1

18-29

3.64%

17

30-44

20.99%

98

45-59

28.05%

131

60 -70

32.76%

153

70-80

11.35%

53

80+

3.00%

14

TOTAL

467
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